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“In A City of Blind Men 

a one-eyed man. 2s king. ” 

ET’S face it: today’s free-lance writer is often 
blinded by the paradox that not only must he 
write a good manuscript; he must write a salable 

one. To an editor these are not always the same thing. 
So, after several unsuccessful submissions, he is leit 
groping for answers to some annoying questions: (1) 
Where am I? (How do my abilities and deficiencies 
stack up with those of other writers? (2) Where am 
I going? (Which directions should my particular tal- 
ents take (3) How should I get there? (What is the 
best long-range planning for sales? To avoid further 
pitfalls he plays follow-the-leader. But for the writer 
living out of close contact with the literary world, this 
is apt to be a game of the blind leading the blind. For 
it’s a curious fact that people whose greatest literary 
chore is the annual letter to Aunt Agatha will come 
up with suggestions on how the writer should write, 
revise and market his manuscripts. 

Rarely is this well-meant but ‘one-eyed’ advice of 
help. No wonder so many writers work on the law of 
averages, stuffing the mails with more manuscripts full of the same weaknesses, 
merely multiplying their problems by the number of manuscripts thcy submit, rather 
than their chance of sale. 

Indisputably the one person best qualified to deal with these problems of the 
writer in relation to his manuscripts and his markets is the literary agent. He deals 
with an enormous variety of manuscripts. He knows editors. He keeps track of 
needs, changes, trends. He is fully committed to his job, not toying with it for the 
sake of prestige. 

Yet there are still some writers who don’t know that the obvious benefits of 
agencies such as mine are available to all. This doesn’t mean that when you submit 
your work to me you'll get unctuous encouragement for the sake of further fees; 
you'll get the truth, and in my years as a writer, editor and publisher I’ve learned that 
truth is the best short cut of all. 

Send me your manuscripts together with a letter about yourself and your goals. 
I'll try to pinpoint your trouble and will be glad to answer any specific questions and 
to submit for you whenever your work is in shape to sell. We’ve made these sales for 
new writers: 

HARPER & BROTHERS, G. P. PUTNAM’S SONS, HOUGHTON-MIFFLIN, 
ACE BOOKS, A. S. BARNES, THE STACKPOLE COMPANY, DODD-MEAD, 
ARCADIA HOUSE, A. A. WYN, THOMAS ALLEN LTD., JUPITER BOOKS, 
ZONDERVAN, CONDE NAST, several book club sales plus an International 
Christian Fiction Award. 

Our magazine sales are to dozens of general-interest, sports, women’s adventure, 
juvenile, travel, religious, technical and other periodicals. 

Through our affiliates in London, Paris, Melbourne and Hollywood, we can service 
any need. 

Our fees are reasonable: $5.00 per manuscript to 5000 words; $1.00 per 1000 words 
thereafter. $10.00 for teleplays, $15.00 for books of all lengths. These fees cover all 
costs of the reading, evaluation and agenting, whenever your work is ready to market. 
PROFESSIONAL WRITERS: Write in detail for straight commission handling. 

LAMBERT WILSON Literary Agency 

130 EAST 37th STREET ° NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 
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Beethoven and Whiskey Wasn’t Enough 

Dear Editor: 
Concerning agents (your April cover article), 

I have sold seventy or eighty short stories to the 
quality and the slick magazines. Out of this num- 
ber, three different agents sold two stories. I 
have never had very much luck with an agent. 
Either they accept everything I write and can’t 
sell any of it or they turn down stories, which 
I later sell myself. They take a long time to do 
anything specific and I have always felt, except 
in one instance, that I was sending my stories 
into a bottomless pit. 

A case in point. Ten or so years ago, I had 
an agent who was subsequently to handle my first 
novel. He was a very fine person. I used to go 
to New York and spend three and four days 
living in his house and drinking his whiskey. He 
liked Beethoven and so did I. He was a nice, 
wide-awake young man. One day I sent him 
a story and almost by return mail he sent it 
back saying: “This is what I call a precious story. 
It has almost no place in today’s market. At 
best it won’t bring more than ten dollars if it 
sells at all.” 

I reread the story and sent it to COLLIER’s my- 
self. In less than two weeks I received a letter 
of acceptance. They were gladly buying my 
story for five hundred dollars. I wrote to my 
agent and told him what had happened and he 
phoned coLLierR’s to stop procedure on the check 
since he wanted his ten percent. COLLIER’s did 
not listen to what he said because I had sent 
the story in quite by myself. They sent me the 
five hundred and my agent made such a noise 
about it that simply to keep peace in the family 
I sent him fifty. When you find a good agent 
I think you are the luckiest man or woman in 
the world. I think, in fact, that a good agent 
is more important to a writer than a good mar- 
riage. Anyhow if I thought sending the five 
hundred back to COLLIER’s would put them back 
in business I would do just that, That doesn’t 
have anything to do with what agents are or 
aren’t but I thought seeing COLLIER’s die was 
one of the saddest things that can happen to a 
writer that and not have THE WRITER’S 
DIGEST to read. 

GeorceE H. FReitTaG 
2775 Genevieve Street 
San Bernardino, California 

¢ In the April WD Forum we published letters 
from writers who were mostly 100% for agents. 
Here is a different view.—Ed. 

(More Forum on page 4) 

FREE-LANCE MARKETS 

TOUGH TO CRACK? 

BUNK! 

says Larston Farrar. 
know hundreds of men 
and women who earn 
their living at free-lance 
writing. I myself made at 

; 4 least $18,000 in 1956 and 
eapect to pangs more this year. Sure, it took 
me years to learn the ins-and-outs of this 
rewarding profession. Now I’ve put my hard- 
won know-how and guidance into a step-by- 
step guide to help you get those checks com- 
ing in regularly, to help you be your own 
boss. Read this book with my compliments: 

“How to Make $18,000 

a Year Free-Lance Writing” 
This is the first “how-to” book on free-lance 
writing. It’s for people who want to write .. . 
and who want to make money at it. It tells 
you everything . .. from how to get story 
ideas . . . to how to slant a story for specific 
audiences and magazines. 

Partial Contents 
Money-Making Ideas. The ‘‘op- 
posites’’ technique. Generating 
ideas from the newspapers. 
How to read for ideas. How 
the government bureau can 
give you story ideas. The $750 
idea born from a TV perform- 
er’s mistake. And much more. 
How to Research a Story. How 
to get profitable facts. 4 ways 

reader. Why over-writing may 
be best for you. Ways to begin 
articles. How to keep readers 
interested all through your 
story. 9 ways to judge your 
article’s quality. Etc. 
Slanting. Ideas for slanting a 
story toward a particular mag- 
azine. Tips on preparing ma- 
terial. Taboos to beware of. 
What editors won't print 
Writing for ‘‘group appeal’. 6 
pointers for use in slanting. 
Trade Secrets. How to give 

to get information easily. rejected articles a fresh start 
Little tricks for interviewing. in life. Why newer magazines 
Etc. are easier to sell to. A little 
Writing Tips. How to hook the idea that may give you a fresh ’ slant in interviewing. 

And Hundreds of Other Point- 
ers: which reference works are 
best—where to sell your ma- 
terial—how to handle editors 

should you have a literary 
agent’ — how to protect your 
legal rights—fallow fields for 
free-lancers—handling ‘‘writing 
money wisely how to rec- 
ognize your “‘peak production” 
days—chapter on ghost-writing 
—how to publicize yourself— 
free lancer's tax advantages— 
10 basic ‘‘don’ts’’ in free-lance 
writing. And much more. 
288 Pages — 20 Chapters 

Use 10 Days Free 
===-SEND NO MONEY-------~-; 1 i] 

1 Hawthorn Books, Inc., Dept. WD-757 ' 
1 Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey ‘ 
g Send me a Copy of HOW TO MAKE $18,000 A YEAR 4 
i FREE. LANCE WRITING for 10 Days’ FREE Use. Then, 4 
1 if I’m sure that “this is the most practical book on writing, 1 

that it will help me become successful, I'll remit $4.95 
§ (plus few cents postage) in full payment. Otherwise, I'll ! 
§ return book and owe not a cent ' 
: NAME : : 
4 ADDRESS ' 
' CITY ZONE STATE ' 
! SAVE! Send $4.95 with coupon and we pay postage. Same ! § return privilege, refund guaranteed. ‘ 
t ' 

Tue Warrer’s Dicest, 22 East 12th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. Published by the F. & W. Publishing Corp. 35c per om: 
$3.50 per year. Vol. 37, No. 8. Entered as second-class matter, April 21, 1921, at the Post Office, Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A 



Across The Desk 

As we MENTIONED in our footnote on page 
13, the first national assembly of the Authors 
League of America was held in New York 
in May. The discussions centered around 
present-day problems, above all censorship. 
The Assembly set up a declaration on 
“Freedom to Write,” and took a strong 
stand against arbitrary censorship by indi- 
viduals, or minority groups. 

Author James Farrell, whose Studs Loni- 
gan trilogy is now an American classic, is 
currently writing an article on “Censorship 
and The Writer” for Wrirer’s Dicest. 
Along with his article we plan to publish 
the Author’s League Declaration. 

Our New York correspondent, Pauline 
Bloom, attended a panel titled, “The 
Changing Magazine Market.” Cleveland 
Amory, Margaret Cousins, Charles Samuels, 
and Theodore White, made up the panel. 
Writers Amory and White said that there 
was a definite trend to make specialists out 

of writers, and they felt very strongly that 

it was a dangerous trend for both maga- 

zines and writers. “Let a writer do a suc- 
cessful article in any field, and he becomes 

identified with it”’ Amory said. 
As a writer you must not let this happen 

to you, even if it makes life easier. Of 

course, any writer will have favorite sub- 

jects with which he will be more deeply 

familiar—but it’s a writer’s business to find 

out what he doesn’t know, and to bring 

freshness and new ideas to the magazines. 

We have just heard from Magazine Man- 
agement Co., (formerly Martin Goodman) 

that they are suspending Lion Library 
Books, edited by: Walter Fultz. Editor Fultz 
is staying on to handle negotiations for the 

purchase of its titles. 
The following magazines out of their 31 

publications will also be discontinued: Con- 

FESSION Stories (bi-monthly), Sport Lire 

(quarterly), and Hunvinc ADVENTURE 
(quarterly). No need for alarm on this 

news item. Chain publishers with that many 
books tend to add and subtract titles from 
their list fairly regularly. 

2 

More happy news is that Saturpay Eve- 
NING Post has just raised its fiction rates. 
First stories now bring $1,000 with cor- 
responding raises for second, third and 
fourth sales. 

CosMoPoLitaN is devoting the August issue 
to writers and writing. Here are some of the 
highlights: “Portrait of Hemingway,” an 
article by T. F. James, concentrating on 
how Hemingway works; transcript of Gore 
Vidal’s TV-play “Visit to a Small Planet,” 
with comments by the author, “How a 
Writer Lives,” a survey piece by Richard 
Gehman on the economics of writing today 
and “The Bright Face of Tragedy,” by 
George Jean Nathan, which talks about the 
bright side of Eugene O’Neill. 

The second issue of Evergreen Reviex 
‘edited by Barney Rosset and Donald 
Allen) is devoted to the “San Francisco 
Scene,” that is works by young poets and 
short story writers (Ginsberg, Kerouac. 
Ferlinghetti) who in the last year or two 
have been getting a lot of intellectual lime- 
light, and several of whom have broken 
through the “paid-with-copies” little maga- 
zine barrier to more remunerative markets 
like MADEMOISELLE, HarPeR’s Bazaar, AT- 
LANTIC, VocuE, etc. Kenneth Rexroth, in 
his introductory San Francisco letter ex- 
plains in his own inimitable manner what 
all the fuss is about. THE EveRGREEN Re- 
view sells for $1.00 per copy or $3.50 pei 
year. Write to Fred Jordan, Grove Press. 
795 Broadway, New York 3, N. Y. 

A handy little book has just reached ou: 
desk and made us nostalgic and restless. 
In case you are off abroad this year and 
your head for dollars versus drachmas o1 
lires is as fuzzy as ours, you might like to 
get the “European Money Converter and 
Tipping Guide.” 5'2x3”, it will fit into any 
pocket. (65c at Dover Publications, Inc.. 
920 Broadway, New York 10, N. Y.) Auf 
Wiedersehen. (M.B.) 



WINS $8,000 WRITING AWARD 

..-0 PRIZES...3 
JOB OFFERS! 

Mr. Edgar Logan of Detroit, Michigan, has just written us: 

“Since taking the NYS writing course, I 

have had 14 pieces published in national 

magazines ... won an $8,000 award in a 

writing contest, and 6 other prizes. And 

I have been offered three writing jobs!” 

We do not, of course, claim that everybody 
who takes our course enjoys such immediate 

But hundreds of 
become money-making 

and remarkable 
NYS 
writers in both fiction and non-fiction fields 
Each under the 
personal supervision of active writers and 

success. 
students have 

is carefully trained expert 

editors. Such training has resulted in sales 
to markets like the SATURDAY EVENING 
POST, COSMOPOLITAN, ATLANTIC 
and the best book publishers—and an NYS 

This book was written by the internationally 
known literary agent who directs the work 
in NYS. Practically every business day for 
the past 25 years this man has talked to 
editors and publishers. counselled profes- 
sionals and helped beginners. In 25 years 
he has answered over 100,000 questions put 
to him by writers. 

You couldn’t buy that experience. How many 
people do you know who have experience 
even remotely approaching his? And yet, as 
an NYS student, and only as an NYS stu- 
dent, can you obtain the distillation of this 
25 years of vastly varied experience in a 
brilliant new book running to over 150,000 

graduate is both a Pulitzer Prize Winner and 
a Book-Of-The-Month Club author! 

NYS Appeals to 

Yankee Thrift. . . 

“Born a Yankee 
Vermont, I am immediately 

from the thrifty 
aware 

state of 
of the 

terrific value of the NYS Writing Course and 
shall always feel the deepest appreciation for 
this opportunity which opened like a magic 
door, letting me into a new, wonderful world 
of possible achievement 
unbelievable, receiving so 
accomplishment, happiness, satisfaction and 
financial security for so small an investment 
is the price of NYS Writing Course, especially 
in this time of wild inflation, when one gets 
about 20 cents worth of value for the dollar 
he spends.” 

Beatrice Jaquith 

words, and 

FOR N.Y. S. STUDENTS ONLY 

A Great Book On Writing That Took 25 Years to Produce 

much in 
It is almost 

future 

Hinsdale, N. H. 

covering anything you I] ever 
need to know for your own writing career. 
25 years as an active agent, publisher, editor, 
writer and teacher! And all this experience. 
in one generous oversized book 
as an NYS student. 

yours Free 

BONUS! A Free Sample of NYS Material 

cf-----SEND THIS COUPON TODAY 

VALUABLE INSTRUCTION BOOK FREE 

The free booklet WRITING FOR A WELL- 
PAYING CAREER will be of much value to 
you. It will be sent to you without any obligation 
on your part by this long established and success- 
ful course. Just fill out and return the coupon. 

Dept. 235 

With the Inquiry 

THE NEW YORK SCHOOL OF WRITING 
2 East 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y. 
Send me, at no obligation, your FREE booklet WRIT- 
ING FOR A WELL-PAYING 

Name 

Address 

City 

CAREER. 

Stote.... 
Licensed by the State of New York 

This DCpuay is confidential. No salesman will call 

a y 



Announcing the 1958 

HARPER 

$10,000 

Prize Novel Contest 

Any unpublished novel in the English lan- 
guage is eligible. No entry form is needed. 
But each manuscript must be accompanied 
by a letter stating that it is submitted for 
the Contest and has never been published 
in book form. The contest opened June 1, 
1957 and will close June 1, 1958. In order 
to be eligible, a manuscript must be re- 
ceived in the offices of the publishers by 
the end of the business day on the closing 
date. The Judges: 

SAUL BELLOW 
Author of 

The Adventures of Augie March 
The Victim, etc. 

JOHN K. HUTCHENS 
Daily Book Critic of the 

New York Herald Tribune 
JESSAMYN WEST 

Author of 
Cress Delahanty, The Witchdiggers 

The Friendly Persuasion, etc. 
Send manuscripts or write to: 

The Harper Prize Novel Contest 

HARPER & BROTHERS 
49 East 33rd St. New York 16, N. Y. 

WHY UZZELL? 

Why the Uzzells? Because. . . 
T.H.U. is himself a former editor (Collier’s) 

and a writer, having sold stories to Post, etc., 
written three produced plays and has had a movie 
produced from a story and recently again sold 
movie rights to a novel. 
The Uzzells have an established agent in New 

York who will sell for you when. This. agent 
sells and doesn’t advertise. Sales made for us on 
request. 
The Uzzells handle all their criticisms and 

teaching personally and promptly. No one else 
signs their names. The work of their clients is 
not handed over to amateur critics. They have 
no assistants. They are competent, honest. 

Their ability is well known in the literary 
world. They have trained many magazine and 
novel authors. Their books on writing are au- 
thoritative. The sales of Narrative Technique 
have totaled to date over 40,000 volumes. Fee for 
a reading and help, $10. If it’s a book, please 
write. 

Write for our free 6,000-word pamphlet, ‘Literary 
Services,” which answers your questions and explains 
everything. 

THOMAS H. UZZELL 

Suwa CAMELIA W. UZZELL °*"™ 

Family Without Diary 

Dear Editor: 
In Writer’s Dicest for April, 1957, in the 

article on page 13, column 2, entitled: 
“. .. and once again, ‘dear tyro,’ . . .” by Stuart 
Palmer, there appear these misstatements: 

“Margaret Mitchell wrote half a dozen novels 
which got her nowhere until she stumbled on her 
grandmother’s Civil War diary and transmuted 
it into ‘Gone With the Wind’.” 

1) Mrs. Margaret Mitchell Marsh never of- 
fered any novels at all for publication, and never 
had any refused. She was persuaded by The Mac- 
millan Company’s representative to let him see 
her manuscript, and he soon decided to pub- 
lish it. . 

2) “Gone With the Wind” was not the result 
of reading her grandmother’s diary, Neither of 
her grandmothers, nor anyone else in the family, 
ever kept a diary. 

There have been many rumors and legends 
about “Gone With the Wind” and its author, 
and we try to keep the record straight. 

STEPHENS MITCHELL 
Margaret Mitchell Marsh Estate 
412 Peachtree Arcade Building 
Atlanta 3, Georgia 

Stu Answers 

Dear Editor: 
Mr. Mitchell would have us believe that the 

late Margaret Mitchell, with no previous experi- 
ence or apprenticeship at the fiction trade, just 
sat down and wrote a one-shot best-selling novel 
with a Civil War background—without access to 
records or diaries or any other source material. 
And never another line. 

This may be true, and the stories which have 
been so widely-believed and circulated in the 
book publishing business may be altogether apo- 
cryphal. Legends are apt to sprout and grow 
about phenomenally-successful books and _ their 
authors. If this be all legend, as Mr. Mitchell 
complains, it can hardly be construed as casting 
any aspersions on her undoubted achievement. 

Stuart PALMER 

Atlanta Version 
Dear Editor: 

I believe Stuart Palmer is mistaken in the 
April, 1957, Writer’s Dicest when he says, 
“Margaret Mitchell wrote half a dozen novels 
which got her nowhere until she stumbled on 
her grandmother’s Civil War diary and trans- 
muted it into ‘Gone with The Wind’.” 

The Atlanta Historical Bulletin, in the Mar- 
garet Mitchell Memorial Issue published in May, 
1950, tells on page 104 of her address to the 
Macon, Georgia, Writers’ Club the month be- 
fore “Gone With The Wind” was published 
The club president was introducing Miss Mit- 
chell and said she was making her first speech 



For the First Time 

Exclusive In-Person Course 

In Your Own Home! 

Famous Authors 

Recommend 

New Workshop 

School Course 

P. G. WODEHOUSE 
World-famous novelist and creator 

of Jeeves: 
cannot imagine a clearer and better 

uide to writing = the magazines than this 
Vorkshop School Correspondence Course. 
There are very few authors, whether beginners 
or old pros, who could not pick up something 
useful from it. I know if I had had it by 
me when I first took typewriter in hand fifty- 
odd years ago, I should have been spared 
considerable nervous strain, as Bertie Wooster 
would say. It covers p- & aspect of the 
writing game and—above all—points out the 
snares and pitfalls. It is definitely the goods.”’ 

ROBERT TURNER 
Author of six books and over 600 

stories for major magazines: 
“Clear, concise, up-to-the-minute instruc- 

tion that takes the new writer speedily down 
the shortest, straightest path to steady sales.”’ 

CRAIG RICE 
Author of many best-selling novels 

featuring John J. Malone: 
“This correspondence course for writers is 

not only filled with i. hly valuable informa- 
tion and guidance’ inning writers—but 
contains a great bat a sound advice and 
suggestions | those who, like myself, have 
been writing for many years. It is simple, 
informative and to the point, and seems to 
me to leave no important question unanswered. 
I can heartily recommend it to anyone who 
intends to make a serious study of the writing 
profession.”” 
Above statements received October, 1956. 

Send for our free booklet, which gives de- 

tailed information about this amazing new 

offer by The Workshop School for Writers. 

There’s no charge or obligation, your in- 

quiries are confidential, 

will call. 
and no salesman 

Until now, the Workshop School for Writers offered 
its course only to those who could attend in person. 
From its location in the heart of New York, the Work- 
shop School worked exclusively with a limited and se- 
lect group of promising writers. Its staff of instructors 
and guest lecturers included editors from The Satur- 
day Evening Post, Reader’s Digest, The Ladies’ Home 
Journal, Redbook and 
many others, book editors 
from Doubleday, Bantam SPECIAL! 
Books, Simon and Schu- tnguive now, and receive, ab- 
ster and other top pub- ee ae 2 a 
lishing houses, and many ) may Your Gdiae te A Pees 
famous magazine writers pose P nae No ne 
é aes * eli or obligation, of course—bu 
and best se lling aati lists. our supplies are limited. Take 
For these limited in-per- advantage of this new special 
son classes, the Workshop offer! 
School’s rates were high. 
__Now, for the first time, the Workshop School offers 
its up-to-the-minute instruction and training to writers 
throughout the world in a special, amazingly inexpensive 
new course exclusively designed for correspondence stu- 
dents. All" the features of the select personal course are 
contained in this brand-new corre spondence series, created 
by top-name writers who appear regularly in every major 
magazine in the country. 

The course avoids theory and wasted time—giving 
you, instead, vital, easy-to-understand information about 
writing technique and what editors are buying right this 
minute. The informal, hard-hitting lessons each include 
a specific and detailed assignment, too, designed to start 
you selling and selling steadily. You’ll also be assigned 
to write complete stories, and your work will be analyzed, 
line by line, by the Workshop School staff. 

And, to make the offer even more attractive, this new 
and specially created correspondence series is priced 
amazingly low. 

ee | COUPON DEQYY Cetseneenesencea 

THE WORKSHOP SCHOOL FOR WRITERS JUL-57 
1 West 47 Street, New York 36, N. Y. 

Please send me, without cost or obligation, your new 
booklet and Your Guide To A Professional Script 
Mr. 
Mrs. 
Miss 
Street 

City Zone State 
Inquiries confidential. No salesman will call. PLEASE PRINT 

THE WORKSHOP SCHOOL FOR WRITERS 

1 West 47th Street — New York 36, N. Y. 

Licensed by the State of New York 



Send it first to 

MODERN ROMANCES 

because.... 

our word rates go up to 6c 

we pay for your whole story even if we use 

only part of it 

we guarantee a report within two weeks 

every story is a contest entry, and 

even rejects win money 

our minimum annual contest awards 

total $10,275 . . . more thany any 

current offer in the field 

in addition to contest prizes, each story is 

eligible for bonuses up to $5000 

any story can earn up to $8000 

MODERN ROMANCES is the only 

confessions mag whose prizes are 

awarded over and above full word rates. 

lf your 10,000 word story wins a $1000 

prize, you are first paid $500 at say our 

5c word rate . . . then $1000 in prize 

money. Total: $1500. Our prizes are 

real prizes! 

send a postcard to 
Henry P. Maimgreen, Editor 
MODERN ROMANCES, 26! 5th Avenue, N. Y. 16 for 
full details of the above fabulous offers. 

about her first book. The bulletin further states, 
“. , the club had by bringing Peggy Marsh 
(Margaret Mitchell) here, rescued her from the 
clutches of paper hangers, adding to Peggy, 
‘You’re not papering with rejection slips, I 
hope?’ That question was answered later in 
Peggy’s talk when she confessed that she didn’t 
have a single rejection slip to her name and was 
quite upset about it.” 

Mrs. Harry O. Howarp 
1349 Cloverdale Dr., S.E., 
Atlanta 16, Georgia 

Reversible Circulation Man 
Dear Editor: 

Vivid proof that photography is both a sport 
and a profession appears on WD’s tantalizing 
May cover. From this distance, we can’t tell if 
that jigger contains a cherry, an olive, or the 
magic twist of lemon peel. (Even though JA 
may be left-handed, we assume he never owned 
a suit with a right-hand breast pocket or wor 
a shirt and coat with buttons on the left or re- 
versed his tie clip or created a fad by trans- 
posing his wedding ring to the opposite finger. 
A stereo-minded photographer might have swung 
JA around and spilled the elixir while hoisting 
the goblet from one side to the other. Pleas: 
extend congratulations to that slave in the dark- 
room, 

Marta VENTURA 
23706 84th West 
Edmonds, Washington 

¢ I confess. The ring on my right finger is 
actually my Captain Video Secret Space Decoder. 
The suit is “custom built’; and the liquid in the 
glass is wine—which I didn’t get the chance to 
drink.—J.A. 

A Matter of Taste 
Dear Editor: 

Apparently your Mildred I. Reid slipped by 
the editor with just a careless reading, since it 
is my impression that your magazine is to 
liberal to permit a last paragraph like hers 
“Please send a stamped and addressed envelope 
and your approximate age and religion 

STORIES 

NOVELS 

BOOKS 

handled on 10%, and 

highest-rate markets. 

WHAT WE'VE DONE FOR OTHERS: 

$1,230 for a magazine story! 
$750.00 Advance for a book idea! 
$300 Advance for 60 pp. of books! 
“Discovery” in ESQUIRE MAGAZINE! 
Book-of-the-month Recommendation! 
BEST SELLER BOOK PUBLICATION 

if you want results: Don’t market haphazardly and write blindly. Write for our free detailed circular 
before sending your manuscript. The fee is very low. If you want to sell we 
can help you. Comprehensive sales and editorial aid for unestablished writers 

Professional fiction PUBLISHER’S AGENCY 

we help you sell Manuscript Placement for Authors 
33 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK (36) 
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AsL-FUERST 
L Fae 1O THE PUTNAM TRUST COMPANY —— ya CHASE MANHATTAN Barer Oe ome on ‘“ nn GREEITANCH. CONN. & aw vem. © 

THIS TEAM SCORES YOUR RUNS! 
Your script will set this team in mation. Research, media, contact, traffic, copy, just as in an advertising 
agency, all departments combine for one parpose—to put the client’s product over. And the client is 
YOU. 
That’s why, this past week, we sent these typical amounts, among others, to clients in: Calif. ($600) ; 
Nebr. ($300); Mich. ($1700); Calif. ($1500); La. ($270); Canada ($200); Pa. ($450); Calif. ($300). 

SALES INCLUDE: Saturday Evening Post, Ladies Home Journal, This Week, Esquire, Red- 
book, Ellery Queen, Reader’s Digest, True, Argosy, Family Circle, Everywoman’s, confessions, the outdoor 
markets, the action magazines . . . Maurice Evans Productions, 20th Century Fox, MGM, Columbia Pic- 
tures, Universal International, Alcoa Hour, Schlitz Playhouse, Robert Montgomery, Studio 57 . . . Pocket 
Books, Avon, Ace, Popular Library, Bantam, Doubleday, Harper, Simon & Schuster, Putnam, Lippincott, 
Dodd-Mead, Dutton, Funk & Wagnalls, Scribner’ s, Morrow, Messner, Crowell, Gold Medal and five book 
clubs. 

BOOKS: 25 years of successful book experience will cost you exactly $10 for a legitimate editorial 
evaluation of your book, fiction or non-fiction. Beware of free come-ons and new agents learning at your 
expense. Here you will receive detailed initial comment and, if your script is salable, submissions to 
editors. Fee,refunded from commission. 

HAVE YOU MADE THESE MISTAKES WITH YOUR BOOK? 

You Lost Time, Money And The Chance For Publication! 

FREE : The inside story about free reading come-ons, unbelievably low priced gimmicks; give-aways ; 
vanity propositions; ghosting. Your book is precious to you. Save yourself time, money, headache, 
heartache, frustration. THE INSIDE STORY—with our compliments. Ask for it. 

STORIES 4 ARTICLES: You pay your way by commissions or fees. I prefer commissions, 
but until I make two sales for you I must charge $1 per thousand words, with a minimum of $5 on 
any script. TV: Half hour show, $10; full hour show, $25. PLAYS, $50; and of course you know that 
TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON was sold through this agency. You will receive an honest 
professional criticism of your work. If your script is not salable, but can be made so, you will receive 
revision and replot suggestions. If a particular script you send is unsalable—actually not worth your 
future effort—we shall tell you so, and why, so that you may avoid those mistakes in your future work. 
Suitable scripts will be recommended to editors immediately, and in any case, whether your script is 
unsalable, can be repaired, or is salable as it is, we shall endeavor to build you up as a writer with 
suggestions for new copy in line with your talents. 

CHARGE iT IF you WISH: Only a large and responsible agency which doesn’t 
depend upon reading fees for its primary income can afford to allow you to charge it. Ask for details. 

PROFESSIONALS: Since the start of the year close to 50 professional writers have switched to 
this agency. I work with such writers on a 10% commission basis. Tell me about your sales, short story 
or book or both, and we’ll get on with the business of career building. 

A.L.FIERST, Literary Agent, 545 Fifth Ave., New York 17,N.Y. 



PLOT LIKE A PROFESSIONAL 

With PLOT GENIE, the Lexitronic Plotting 
Brain. 

Used and endorsed by hundreds of successful 
magazine, book, radio, television and screen 
writers. 

PLOT GENIE provides millions of plots, no 
two alike, ready for development and writing. 
Any story ever written, or that ever will be 
written, can be plotted with PLOT GENIE. 

Any PLOT GENIE listed supplies plots for 
popular stories, novels, radio, tv, motion 
pictures. Includes dramatic situations and 
special plotting help. 

Specialized PLOT GENIES. For writers con- 
centrating in one particular field. Each GENIE 
supplies an infinite number of plots. 

Romance—Drama Genie............ $10.00 
Detective—Mystery Genie.......... $10.00 
Comedy—Humor Genie............ $10.00 
Short-Short Story Genie............ $10.00 

Satisfaction guaranteed. California buyers add 
tax. Further information on request. 

WRITERS COOPERATIVE SERVICES 
Sole Agents, The Gagnon Co., Publishers 

Box 27655 Hollywood 27, California 

Editing, rewriting, polishing of 

BOOK LENGTHS. BOOK AP- 

PRAISAL $5 

Criticism of short mss. $1 per |,000 

words, minimum, $5 

KATHRN BEMIS WILSON 

225 Fairview Ave. SY 9-8666 

South Pasadena, California 

(italics mine). This is for a job as a glorified 
yardman or yardwoman! 

I have nothing against her needing people 
to work for her—it’s legal, American and demo- 
cratic to work. But what difference can it make 
to the dame if her help is one religion or an- 
other? Of course, she’s been in business nine- 
teen years, according to her—so in that time she 
may have learned that Catholics scrub a better 
floor, or Jews carry out a better pot of garbage, 
or Protestants clean a daintier latrine. I’m sur- 
prised that she hasn’t done a little research on 
the races, too. Maybe Orientals are better than 
Negroes at KP. Or vice versa. At this writing, 
the only one I can think of who may care is 
Mildred I. Reid. . 

But one thing Mildred hasn’t found out yet 
That is, inquiring about religion in a_help- 
wanted ad has been considered (at the very 
least) bad taste in the USA for lo’ these many 
years. 

RutH CHESSMAN 
19 Ellison Road 
Newton Ctre 59, Mass. 

Out of Experience 
Dear Editor: 

Perhaps other neophyte writers just beginning 
to sell could profit by my recent experience. Re- 
cently I began to make quite a few sales, and 
in mentioning them to friends, I was often asked 
to “loan” them either copies of published stories, 
or carbon copies. The result was I learned loan- 
ing money to friends isn’t half as bad as loan- 
ing out carbons! Somehow getting them back 
is quite a problem that can lead to serious con- 
sequences. For example, I sold a short stor 
to MANHUNT and loaned out the carbon. A few 
days ago, I contacted Fawcett Publishing Com- 
pany regarding doing a series of juvenile delin 
quency yarns in book form and worked up som 
interest. “The Duel in the Pit” was to be the 
“smash ending’—but the carbon was loaned 
and the friend (?) couldn’t quite locate it. To 
the best of my knowledge, the story hasn’t been 
published yet—consequently, I'll either have to 
recreate, the story from earlier drafts, or wait 

literature 

S Take the leap NOW to WRITING SUCCESS! We CAN and WILL 

help you sell your writing to any publisher or producer in the 

e United States AND abroad! Write today for FREE INFORMATION 

about our NEW program pin-pointed to fit YOUR personal writ- 

L ing needs. Tell us whether you are a professional, semi-profes 
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sional or amateur. But HURRY—your career is waiting! 

internationale, 

8820-M SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIF. 
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What Makes 

Writing Ability Grow? 

EARNS $100 A MONTH 
IN SPARE TIME 

"N.LA, enriched my life, 
gave mea paying hobby, 
and opened up a whole 
new world. In my spare 
time | am earning $100 
a month as correspond- 
ent for two city news- 
papers. Quite even more 
rewarding is the satisfac- 
tion of seeing my feature 
stories printed." —Mrs. 
Leslie Coats, Doland, 
South Dakota. 

SECURES NAVY RATING 
AS RESULT OF N.I.A. 

TRAINING 
"| wish to take this op- 
portunity to express my 
deep appreciation to the 
Newspaper Institute and 
the instructors who gave 
me such valuable teach- 
ing while enrolled as a 
student member. The 
benefits | gained through 
the course enabled me 
to attain the rank of 
Chief Journalist, the 
highest enlisted rank in 
the Navy, and also one 
of the hardest to achieve 
as there are only 46 of 
the ratings in the entire 
Navy."—John B. Smith, 
JOC, USN, Headquar- 
ters, Naval Air Station, 
Pensacola, Florida. 

F OR a number of years, the Newspaper Institute of America has been 
giving FREE Writing Aptitude Tests to men and women with literary 

ambitions. 
Sometimes it seems half the people in America who are fired with 

the desire to write, have taken advantage of this offer to measure their 
ability. 

What the tests show 
Up to date, no one who could be called a “born writer” has filled 

out our Writing Aptitude Test. We have not yet discovered a single indi- 
vidual miraculously endowed by nature with all the qualities that go 
to make up a successful author. 

One aspirant has interesting ideas—and a dull, uninteresting style. 
Another has great creative imagination but is woefully weak on struc- 
ture and technique. A third has a natural writing knack—yet lacks 
judgment and knowledge of human behavior. In each case success can 
come only after the missing links have been forged in. 

Here, then, is the principal reason why so many promising writers 
fail to go ahead. Their talent is one-sided—incomplete. It needs round- 
ing out. 

Learn to write by writing 
Newspaper Institute training is based on continuous writing—the 

sort of training that turns out more successful writers than any other 
experience. Many of the authors of today’s “best sellers” are news- 
paper-trained men and women. 

One advantage of our New York Copy Desk Method is that it starts 
you writing and keeps you writing in your own home, on your own time. 
Week by week you receive actual assignments just as if you were right 
at work on a great metropolitan daily. 

All your writing is individually corrected and criticized by veteran 
writers with years of experience “breaking in”? new authors. They will 
point out those faults of style, structure or viewpoint that keep you 
from progressing. At the same time they will give you constructive 
suggestions for building up and developing your natural aptitudes. 

In fact, so stimulating is this association that student members often 
begin to sell their work before they finish the course. We do not mean 
to insinuate that they sky-rocket into the “big money,” or become 
prominent overnight. Most beginnings are made with earnings of 
$25, $50, $100 or more for material that takes little time to write— 
stories, books, articles on business, travel, sports, hobbies, local, club 
and church activities, etc.—things that can easily be turned out in 
leisure hours, and often on the impulse of the moment. 

Free to those who want to know 
If you really want to know the truth about your writing ambitions, 

send for our interesting Free Writing Aptitude Test. This searching 
test of your native abilities is FREE — entirely without obligation. 
You will enjoy it. Fill in and send the coupon. Newspaper Institute 
of America, One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. (Founded 1925). 
(Licensed by State of N. Y.) (Approved Member National Home Study 
Council) 

NEWSPAPER INSTITUTE OF AMERICA 
One Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. 

« 
i] 1 
' ' 
1 4 
; Send me, without cost or obligation, your Writing Aptitude : 
i Test and further information about writing for profit, as ' 
i promised in Writer’s Dicest July. \ 
' Mr. ' 
‘ Mrs. ' 
: Miss ; 
1 Address 1 
' ; ' 
1 City Zone State ‘ 
: All correspondence confidential. No salesman will call on you.) : 
9 7-L-437 ' 
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We are established General Book publishers for over thirty years, who offer you 
friendly editors and MS readers; able artists; punctual printers; general publicity 
work and newspaper reviews; cataloguing and distribution; circulars to the 
Author's personal mailing list. 

If you have a typewritten MS on any subject-(30,000 words and up) you are 
cordially invited to submit it, with the complete certainty on your part that it will 
be read without delay, and of course, free. New and unknown authors welcome. 
We offer straight royalty when possible. Many titles are published on a subsidy 

plan, with higher royalty. If accepted, your book will be published promptly and N 
adequately, otherwise your MS will be returned promptly. Write first if . 
you prefer. te 
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for it to be published. I also ran into this 
problem on some other stories I’d sold and 
wanted to submit elsewhere for radio and TV 
adaptation. Take warning, brothers! One fairly 
happy compromise is to make several carbons 
of final drafts, then if the thing sells, you can 
loan out the “extras,” chain one in your files, 
and have your cake and ego, too. 

It seems no matter how many copies of maga- 
zines I buy, they just melt away. Always, but 
always chain one down! If you’re lucky, you 
can sell rights later, and if not, you can always 
sell your collection of chain to the junk man for 
postage money. 

Currently, I am very frantic to obtain copies 
of THE GENT, issue Number 4. Also OTHER 
WORLDS SCIENCE STORIES, September 1955, 
issue; TEXAS RANGERS, Summer issue of 1956; 
INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, May, 1956; TURF 
& SPORT DIGEST, November, 1953; and any issues 
of MANTRAP, MURDER, Or MANHUNT Of late, 1956 
or early 1957, containing either ““The Duel in 
the Pit” or “The Long Lonely Drive.” Ill pay 
copy price plus postage, and can use four or five 
copies of each. 

RicHarp L. SarGENT 
1611 North La Brea 
Hollywood 28, Calif. 

Trade Journal Writers 
Dear Editor: 
We will be glad to receive applications from 

correspondents in the following states and cities: 
Connecticut, Louisiana-New Orleans, Missouri- 
Kansas City, New Mexico, Pennsylvania-Philadel- 
phia, Tennessee-Nashville, West Virginia, Wash- 
ington-Tacoma, Wyoming, South Carolina 

While business paper experience is desirable 
and helpful, it is not essential if the applicants 
are in touch with industrial (including retail) 
establishments and news sources. 

Myron S. BLUMENTHAL, Manage? 
Universal Trade Press Syndicate 
1841 Broadway 
New York 23, N. Y. 
Tel. Columbus 5-5356 

Manhunting Department 

Scott Meredith, 580 Fifth Ave., New York 30, 
N. Y. holding a check for Edward W. Ludwig 
whose last address was 3304 Bonnie Lane, Stock- 
ton, California. 

Enterprise Magazine Management, Inc., 9 
East 48th St., New York 17, N.Y. is holding a 
check for Mr. Walt Hankman, cartoonist, letters 
to his former Chicago address return marked 
“cannot be found.” 

Periodical House, Inc., 23 West 47th Street, 
New York 19, N. Y. is holding a check for Mr. 
Alexander Kahn Baca, who did not supply them 
with a forwarding address. 

SUDDENLY 

IT'S TOMORROW 

The Tomorrow You've Been Dreaming About 

ARE YOU REALIZING YOUR DREAMS? 

IT'S NOT TOO LATE 
Enroll now in the Pauline Bloom Workshop 
for Writers and prepare for tomorrow’s suc- 
cess. One sale even to a secondary market can 
pay for your course and start you on your 
way as a writer. 

CRITICISM SERVICE ! 
Have you a problem story? Miss Bloom can 
tell you not only what’s wrong, but what to 
do to make it right. $1.00 per thousand words, 
$5.00 minimum per ms. 75c per thousand 
words for scripts of 25,000 words or more. 
Payment and stamped self-addressed envelope 
should accompany each ms. 
PERSONAL CONSULTATION BY ARRANGEMENT 

PAULINE BLOOM WORKSHOP FOR WRITERS 
58 Willow Street-D 
Brooklyn 1, N. Y. 

Licensed by New York State 
I'd like to know more. Without obligation please tell me 
about your step-by-step help 

WRITERS FLOATING WORKSHOPS ! | 
Take a floating resort, surround with sea air, add visits 
to 6 West Indies and S. A. ports, blend with 3-hours daily 
FREF. writing instruction from Pauline Bloom. Result: a 
dream vacation aboard deluxe air conditioned Caronia, 
Sept 6th 
5-day. August 24th Queen of Bermuda workshop- 
cruise. All expenses $189. Available only through 

AMERICAN-FOREIGN TRAVEL ASSOCIATES i 
34 D. So. Clinton St. Doylestown, Pa. | 

THOUSANDS OF PLOTS!... 

AT YOUR FINGER-TIPS! 

“MIRACLE PLOT CARDS” 

Did you know that a majority of writers 
fail to achieve success because of in- 
ability to create interesting and suspen- 
seful plots! 

Now you can have the basic formulas for 
every story possible to conceive! All you 
have to do is shuffle a deck of cards! 

i'S EASY ...IfS FUN... 
IT’S EFFECTIVE 

Send $5.00 at once for your deck of 
miracle plot cards with full instructions 
for use. 

UNITED SERVICE 
P.O. Box 4111, Van Nuys, California 
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In this space a number of months ago, we metioned the fact that we’d just concluded ten years 
of soliciting clients and new business through advertisements, and reminisced about our worry at the 
start over switching from our original non-advertising policy—worry over whether the switch to adver- 
tising might injure our reputation and prestige. We finally decided to go ahead because we realized 
it was necessary to the strength of an agency to develop promising new writers in addition to repre- 
senting big-name, established people. And the decision was the best move we’d ever made—certainly 
responsible in large part for our present position of leadership in the field, with over 6,000 sales made 
yearly for clients. 

When the ad appeared, one of our staff-members made an interesting comment. He agreed 
that the ad had made its point, but said that it had completely failed to mention a fact he considered 
perhaps the most important and interesting of all: the fact that the developing and breaking-in of new 
writers had become so major a part of our business that fully fifty percent of the top-selling writers on 
our client-list today first came to us without a single sale to their records. And, the staff-member 
added, the breaking-in and building-up of new writers is in many way the most rewarding part of our 
business. 

It’s a point, all right. Admittedly it’s a great pleasure to sell a new Jeeves serial by P. G. Wode- 
house to The Ladies Home Journal—or sell one of the famous John J. Malone novels by Craig Rice 
to Simon and Schuster—or see an Arthur Clarke book become a Book-of-the-Month Club selection— 
or sell Mickey Spillane’s Mike Hammer stories to the movies for just under $300,000—but it’s an even 
greater kick to do the same sort of thing for writers who hadn’t sold a single word before coming to us 

Like, for example, Frank Ward, whose last two stories sold to Cosmopolitan at $3,500 each, and 
were then re-sold to television and to a dozen foreign magazines; or Evan Hunter, now famous as the 
author of Blackboard Jungle, Second Ending, and the Broadway play, On The Seventh Day; or best- 
selling mystery author Helen Nielsen; or Jack Webb, whose top-selling Rinehart novels have also now 
been sold to MGM for a forthcoming movie series; or John Christopher, whose No Blade of Grass sold to 
The Saturday Evening Post as a seven-part serial, and as a movie at $105,000; or so many, many others 

We'll be happy to see some of your work. 

SERVICE if your material is salable, we’ll sell it to the best possible markets at best possible rates, 
and cover sale of additional rights throughout the world. If your material is unsalable as it stands but 
can be repaired, we'll give you detail-by-detail advice on how to repair it, so that you may, without 
additional charge, return it to us for sale. And if your material is completely unsalable, we’ Il tell you 
why, and give you specific advice on how to avoid those errors in future material. We report within 
two weeks. 

TERMS PROFESSIONALS: If you are selling fiction or articles regularly to national magazines, or 
have sold a book to a major publisher within the past year, we’ll be —_ y to discuss handling your 
output on straight commission basis of 10% on all American sales, 5% on Canadian sales, and 
20% on British and other foreign sales. 

NEWCOMERS: As recompense for working with beginners or newer writers until you begin to 
earn your keep through sales, our fee, which should accompany material, is five dollars per script for 
scripts up to 5,000 words, one dollar per thousand words for additional thousands and final fraction 
(for example, seven dollars for a script of 6,895 words). $25 for books of all lengths up to 150,000 
words, $50 for books over 150,000 words; $5 for 15-minute television or radio scripts, $10 for half hour 
scripts, $15 for one hour scripts; information on stage, syndicate, and other types of material on 
request. We drop all fees after we make several sales for new clients. A stamped, self-addressed en- 
velope, please, with all manuscripts. 

SCOTT MEREDITH LITERARY AGENCY, INC., 580 FIFTH AVENUE, N.Y. 36, N.Y. 



America Wants 

To Listen 

The voice of the writer is not.a hollow echo 

By Bruce Catton, Editor of American Heritage 

Ze WRITER'S POSITION, ultimately, is 
very largely what the writer himself 

makes of it. We are fond of saying that we 
live in a country of limitless opportunities. 
One of these, obviously, is the opportunity 
which the writer always has to stultify him- 
seli—to make inadequate use of his talents, 
to aim at an unhittable target, to work him- 
self into a box from which he cannot es- 
cape. That opportunity is wide open, in 
America; always has been, and presumably 
always will be. 

Thus, if the writer chooses to be a strict 
conformist, a conformist’s position will al- 
ways be available to him. If he elects to 
ram his head against a stone wall, on the 
off chance that he will some day find a wall 
which is a little softer than his own head, 
this country does offer an abundance of 
stone walls, with a free field in front of them. 

And if what the writer wants is simple fin- 
ancial success, he might as well make up his 
mind to the fact that he is playing a gi- 
gantic and largely incomprehensible slot 
machine, and that the most he can do is 
pull on the lever, and hope for the best. 

Probably what most of us really want is 
some unearthly blend of all three. We 
would like to be well thought of, by our 
associates and by the general reading pub- 
lic. In our weaker moments, at least, we 
would like to produce best sellers; at the 
same time we would like to go forward 
with the movers and shakers, putting our 
own individual imprint on the life and 
thought of our times. This of course is ask- 
ing for a good deal, and we probably will 
not make it; and so, I suppose, we come 
down finally to an examination of the 
writer’s position in the past—possibly in 

The first national assembly of the Authors League of America was held in New York on 
May 6-8. Over 400 League members met at the Biltmore Hotel to discuss censorship and 
freedom to write (more about this in a coming issue), authors’ rights, and the market look. 
In addition to Bruce Catton’s speech, most of which is reprinted here, there were talks by 
John Mason Brown, Mark van Doren, Jessamyn West, and others. Bruce Catton’s message, 
originally titled “The Position of the Writer in America,” was we felt, the most meaningful 
for our readers, giving to writers not only hope, but pride and courage. 



the hope that if we study it carefully we 
may find something to encourage us in the 
unfeeling present. 

The most encouraging point seems to me 
to be the fact that for a good many gen- 
erations, at least, America has been a coun- 
try with a prodigious amount of respect for 

the written word. 

Just Another Cliche 

This is a fact which is frequently over- 
looked. One of the fashionable of 
cliches is the one which holds that America 
is a_ highly 

most 

nation, a nation 
which exalts the money-grubber and_ has 
a minimum of 

materialistic 

things of the 

mind and the spirit. The writer, according 

respect for 

to this theory, is and always has been an 
outsider—a restless, ineffectual person con- 
demned by the cruel customs of society to 
utter despairing cries from the sidelines or 
driven by force of circumstance to join the 
procession and chant insincere hosannahs 
to values in which he does not actually be- 
‘lieve. 

There is of course an element of truth in 
this. The serious writer—in America or in 
any other land—is very likely to be at odds 
with his times. 

Nevertheless, the fact does remain that 
ever since the birth of this republic the 
writer has had a profound and permanent 
influence on actions taken and on mental 
and emotional attitudes riveted into the na- 
tional consciousness. He has been listened 
to, in other words, and it is easily possible to 
make up a rather imposing list of writers 
of whom it can truthfully be said: This 
would be a different sort of country alto- 
gether if these men had not written. 

There was, for example, Thomas Paine. 
From our present lofty eminence we may 
if we wish dismiss him as a mere pamph- 
leteer—except that a pamphleteer is, after 
all, a writer. Furthermore, there was noth- 
ing “mere” about Paine. The American 
Revolution would not have gone just as it 
did go without his writings. Within reason- 
able limits, we can say that we owe our 
very existence as an independent people— 
in part, at least—to the fact that this man 
wrote and that his fellows listened to him. 

14 

This was a special case, to be sure, But 
consider the extent to which American 
thinking has been shaped by the words 
Thomas Jefferson set down in the Declara- 
tion of Independence, or to the closely- 
reasoned discussions of constitutional prob- 
lems embodied in the Federalist Papers. 
Thoreau produced relatively little and died 
young—but he put an imprint on men’s 
minds that is still working today. Emerson 
certainly had a lasting effect on American 

and Harriet Beeche: 
wrote a whose 

thoughts attitudes. 
Stowe novel (concerning 
literary value there still rages a_ spirited 
argument) which had much to do 
touching off the American Civil War. 

Indeed, the whole period up to the Civil 
War may be said to have been one which 
was highly favorable to the writer. It desper- 
ately needed ideas, and apparently it was 
aware of the fact; it was ready to listen to 

with 

anyone who had anything at all to say, in- 
cluding a vast number of quacks and 
charlatans, and despite the immense em- 
phasis which was put on purely material 
progress it recognized the importance of th: 
writer. It paid at least moderately respect- 
ful attention to men like John Humphrey 
Noyes and Alcott, it 
Horace Greeley to the position of a seer and 
a prophet, and it heard men like Cooper 
and Longfellow with such eager care that 
their writings—for 

Bronson elevated 

better or for worse 
probably put a lasting imprint on our myth- 
ology in respect to the Noble Red Man 
If the age failed to shower riches upon a 
Melville or a Whitman, it at least 
mitted them to have their say; and ws 
have “Moby Dick” and “Leaves of Grass” 
today as a result. 

It is, 

per- 

of course, true that as far as the 
general reading public was concerned, both 
Melville and Whitman were—during thei 
lifetimes—pretty largely relegated to the 
class of the great un-read. 

Yet they did write what was in them to 
write, and their impression on later genera- 
tions has been very great indeed. 

Art’s Measure of Success 

And we must bear this point in mind: 
the impact of the genuinely creative writer, 



as opposed to the out-and-out polemicist, 
is something that cannot be measured at 
once; indeed, in the real sense of the word 
it cannot be measured at all, It can only 
be estimated. On a short-term view, such 
a man as Melville could be written off as 
a flat failure, and the land which refused 
to pay much attention to what he had to 
say, while he was actually saying it, could 
be set down as a land in which a creative 
writer could not thrive. But the polemicist 
is looking for an immediate effect, and the 
creative writer is looking for something 
quite different. He puts something into the 
national bloodstream, and its effects appear 
very often, long after he is gone. They are 
beyond quantitative analysis. We can only 
say that we think and behave differently— 
that our attitude toward art and toward 
life itself is somehow different—because of 
what he wrote. Considered in those terms, 
both Melville and Whitman did precisely 
what they set out to do. 

After the Civil War, to be sure, there 
was a change in the moral and intellectual 
climate. The post-war years do not make 
a period on which it is a pleasure to look 
back. 

Out of that and immediately succeeding 
generations there seems to have been born 
the enduring tradition that the American 
climate is not favorable to the full develop- 
ment and exercise of the creative impulse. 
The writer was relegated to a position of 
minor importance; he got an inferiority 
complex out of it, and the memory of it 
lingers to the present day. Some writers 
deprived the land of their presence alto- 
gether and went abroad to work. Others, 
doing their best in the home environment, 
complained bitterly about the cramping 
effect of the prevalent worship of “the 
bitch-goddess, Success,” and_ testified—in 
what they wrote, and in the way they lived 
—to the harshness of the _ intellectual 
climate. As writers, we ourselves are acutely 
aware of all of this; the memory of it, I 
suspect, has deeply colored our own opinion 
of our American environment, even though 

the environment itself has changed immeas- 

urably since that day. 

As a matter of fact, it can be argued that 

the picture even in the post-Civil War years 
was not entirely black. 

That is to say that despite the odds the 
creative impulse was at work and the intel- 
lectual current was still moving, and the in- 
dependent mind did find chances to have its 
say. Mark Twain is often taken as the great 
example of the gifted writer who was twisted 
out of shape by the pressure of the Gilded 
Age; the potentially great satirist who con- 
formed, outwardly at least, to the anti-in- 
tellectual pressure of his time and who be- 
came finally much less than he might have 
become if the world had just been a little 
different, All of this may be true enough; 
yet it might be remembered that despite 
all of this twisting he did succeed—in 
“Huckleberry Finn”’—in writing a novel 
which today is ranked very close to the top 
among all novels ever written in America. 
How much do we ask of a writer? Can an 
era which could produce the writings of a 
Mark Twain—even though those writings 
do include a considerable quantity of trash 
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“I am tired of writers. They have 
so many problems.” 

—be written off without further ado as an 
era in which all of the cards were stacked 
against the writer? 

A New era 

With the early 1900’s the field in which 
the writer operates became much more hos- 
pitable to a proper exercise of the writer’s 
talents. 

The famous “muck rakers,” for instance, 
were all writers, and it is hard to think of 
any era in which a few ink-slingers did 
more to change the climate of opinion. 
From Lincoln Steffens and Ida Tarbell to 
Upton Sinclair, these people were able, not 
merely to say exactly what they thought 
about the life of their times, but to find a 
receptive audience. The literature of pro- 
test suddenly became important. 

Indeed, when you stop to think about it, 
the twentieth century did bring in a period 
in which society was quite anxiously look- 
ing to the writer for a re-evaluation of all 
accepted values. The writer responded, and 
he has been responding ever since; and 
(which is more to the point) society listened 
to him with considerable attention. Frank 
Norris and Hamlin Garland may have 
written about a society in which the pres- 
sure for conformity was immense, but they 
themselves were not conformists. 

There is no particular point in undertak- 
ing a name-by-name catalog, running from 
the early 1900’s down to the present. It 
may be pertinent to ask if any writer could 
hope to leave his imprint on the mental 
and emotional attitudes of his time more 
effectively than Sinclair Lewis did; to ask 
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if an editor and essayist could easily have 
a greater impact, during his years of ac- 
tivity, than did H. L. Mencken; and to 
point out that by the 1930’s the writer had 
come to occupy such an important place, 
in the molding and shaping of American 
opinion, that a major effort of the revolu- 
tionary Left was to get as many as possible 
of the novelists, the critics, and the pole- 
micists into the fold. The results of this 
effort may have been deplorable; but the 
fact that so much emphasis was put upon 
it simply indicates the high degree of ac- 
ceptance which the country generally had 
given to its writing men and women. 

And what we are engaged in, today, is 
an effort to evaluate the position of the 
writer in America. Does he work in an en- 
vironment which permits him to make full 
use of his talents? Is there that general air 
of hospitality to ideas which is essential to 
the production of creative literature? Are 
there social, moral or economic pressures 
which tend to handicap the writer, to twist 
him out of shape, to force him to conform 
to standards not his own? 

The Climate We Work In 

Pressures do exist, of course, now as al- 
ways. We still live in a business civiliza- 
tion. Like it or not, the man who can write 
a poem or a novel or anything else that 
goes on paper between book covers its apt to 
get less in the way of money, influence and 
exalted social standing than the man who 
is able to become, let us say, chairman of 
the board of a mighty industrial corpora- 
tion. The rewards which go to a writer who 
is willing to assert that all is for the best 
in the best of all possible countries—mean- 

ing this one—are likely to be substantially 

greater than those which go to the man 

who feels that the times are out of joint 

and who wants to say so in public. Since 

the end of the Second World War the pres- 

sure for conformity has been especially 

great, simply because all of us have had a 

bad scare by a monstrous intangible; a 

frightened country does not tend to offer 

a hospitable reception to ideas that are not 

pretty carefully screened. The writer who 



proposes to say exactly what he thinks, and 
who does not confine his thinking to ortho- 
dox channels, may eventually find himself 
discussing his past with a Congressional 
committee. At the very least, his sales fig- 
ures are not likely to be of a kind which 
will cause publishers to beat a path to his 
door. 

It would be foolish to minimize the bad 
effects of this immense, if temporary pres- 
sure. It would be equally foolish to let it 
create undue discouragement. For in the 
end we must come down to the writer him- 
self. Life has never offered him a bed of 
roses; it probably never will. It offers him 
a very hard, wearing job, attended by in- 
numerable discouragements, and it forever 
tempts him to put his integrity on the 
auction block. Pressure of one sort or an- 
other is on him from the moment he puts 
a piece of paper into his typewriter. By 
definition, he is the sort of man who can 
resist pressure. If he isn’t, he isn’t much 
of a writer. 

What Do You Want 

And the principal question, now as al- 
ways, is simply: What does the writer want? 
What is he shooting at? What makes him 
tick? Does he want, most of all, the ap- 
proval of his fellow countrymen, money in 
the bank, a country home in Connecticut, 
a cooperative apartment in Manhattan, 
abundant leisure, and a nodding acquaint- 
ance not merely with the influential critics 
but also with the head-waiters in the more 
expensive restaurants? These are nice things 
to have; if he goes after them, he can get 
them—always provided, of course, that he 
has a certain amount of luck along the way. 
They are the fruits of studious conformity, 
and this particular era in American life 
does offer them in abundance. 

Or—on the other hand—does he simply 

want to write? Does he, above everything 

else on earth, want to express what is in 

him to express—to lay hands on the dreams 

and the ideas that have been tormenting 

him and, by hour after hour of lonely, un- 

remitting work, hammer them out into a 

shape which he can present to other people ? 

If that is what the writer really wants— 
and if it is not there is very little point in 
our getting together here to discuss the 
matter—then I believe America today offers 
a very fair environment for his career. 

Of course, he will encounter pressure. In- 
numerable voices will constantly be telling 
him how to trim his sails to the prevailing 
winds, which now and then will rise to 
gale force. He will be, by turns, tempted 
and frightened, and he will find, as all 
writers worth the name have always found, 
that his greatest fight will be the fight 
simply to be himself. But what of it? 

I would not hold William Lloyd Garrison 
up as a model for writers. That cantank- 
erous abolitionist may very well have done 
much more harm than good, between the 
time when he first grasped his pen and the 
time when he finally laid it down. But the 
little statement of purpose which he nailed 
to the masthead of his anti-slavery maga- 
zine does have in it an element of the de- 
termination which is the writing man’s final 
reliance— 

“fT am in earnest. I will not equivocate: 
I will not excuse: I will not retreat a 
single inch—and I will be heard!” 

It is that “I am in earnest . . . I will be 
heard!” that says it. Not, necessarily, heard 
by everyone; not necessarily heard by the 
people who have the richest rewards to 
give; but at least heard—my thoughts, my 
ideals, my own particular, personal way of 
looking at life and its tremendous riddles, 
reduced to words as well as may be and 
then brought to the notice of at least some 
of my fellow men. That, it seems to me, 
is the ultimate force that makes a man 
write. 

As a matter of fact, I think that this par- 
ticular moment offers an invigorating chal- 
lenge to the writer. 

We have come to a profound turning 
point in the development of human society. 
All of the old guide-lines seem to have been 
smudged, if not erased outright. More than 
ever before, people want to listen to the 

man with ideas. 

As writers, what more can we ask than 

that? 
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LOTTING IS A PROCESS that seems to 
baffle many writers when in reality a 

plot is little more than the way of telling 
a story, so that it “rings a bell” with your 
audience. 

In a way, your readers are your friends. 
At least, they’re friendly toward the maga- 
zine, or they wouldn't have bought it. They 
are willing to give some time to the reading 
of the story, for they have confidence in the 
editor’s judgment. The illustration, the title 
and the editor’s blurb have conveyed a 
mood perhaps of romance or mystery and 
have whetted their curiosity. So they be- 
gin to read. 

From that point on, however, the story 
must stand or fall, depending on its appeal 
to a vast number of women of varying 
localities, circumstances and interests. There 
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Plots that 

“Ring a Bell” 

Today’s woman reader is more 

tolerant and more adventuresome. 

She wants plots with the drama 

of real life—something she can 

get her teeth into. For markets 

see page 24 

by Frank Bennett 

is the New York secretary who reads he: 
magazine on the subway, the Iowa farmer's 
wife who probably has to do most of het 
reading on Sundays, the suburban house- 
wife with the children in school and lots 
of time for reading who may subscribe to 
3 or 4 women’s magazines. And today many 
magazines formerly slanted primarily fo! 
women try to get the husband in too. The 
think of fiction as family fiction. What must 
a story have to appeal to all these people? 

In the past, almost any escape-type plo! 
would suffice. Stories of glamour, of un- 
realized dreams, of romantic adventure. 
acted out in many cases by unreal and 
shadowy characters, were read avidly. To- 
day escape is found in the radio and TV 
soap operas, but much less in reading. In 
her reading, more and more the woman 



are searching for stories that give the reader 
not only a well-rounded, entertaining plot, 
but also one with a realistic setting and a 
vital, present-day problem which is within 
the reader’s range of understanding. 

As a result, many old editorial taboos 
have been lifted. For example, there is a 
frankness in the opening of Barbara Isham’s 
MCCALL’s story, “To Honor and Cherish,” 
that would never have seen the light of 
print some ten or fifteen years ago. In fact, 
the story itself would probably have been 
taboo, even if it is essentially the story of. 
how a rather spoiled boy learns to become 
a man. 

Boy and girl meet (before the story 
opens), have an affair, and the girl becomes 
pregnant. Here is the excellent dialogue of 
the opening, which is between the boy and 
his father: 

“You're twenty-two, Frank.” 
“Tai. sir." 
“And the girl?” 
“She’s nineteen.” 
“I mean, what kind of a girl is she? Had 

you planned to marry her?” 

“Well, no, I don’t think so. She’s a nice 
kid, but I’ve got another year of college. 
I wasn’t planning to get serious.” 

“I see. And when is the child expected?” 
“About the end of September.” 
And so on. 

The boy married the girl, and because of 
her, learns to stand on his ewn two feet. 
However, this story has a tragic ending for 
the girl, who dies when her child is born. 
This is also another touch of realism preva- 
lent in today’s magazines. 

Many other taboos of a few years ago 
have gone. It is not unusual to find real- 
istic studies of unwed mothers, infidelity, 
mental disturbances and diseases in today’s 
fiction fare. In my REDBOOK novel, “So Brief 
a Spring,” the heroine was assaulted by two 
boys when she was a child of ten. Years later, 
one of the boys ran away with her younger 
sister and mistreated her cruelly. 

But this realism is not an end in itself. 
It is a means to an end. In other words, 
almost any realistic problem is acceptable 
today as long as it is handled sympathetically 

looks for substance. Consequently, editors 
solation or hope to the reader. 

Universal Problems 

What problems do the great mass of 
women readers face in our modern, sub- 
urbanized-apartmentized, complex times? A 
few of the most universal might come unde 
the headings of: 

1) Problems between husband and wife 
that arise over the business of living to- 
gether, or apart, as the case may be. 

2) Triangle situations. 
) Motherhood. 

4) Career versus marriage. 

2 J 

Many sub-heads can be suggested for 
each, and there is considerable overlapping. 
For example, young motherhood might 
bring about financial problems for the hus- 
band. Or a wife’s preoccupation with her 
children might drive her husband into the 
arms of another woman. However, these 
three categories give us something to take 
hold of at the moment. 

Among the many difficulties faced by 
husband and wife, the most universal is 
simply the day-by-day living together and 
getting along. The acceptance of one’s 
mate can become quite a problem, once the 
¢lamour of first romance has worn. thin 
and each discovers that the other is a 
human being. I can best illustrate the plot- 
ting of this “business of living together” 
thing by referring to my REDBOOK story, 
“His Mistake.” 

Some years ago, I met an acquaintance 
on the street. His spirits were soaring—he 
was about to sell a large insurance policy 
to a wealthy client. So sure was he of his 
fat commission that he could talk of noth- 
ing else, except what he would do with the 
money. A few days later, I met him again. 
His prospective client had decided against 
buying the policy, and my friend was com- 
pletely down in the dumps. 

The contrast between his exuberant and 
depressive moods appealed to me as a fic- 
tion writer. But it needed more than this 
to make a saleable story. So I filed the in- 
cident away for future use. 

Later, searching my files for something 
for the basis of a plot for a woman’s slick 
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and tastefully and offers some advice, con- 
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Triangle Situations 

magazine. I re-read the “salesman” in- 
cident. It still didn’t make a story—not 
until I began to ask myself some questions. 

Questions Make a Plot 

“What effect might something like this 
have on a man’s family life? On his wife 
and children? Suppose he’d promised his 
family a new car, new clothes, a vacation 
trip? Suppose he has to go home and face 
his family with the disappointing news of 
his failure? Suppose—” 

Plotting is quite often made up of “sup- 
posing.” As I experimented with various 
answers, I began to see his wife. A woman 
tired at the end of the day from her house- 
hold duties. A gentle, patient woman who 
thought of her family first, herself last. A 
woman who loved this stumble-bum of a 
man and was proud and happy in believing 
he was about to make the biggest deal of 
his life. The children—two small boys; the 
older learning to play his dad’s old cornet, 
the younger hunting “terrible tigers and 
dragons” in the back yard. An ordinary 
American family—money would mean a 
lot to them. 

Now the plot began to shape up through 
the characters, their needs and desires. I 
decided to make the salesman a real estate 
broker, an average fellow who made an 
average living, but who never seemed to get 
“the breaks.” Suddenly he finds himself on 
the verge of selling a big hotel to a client 
for a whopping commission. 

A big awkward fellow, he takes his wife’s 
small hand in his and promises, “When I 
sell the hotel to Mason, I'll buy you that 
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new coat you’ve been wanting. And a new 
cornet for Pete. We'll re-do the living room 
—new furnituse and all—and we’ll—” 

But Mason doesn’t buy the hotel, and 
our hero must tell his wife and family the 
bad news. He must admit failure, must be 
seen by his loved-ones as he really is—not 
a big-shot business executive, but an or- 
dinary salesman who makes mistakes. 

Filled with dread and despair, he goes 
home at the end of the day. He decides to 
put off admitting his failure until after din- 
ner. Then, not until the boys’ are in bed, 
does he find the courage to tell his wife 
there will be no extra money for the things 
he has promised. 

The wife’s character has already been 
established, and she reacts accordingly. 
“Then for a moment, he saw the blue of 
her eyes deepen and knew that she was 
thinking of how nice it would have been 
to have the coat, and, perhaps, thinking of 
other things she wanted and could not 
afford, not only for herself, but also for him 
and their two boys. 

“Suddenly she shrugged her slim shoul- 
ders, kissed him lightly and got to her feet. 
‘I’m tired and going to bed. Coming?.’” 

But he can’t dismiss his failure this easily 
He feels that deep in her heart, she is dis- 
appointed in his and in her marriage. But 
when at last he does go to their room, he 
finds her sleeping peacefully and _ realizes 
that his failure has not been important 
enough to keep her awake. Suddenly, it 
loses it’s importance for him. 

This story points up the universal] truth 
that to a woman, her love for her man 
makes it possible for her to accept him and 
believe in him despite his human faults and 
failures. There are few marriages which do 
not have similar moments of crisis. The 
average woman reader can therefore iden- 
tify and perhaps even regain new strength 
of love. The next time her husband “lets 
her down,” she might subconsciously re- 
member my heroine and act like her. 

When Three’s a Crowd 

Consider the triangle situation: “I’ve lost 
my husband to a younger woman—what’s 
to be done about it?” Author Brook Han- 
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lon gives one answer in his “Fair Exchange,” 
which appeared in MCCALL’s. 
The author tells the story from the be- 

wildered older woman’s viewpoint and 
quickly gains the reader’s sympathy for her. 
Without question, she still loves her di- 
vorced husband. The plotting is logically 
based on the traits of the characters. 

The second wife is young—only seven 
years older than the first wife’s daughter. 
She is attractive, fond of money and pleas- 
ure, a woman who prefers dogs to children. 
The man is actually unhappy with her and 
unsuited for the readjustments necessary to 
make a success of his second marriage. 
Realizing this, the two grown children se- 
cretly plan to bring their father and mother 
together again. They make it possible for 
the young wife to run with the younger 
crowd and for her to meet the wealthy 
playboy of the town. Also, they see to it 
that their mother is made newly attractive 
to the father. 

The results are inevitable. The young 
wife falls for the playboy. They go to Mex- 
ico City and the reader is left with the sure 
knowledge that the husband will return to 
his first wife. The story gives women read- 
ers assurance that the years of marriage, 
of sharing for better or worse, of rearing 
children in a good home atmosphere are 
worthwhile, that the rewards outweigh the 

heartaches. 

And Then There is Motherhood 

Now consider the problem of parent- 
hood: To what extent should a parent 
shape his or her child’s life? Is there ever 
a mother who doesn’t dream dreams of 
greatness for her child—sometimes forget- 
t'ng that the child has a right to live his 
own life his own way. 

I knew a woman who decided to make 
a lawyer of her son. He was the kind of 
a boy who liked to work with his hands. 
Fortunately, he had the courage to rebel. 
He is now a successful auto mechanic with 
his own shop, and his mother is justifiably 
proud of his success, 

But suppose he had obeyed his mother’s 
whims and had become a lawyer? Could 
he have succeeded? Could he have been 

happy? In answer to these questions, I 
plotted and wrote “The Decision,” which 
appeared in the February issue of FAMILY 
CIRCLE. 

For this story, the dominating parent is 
the boy’s father, and the boy, Ollie, wants 
nothing more out of life than to make green 
things grow. His hard-working farmer 
father, however, is determined that Ollie 
follow in the footsteps of an Uncle JB, a 
banker—“the only relative who ever made 
a hatful of money.” 

To have Ollie simply rebel and take up 
farming was not enough for a plotted story. 
He had to have more than his own satis- 
faction and happiness at stake. Also, for 
the woman reader, a girl had to get into 
the act—and what kind of a girl worth 
her salt would object to marrying Ollie, if 
she loved him, whether he was a farmer or 
a banker? 

Eventually the right answer came—a girl 
who has learned from the bitter experience 
of a divorced older sister what too often 
happens to a marriage. when the husband 
is unhappy in his work. 

The story ends with his telling Wilma 
the girl) that he is going to do the thing 

he’s always wanted to do—farm. 
“Making that old farm over the way 

we'd want it will take a lot of hard work,” 
he said, grinning at her. 
“Who cares?” Her eyes were shining, her 

Motherhood 
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Career versus Marriage 

smile was making her the most beautiful 
virl in the world. “As long as we’re work- 
ing together, who cares?” 

Romance With Realism 

Young love and romance, of course, al- 
ways have been and still are of interest to 
women readers, and, I suspect, always will 
be. However, today’s readers expect their 
fictional characters to be life-like youngsters 
who are faced with the realistic problems 
of present-day boys and girls. 

These problems are many, quite serious 
and sometimes disastrous. The long period 
of training required for certain professions 
before a young man can support a wife 
poses a problem to the young in love. Dis- 
ruption of life by service in the armed 
forces, the let-down in moral standards, 
growing up in a broken or divided home— 
all these and many more problems must be 
faced and somehow resolved by young peo- 
ple today—and such problems and conflicts 
offer the writer almost unlimited possibili- 
ties for the realistic stories which combine 
entertainment for the woman reader. 

The out-and-out love story is still a good 
bet for today’s’ women readers. Offhand, 
I recall one I wrote for FAMILY CIRCLE, 
titled “The Befuddled Young Man.” 

A young farmer needs a wife who can 
help him operate a large farm, but is un- 
decided which of three neighbor girls he 
should marry. A fourth girl, a stranger, 
becomes mixed up in the affair and offers 
to help him select the “right” girl. 

Since this was to be a light, humorous 
story, I had Girl No. 4 fall for the be- 
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fuddled young man on sight—he was a big, 
handsome brute. Discovering that she, a 
stranger, had no chance against the three 
girls he had known all his life, she suggests 
that he date these three girls steadily, one 
at a time for a week each, and at the end 
of each week, he give her a detailed report 
of activities and his dislikes and likes for 
the girl. At the end of this three weeks’ 
period, she promises to tell him which gir] 
he should marry. Since she seems sympa- 
thetic and understanding and wise in the 
way of romance, he agrees most happil\ 

to accept her help and advice. 
Each of the three neighbor girls has cer- 

tain desirable and undesirable traits. On 
is very pretty and dances like a dream, but 
she is a poor cook. Another would mak: 
him an excellent helpmate, for she is stron 
and loves to work in the fields, but she 
always so tired from her day’s labor that 
she falls asleep immediately after the eve- 
ning meal. The third is an excellent cook 
and housekeeper, but is far from attractiv: 

By the end of the third week when thi 
young man makes his final report to Gir! 
No. 4, he has discovered that she has all 
the desirable traits and that he is in lov 
with her. 

Young Love With Drama 

Contrast this light, happy-go-lucky lo’ 
story with one that the now deceased 

AMERICAN used—‘“Light My Way,” thr 
story of a young sailor and a blind girl. 

First, where did I find the blind girl? | 
saw her one day in a college class, taking 
notes in Braille. I have no idea who sh« 
was or whatever became of her, but I shal! 
never forget her. I found the sailor in a 
restaurant, eating alone at a table and com- 
pletely ignoring a group of pretty girls who 
had their eyes on him. His aloof attitu: 
struck me as odd, and I wondered if som« 
previous experience hadn’t soured him 
bit on women in general. Then, one day. 
on a sheet of paper in my typewriter, th: 
sailor, who has never been in love and 
never intends to be, meets the blind gir! 
Out of such everyday encounters, simpli 
in their origin, the complex stuff of fiction 
is woven. A face sparks the imagination. 



an attitude makes you reflect. And on you 
are to a story. 

In this story the sailor is first attracted 
by her ability to live an almost normal life 
in spite of her handicap. Then, despite his 
prejudices against women (caused by un- 
happy boyhood experiences with a step- 
mother), he falls in love with the girl, 
and she with him. 

Each understand fully the difficulties that 
they must face as man and wife. The boy 
is willing to face them; the girl is not, for 
she believes he would be happier and much 
better off married to a normal girl. Even- 
tually he proves that he could never be 
happy without her. 

After a harrowing experience in the des- 
ert, he tells her: 

“Believe me, Ginny, I never knew there 
was anything beautiful until I saw you 
walking toward me that first night. I never 
saw a sunset or the moonlight until I met 
you. I never really wanted to cry or kick 
things around until I discovered you were 
blind. But neither did I really know what 
it was to be happy till I saw you smile and 
heard you laugh. 

“Don’t you get it, Ginny? You make me 
feel and hear and live. You light the way 

forme....” 

The girl then agrees to marry him. But 
between the beginning and the end, the 
conflict within the boy and the girl and be- 
tween them is a very real and rather fright- 
ening thing to them. 

Occasionally, women’s magazines will use 
stories of old age, mystery, violence, and 
tragedy. But only when these subjects re- 
volve about some issue of vital importance 
to a woman’s way of life, i.e., love, ro- 
mance, protection of the home or a loved 
one, or the maintenance of an accepted 
ideal or principle. 

Louis Kretschman’s REDBOOK story, 
“Bully,” is an excellent example, and Fic- 
tion Editor Lilian Kastendike’s blurb key- 
notes the violence: “A peace-loving man, 
he was forced to slug it out with a brute, 
no quarter asked or given—and somehow 
he had to win.” 

I’ve attempted to point out some of the 

problems and interests of present-day 
women readers and, I hope, have given you 
some notion how these have been plotted 
and written by today’s writers of magazine 
fiction. As every professional writer knows, 
he must have interest and meaning for the 
intended reader audience. 

Secondly, by dwelling in some detail on 
examples, I have tried to stress the im- 
portance of the characters who people these 
stories. It is through these people, the ac- 
tors in every movement of every plot, that 
the reader sees and feels the story. If the 
characters: are wooden images, the plot be- 
comes nothing more than a contrived, life- 
less affair. If the characters are flesh and 
blood, the story takes on life, sparkle and 
meaning. 

Of course, you don’t have to people your 
stories with real people — but they must 
seem real to the reader! They must have 
background. They must have their hopes 
and despairs, weaknesses and strengths, likes 
and dislikes—all traits that put life into 
them and make the story possible, believ- 
able, and entirely logical. 

All this and more, any professional writer 
can tell you as well or better than I. But no 
one can tell you how to resolve your prob- 
lems and conflicts to the satisfaction of 
readers. Within you, as a sum-total of your 
experiences, knowledge, and courage, lies 
this faucet of your fiction-writing ability. 
Upon this depends your success as a writer. 

Frank Bennett tells us he became a writer of 
fiction because of mis-information. Years ago, 
someone pointed out the erroneous happy fact 
that an author lives a life of ease, flitting blithely 
from Hollywood to New York and spending long 
vacations in Florida. Consequently, he bought an 
old typewriter and set out to enjoy this pleasant 
way of life. In 1946, he left his college teaching 
post to spend full time with the typewriter, and 
since then has worn it and several others down 
to a “nub.” To readers of Westerns, he is known 
as Ben Frank. In the slicks, under his own name, 
he has sold to McCalls, Family Circle, This 
Week, Redbook, Argosy and many others. “The 
only trouble,” he says, “I haven’t found that life 
of ease.’ Instead, he’s discovered that a writer’s 
work is never done. “Haven’t had that vacation 
in Florida yet,’ he adds mournfully. “Saving my 
strength to deal with the fellow who told me 
writers don’t have to work.” 
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Special Fiction Market List 

“Do you buy fiction slanted for women?” we asked fiction editors of women’s maga- 

zines and general family magazines. Other questions were, “Has reader taste 

changed during the last 5-10 years?” Are there fewer taboos?” “What are some of 

the problems with scripts you reject?” The editors below gave of their busy time 

to answer in detail. Their comments are an instructive supplement to Frank 

Bennett’s article. You will notice that more and more editors are interested in 

“family” fiction, i.e. fiction that will also appeal to the husband, although women 

still constitute the majority of fiction readers of the magazines listed below. 

Joun Crare, Editor 
Chatelaine 
481 University Ave., Toronto 2, Canada 

As Canada’s leading women’s magazine we are 
certainly interested in stories of special appeal 
for our women’s audience. 

The story is still the thing I believe but the 
changes in the world around us have brought 
some external changes to the settings in which 
these stories are laid. For instance, we would use 
a good science fiction background for a woman’s 
story although we haven’t seen too many pieces 
that qualify. We have run several stories in which 
mental illness and its treatment was handled fic- 
tionally. Problems created by suburbia have pro- 
vided a whole new set of back drops complete 
with carports and wall to wall mortgages. And 
speaking generally, I think women readers, par- 
ticularly the ones who read this magazine, are 
more adventurous in their short story reading 
than they were a few years ago. The so-called 
off-beat story meets with a warmer response than 
it ever did before I believe. 

We have never had any taboos in our fiction 
except those dictated by good taste and the 
definition of this nebulous element must rest with 
the editors who do their best to be realistic and 
honest without being gratuitously offensive and 
sensational. 

We bought a story the other day from a writer 
who had a plot in which a boy met a girl, almost 
lost her through a misunderstanding and found 
her again and married her through ingenious 
reconciliations. If there’s anything more familiar 
than this plot, I don’t know what it is, but the 
handling of it was so deft, the lines were so 
bright and freshly minted that we had to buy it. 
We don’t reject any stories out of hand because 
of their plot no matter how familiar it may be. 
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I don’t know whether I can thumbnail it o: 
not but I can pinpoint the difficulty—the stories 
just aren’t good enough. However this too is a 
cyclical thing and there are gloomy months when 
you think the whole fiction supply has dried up, 
all the good writers have gone to TV or Florida 
Then in the next mail there may be half a dozen 
stories which restore your faith and your stock- 
pile. This rise and fall in supply and quality has 
been there as long as I’ve been in the business 
which is about eleven years. 

Some of our recent favorites were: William 
Cole’s ‘“‘When a Man Loves You” (May), Elda 
Cadogan’s “Nothing But The Truth” (April). 
Elizabeth Allen’s “Love Me, Love Me, Love Me” 
(March), Marian Shuman’s “Tomboy” (Febru- 
ary) and Adeline Attwood’s “Go With The 
Lovely Ladies, Susie” (January). 

We buy stories of almost any length. We have 
used short, shorts of 1,500 words and we have 
bought novels which we have condensed for our 
newsprint section and we have bought novel- 
ettes. I suppose our staple fictional commodity is 
still the short story at four to five thousand 
words. We pay up to $400 for short fiction on 
acceptance. 

Fiction scripts should be addressed to Miss 
Gladys Shenner, Fiction Editor, CHATELAINE, 48! 
University Avenue, Toronto 2, Ontario. 

KaTuHRYN Bourne, Fiction Editor 
Cosmopolitan 
57th St. at Eighth Ave., New York 19, N. Y. 

We are interested in seeing all types of stories 
not necessarily only those slanted to women 
readers. 

I think readers in the last five years have be- 
come somewhat more discriminating and demand 
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more adult stories than formerly. Certainly they 
are more broad-minded and more tolerant to- 
ward realistic, adult situations and so, there are 
fewer taboos. 
We want good writing, good characterization, 

and believeable situations. 
Length can be anything from a short short 

story to a twenty-five thousand word suspense or 
mystery story. 

Payment is $850 for a short short story or for 
a first story from a new author. Anything else is 
a matter of negotiation. 

MAXINE Lewis, Fiction Editor 
Family Circle Magazine 
25 W. 45th St., New York 26, N. Y. 

Yes, we use fiction that has its primary appeal to 
women. However, we feel it is the basic story, 
not the slant, that gives such appeal. We have 
noticed definite trends away from reader demand 
for stories about children and child-parent prob- 
lems. Humorous stories seem to have lost their 
appeal. There is a definite trend toward greater 
interest in stories with a romantic and emotional 
appeal, toward a deeper, more real treatment of 
the problems of man-woman relationships. There 
is also the need for something less superficial than 
the treatment given love in typical TV stories. 

I feel the demand for realism has created 
new taboos—taboos against superficiality, against 
mere boy-meets-girl. Readers have greater respect 
for sanctity of marriage, the home, and the chil- 
dren. The cynical approach to life is out. 

At present, we find the wooing of the young 
widow with a child or two by the marriage-shy 
bachelor is being overdone. Stories about teen- 
age problems, child problems, older persons’ 
problems also are’ in oversupply. The story about 
“the organization man” is pretty much in abund- 
ance, too. It is less plot than situation which 
seems stereotyped in these cases. Lack of truly 
felt and feelable emotion is the perennial prob- 
lem in rejected stories. 

This quality of an emotional experience is 
the one we look for. When it is there and couched 
in an understandable situation with appealing 
characters, we buy. “A Ring Is a _ Precious 
Thing,” by Paul M. Fitzsimmons (April, °57), 
and the same author’s “The Big Galoot’” (May 
537) are stories we liked and which brought 
favorable reactions from our readers. 
We buy stories at a variety of lengths, but 

they are ususally cut to a length of 3,000-3,500 
words before publication. 

Payment varies with many factors, upward 
from $300, with $400-$600 being the usual. 

Marcaret Cousins, Managing Editor 
Good Housekeeping 
57th St. at Eighth Ave., New York 19, N. Y. 

We like a good fiction story, with plot, char- 
acterization, and style. We dislike the word 

“slanted.” A good story should be interesting to 
both sexes. However, the subject matter of Goop 
HOUSEKEEPING stories must necessarily interest 
women, since women are our readers primarily. 

We have noticed no major changes in tastes 
of readers. They want entertainment in a popular 
magazine. They always have and they probably 
always will. By entertainment I do not mean boy- 
meets-girl necessarily. By entertainment I mean 
fiction that creates a world into which the reader 
goes and lives for a while—fiction that requires 
the full focus of attention. However, modern 
magazine readers do not like to read about death, 
funerals, ugly sex, violence, tragedy or propa- 
ganda. 

Our editorial policies on fiction have not 
changed appreciably. The few taboos we ever 
had—abnormality, ugly sex, tragedy, tasteless- 
ness—are with us still. 

The typical plot we see entirely too much of 
these days is that of the frustrated housewife, 
who is tired of being a wife and mother and 
toys with the idea of giving up the whole thing. 
but comes to realize on the last page that a good 
man is hard to find, and children are sweet when 
they are asleep. Obviously this has a counterpart 
in life—I noticed in a paper that a frustrated 
housewife who was tired of washing diapers set 
fire to the house—but this story has been pub- 
lished several dozen times already and there are 
no changes ever rung into it. We get it about 
twenty times per week. It is now the Number 
One cliche—replacing that other chestnut, the 
happy wife and mother who is thrown off by the 
return of a glamorous college friend who has 
made a great career but has shattered her emo- 
tional life and can’t keep a husband. In the end 
this girl decides it is better to have a husband 
than a glamorous career. Nothing ever happens 
in either of these stories. 

The major difficulty with fiction of all kinds- 
not only that which comes over the transom, but 
that which comes via the agent’s messenger—is 
the lack of imagination; lack of originality; lack 
of characterization; drabness and characterless 
writing; sloppy writing; inability of the author 
to think a situation, much less a plot, all the way 
through; inability of the author to create living 
human beings instead of dummies; lack of ac- 
tion: lack of color: lack of ideas—humdrum; 
routine; tiresome approaches; punches all tele- 
graphed; no frame of reference; poor vocabu- 
laries; no spirit. 

Fresh ideas; solid characterizations; sound mo- 
tivations; actions; excitement; well-developed 
and interesting backgrounds; interesting char- 
acters (most of the people you meet in short 
stories these days are people you would avoid at 
a party) ; something to say. 

For our criterion, writers might read EDITOR’s 
cHoicE (Random House), an anthology of coop 
HOUSEKEEPING stories. 
We are not particular about lengths. We will 

buy stories from 2,000 to 20,000 words. 



We pay the going market rate—at present a 
minimum price is $1,000 for a 5,000 word story. 
Rates are adjusted on the basis of length and 
quality. 

I would like to ask writers to read coop 
HOUSEKEEPING stories. Not only will they be 
entertained, but they will get some idea of our 
standards this way. 

Auice S. Morris, Literary Editor 
Harper’s Bazaar 
572 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 

We are not interested in “slanted”’ fiction in any 
sense. Our only real taboos are vulgarity, false- 
ness and offense against enlightened religious 
and moral values. 

I think the demand by readers for work that 
offers some illumination or permanent value is 
on the increase, especially in the realm of fiction. 
Plots, as such, seem to us of less importance than 
a theme, developed with point. 
Among the major problems in fiction sent in 

“over the transom”’ are lack of literary discipline, 
lack of something important to say, and the fail- 
ure to dramatize the material of the story. 

We like to see a theme of universal relevance, 
written with literary distinction and _ vitality. 
Paul Bowles “The Frozen Fields” (July), Gra- 
ham Greene’s “A Visit to Morin” (January), H. 
E. Bates’ “Now Sleeps the Crimson Petal” 
(March). 

Lengths run from three to seven thousand 
words. We pay from $200 to $500. 

IRENE TrESUN, Associate Editor 
Hometown, The Rexall Magazine 
Rexall Square, Beverly At La Cienega 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

We need fiction from 1,800 to 3,300 words. This 
should appeal to women and have family interest. 
The fiction must tell a story and have good 
characterization. We get too much light romance. 
Payment is up to $100. Send material to Editor 
H. R. Stewart. 

Marcarita G. Situ, Fiction Editor 
Mademoiselle 
575 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 

Our stories usually run from 2,500 to 3,500 
words, though we will buy stories that fall 
slightly outside these limits if we like them 
enough. Our only strict requirement is quality: 
our fiction policy has always been free of rigid 
taboos. We don’t object to controversial themes 
as long as they are handled with sensitivity, taste 
and restraint. And if an old idea is given a fresh 
treatment and distinguished writing, that’s all 
right with us too. For that reason we hesitate to 
specify “typical plots that we reject.” We do, 
however, dislike formula fiction and overly slick 
stories. 

Our stories vary widely in subject matter and 
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style. Of course, we prefer characters and situa- 
tions with which our readers (young women be- 
tween the ages of 18 and 30) can identify. How- 
ever, men ca: (and do) read our fiction with 
pleasure. 

Much of the unsolicited fiction we receive is 
disqualified because of careless, amateurish writ- 
ing. Many, many manuscripts are rejected be- 
cause their authors don’t know their markets: 
they send us stories aimed at The Ladies’ Home 
Journal, The Saturday Evening Post, or the 
pulps. The best advice we can give these aspir- 
ants is to study the fiction that has already ap- 
peared in MLLE. 

We generally pay $300 for a first story. Manu- 
scripts should be addressed to me. 

Betty Parsons RaGsDALE, Fiction Editor 
McCall’s 
230 Park Avenue 
New York City, N. Y. 

We feel there has been a vast change in 
magazine fiction over the past ten years, and 
the best way we know to describe this change is 
to say that magazine fiction has grown up. 
Magazine readers today are discriminating: they 
want fiction that has something to say; they 
want writing that is of a high calibre. Here at 
MCCALLS, therefore, we look—first of all—for 
good writing. That is a must with us; a MCCALL’S 
story has to be highly readable. As far as 
theme is concerned, our scope is broader than 
ever before. We want stories that have 
stance, but in selecting material we do not look 
for particular themes, nor are there specifi 
themes which we avoid. We look, instead, for 
whatever might be of contemporary interest to 
our readers. And since MCCALL’s is now aimed 
at the entire family, we want stories that have 
dual appeal, stories that both men and women 
can read and enjoy. We're very flexible as to 
length, and while we obviously cannot handle 
voluminous novels, we will consider anything 
that is within feasible limits. The prices we pa} 
for stories and novels are top bracket. Manu- 
scripts should be addressed to me. 

sub- 

Lit1an KASTENDIKE, Fiction Editor 
Redbook Magazine 
230 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

REDBOOK’sS fiction is mostly slanted toward 
women, though we welcome dual-interest stories 
(with appeal for both women and men) and 
also an occasional purely masculine story. 

We have found that as the focus of REDBOOK 
has changed, our readers have become more re- 
ceptive to realistic fiction, stories which deal with 
present-day problems of Young Adults. REDBOOK 
is steadily gaining recognition as a magazine 
which uses off-trail and quality fiction. We have 
published stories revolving around such themes 
as the retarded child; the struggle back from 
mental illness; the growth to maturity of young 



“Did you write about what you knew best again, dear?” 

parents when they share the fight for life of their 
premature baby: the need for sexual honesty in 
marriage: the integration problem from a young 
Negro’s point of view, etc. Reader response to 
such material has been rewarding, so there are 
indeed fewer taboos today than there were five 
or ten years ago. However, any off-beat subject 
must be handled with good taste. 

Of course, 
the more 
stories on a 

stories do not rule out 
usual romantic and marital problem 

lighter level. We also use the hu- 
morous, or fun-to-read story, and we prefer these 
to be well paced and confined to not more than 
12 to 15 pages. 
We buy short Stories of 3,000 to 5,000 words 

in length: 1,200 to 1,400 
words; and complete novels of about 42,000 
words. We pay top prices for all material. 

One of your questions pertains to ‘over the 
transom” fiction which we term “unsolicited” as 
distinguished from material received from literary 
agents. The major fault with a great many such 
stories is their lack of polish and triteness of plot. 
However, in unsolicited fiction, we have found 
quite a few “firsts” of excellent quality which 
we have been proud to publish. Whenever we do 

“substance” 

short shorts from 

find a promising story, we are glad to give the 
author any constructive help we can because it 
is our belief that among today’s newcomers are 
many who will become the authors of tomorrow 

SHIRLEY R. NEWHALL, Assistant Editor 
U. S. Lady 
1823 Jefferson Place. N. W., Washington 6, D. C. 

seeing fiction primarily 
General 
big women’s 

We are interested in 
slanted toward the service wife. 
Stories and fiction suitable for the 
Magazines do not interest us as we 
readers get that material elsewhere 

love 

feel our 

We feel that readers’ tastes are changing con- 
tinually, for instance, the from 
sugary fiction in almost all mass magazines. Many 
subjects are dealt with in fiction that would be 
unheard-of ten years ago, such as mental illness, 
infidelity, etc. We've only been in business for 

swing away 

two years, so this magazine has not changed its 
policies. 

We find 
write 

that too many young writers are try- 
ing to New Yorker style. That is a good 
style but it is demanding and not 
necessarily suitable to all types of material. We 
do not, however, use very much fiction, so we 
necessarily reject some that we would really like 

also very 

to use. Our fiction must be short, also. not more 
than 2000 words. We pay up to $75 but stories 
must be really exceptional to command that fig- 
ure. In general, I would say that we like humor, 
pathos, or a story with a message for the service 
wife or her family 

Mrs. Howarp B. TincueE. Fiction Editor 
This Week Magazine 
485 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

THIS WEEK has always strived to get fiction that 
is equally appealing to men and women since we 
have a fifty-fifty audience. I think there have 
been a i taste” 
during the last five to ten years. Most important, 
perhaps, is the fact that people have became ad- 
justed to franker and bolder stories. 
That realistic, less soft type 
of story. There are fewer taboos for these reasons 

There are a great many typical plots—the tri- 
angle, or other woman being possibly first on the 
list : 
the second. But it’s awfully difficult to go into 
this in any great detail. And, after all, a fresh or 

great many changes in “reader 

accepting 
includes the more 

a marriage about to dissolve being possibly 

(Continued on page 55 
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The Good Spirit of 

Jesse Stuart still lives where he was born—in the hills of 

eastern Kentucky. Most of his books have grown out of his 

love for these hills and the people that live there. 

HE PEOPLE OF GREENUP COUNTY, Ken- 
poeta talk of a good spirit who dwells 
in a hollow near a bright ribbon of water 
known as the Little Sandy. They call this 
spirit Jesse Stuart, and in their courthouse 
square they have erected a statue in his 
honor so that their children and their chil- 
dren’s children should not forget the man 
who told their story to the world. 

In this land of rugged hills where the per- 
coon blooms white on the ground and gray 
squirrels chatter in tall pines, Jesse Stuart 
has found the inspiration for nineteen books 
and hundreds of stories and poems. And in- 
spiration is the only word for it, because 
writing has never been work for Jesse. The 
things he has said have come flowing from 
him like the mountain streams flow in spring. 

“All my books grow out of people,” Jesse 
says. “I read a lot, but I get nothing from my 
reading for my writing. My ideas come from 
people.” 

Recently I went to W-Hollow to visit Jesse 
Stuart. We had met in 1949 at the University 
of Kentucky during a writers’ conference. 
Jesse must have met hundreds of people dur- 
ing that conférence, and I’m certain he 
couldn’t have remembered me. Yet, when I 
came to his home and reminded him of our 
meeting, he shook my hand and said, “Jim, 
it’s good to see you again.” 

He led me inside his house, most of which 
he built with his own hands around a one- 
room log cabin in which he had been born. 
Within five minutes we were fast friends. It 
seemed as if I had known Jesse Stuart all my 
life. 
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Today, at 50, after a brutal heart attack 
that beat him down to the edge of the grave. 
Jesse Stuart seems as solid and strong as the 
hilis around him. He sprawled in an easy 
chair in one corner of the living room and 
talked about Robert Burns. 

“You know,” he said, “people have called 
me the Bobby Burns of Kentucky. Now | 
don’t mind that at all. Matter of fact, it 
suits me fine. The world will never put 
away a man like Burns. Old Burns and | 
have got one thing in common. Neither 
one of us ever really got out of the county 
he was born and raised in.” 

He enjoyed this thought of the univer- 
salism of Burns because he doesn’t like being 
tagged a regional writer. 

“Once people start thinking of you in 
terms of being a regional writer,” he said. 
leaning forward in his chair to emphasize 
his words, “you get passed by. Readers think 
your books hold interest only for those who 
live there. 

“A man isn’t necessarily a regional write! 
because he writes about one area. I’m no 
more of a regional writer than William 
Faulkner. If Taps for Private Tussie (which 

sold a million copies) didn’t soar beyond 
regionalism, I’m not sitting in this corner.” 

Jesse believes that if a writer portrays 
people in truth and wisdom—whether the 
live in Mongolia or Mississippi—he_ will 
reach universality. 

Faulkner, I suspect would disagree with 
Jesse. He would have said a regional write! 
is one who passes judgment on his characters 
with a regional, rather than a universal, ap- 



“W” Hollow 

by James O. Jordan 

praisal, and that it is his judgment of char- 
acters that either gives scope or takes it from 
a book. During the conversation, Deane, 
Jesse’s wife, a tall slender brunette, served 
us coffee and cookies. Jesse never stopped- 
talking, he concentrated so hard on the talk 
that he was oblivious to other things around 
him. As he talked, his cookie slipped from 
the edge to the bottom of his saucer and 
moving under his cup, tipped it off balance. 

“Jesse,” said Deane, reaching for the cup, 
“get that cookie out from under your cup: 
you'll spill the coffee.” 

Jesse raised his cup and looked surprised. 

“Doggone it,” he said. “I was wondering 
what was wrong with that cup, why it 
wouldn’t set straight on the saucer.” 

We all laughed, and I thought there must 
be much laughter in this home. 

Jesse settled back ir his chair and looked 
at a bookcase behind him. “See this book 
here on the shelf?” he said, pointing to a 
copy of “These 13” by Faulkner. “Well, sir, 
I bought that book when I was at Vanderbilt 
University living off one meal a day. I 
loved Faulkner then and I thought he was 
a great writer, but something happened to 
him later. He got so he could write things 
that nobody could understand. 

“That latest thing of his, “A Fable,” is 
just more than I can take. I’ve tried to 
crack it three or four times, but I just can’t 
get into it. When a book defies a man’s every 
attempt to understand what the writer is 

trying to say, I say openly and frankly the 
hell with it. 



Jesse balanced the fragile china cup and 
saucer on one knee. 

“I’m a conservative writer myself,” he 
continued, and his face took on a set look. 
“To my way of thinking that’s the kind of 
writing that lives. T. S. Elliot and the later 
Faulkner books will be forgotten. It'll be the 
Robert Frosts that will be remembered.” 

Jesse believes that if a man’t got some- 
thing to say, he ought to say it so people will 
know what he’s saying. He shouldn’t try to 
cover it up with a lot of fancy, meaningless 
language. 

“Writing’s never been hard work for me. 
I just sit down at the typewriter and start 
going. Once I get going at something, I 
just can’t stop .. . that is, unless somebody 
drops in and wants to chat.” 

Outside the sun was brilliant for early 
March, and a few birds were making sounds 
like spring. Jesse looked out a window, and 
spoke softly, “You know, every spring I 
start reading the Bible to prepare for Easter.” 

Easter has a special significance for Jesse. 
He feels a connection between Easter and his 
new health. The title of his latest book, 
“Year of My Rebirth,’ symbolizes this feel- 
ing. 

He walked across the study, opened a 
bookcase and picked up a copy of “Man with 
a Bull-Tongue Plow,’ a volume of 703 son- 
nets. It was his first published work “I wrote 
this one in about seven months,” he said. 
My thoughts went back to a conversation 

I had had earlier in the day with Russ 
Zachem, Jesse’s brother-in-law who operates 

The house that Jesse built 

a restaurant in Greenup. Russ, a big, raw- 
boned man with smiling eyes and a flat-top 
haircut, had told me the story behind “Man 
with a Bull-Tongue Plow.” 

“Jesse came into my restaurant one day 
carrying this big manuscript under his arm,” 
Russ recalled. “I was across the street then 
in that little brick building. Well, he came 
in and said, ‘You know, Russ, I think I 
could sell this book here if I could just get 
to New York.’ 

“I asked him why he didn’t go, and he 
said it was because he didn’t have the money. 
Well, I loaned him the money, and he went 
up to New York and stayed in the YMCA 
while he took his book around to different 
publishers trying to sell it. A few days later 
he was back, and he had sold his book.” 

That was in 1934. Twelve years later, 
“Man with a Bull-Tongue Plow” was se- 
lected as one of the 100 Best Books in Amer- 
ica and one of the 1,000 Great Books of 
the World. Jesse got out a booklet that con- 
tained the titles of the book selections. There 
was a penciled “X” beside the title of his 
book, and he seemed to have noticed it at 
that moment for the first time. “I don’t 
know who checked that,” he said quickly, 
almost apologetically. “I didn’t put that 
check in there.” 

Later, Jesse and Deane and I went t 
Russ’ restaurant for dinner. The one-street 
town was gripped in the Sunday quiet. In 
the restaurant, someone dropped a nickel in 
the juke box and a voice began to. sing 
Look Homeward, Angel. 

“Say, I just heard that the other day.” 
Jesse cut in between mouthfuls. “They got 
old Tom in the music business now.” 

Thomas Wolfe was Jesse’s closest write! 
friend, and Jesse has a million stories to tell 
about him. 

“Tom was the spittinest man you evel 
saw,” he recalled, laughing. “He’d spit all 
over you. I always had to look up to him 
when he’d talk to me, and he’d just stand 
there and spit right in my face.” Jesse made 
some funny mimicking motions with his 
mouth and laughed coarsely, perhaps 45 
Wolfe would have laughed. 

“You’ve heard about his reptilian face,” 

(Continued on page 75 



Closing 

idatemer.ye 

by William L. Rivers 

Look again, article writer, the 

old rules about mass and quality 

writing are as dead as yesterday 

HREE ARTICLE WRITERS recently met in 

T my house, and the talk soon turned to 
writing style.““When you write for HARP- 
ER’s” said one, “you have to gear your style 
to the college graduate. That means qual- 
ity. But for READER’S DIGEST, you can’t write 
anything that a 12-year-old child couldn’t 
understand.” This is a frequent opinion 
among writers, and the one was speaking 
for all my three friends. It happens to be 
one with which I disagree, so I decided to 
give them a test. 

I tore several pages from READER’S DIGEST, 
a mass circulation magazine, HARPER’S, a 
quality publication, and Epiror & puB- 
LISHER, a trade periodical. 
Hiding the pages behind a newspaper, | 

read three paragraphs and asked them to 
identify the magazine in each case. 
One writer guessed READER’S DIGEST for 

all three examples. The other two identified 
each paragraph as the product of a dif- 
ferent magazine—agreeing on the magazine 

in only one case. 
All the paragraphs I had read were from 

HARPER'S. 

What does this prove? It only supports 
a thesis which I have been developing over 
seven years of free lancing, and after con- 
siderable research into past and current 
issues of a wide variety of magazines: Good 
article writing for THE SATURDAY EVENING 
post may be good article writing for THE 
ATLANTIC, 

The style in the various magazine group- 
ings—quality, general or what-have-you— 
is now more similar than it used to be— 
the differences in a few cases shading off 
almost to nothing. 

Finally, the editors of the quality maga- 
zines are making their publications more 
readable, while the editors of the mass cir- 
culation magazines have steadily upgraded 
their publications. Trade journals and other 
specialized magazines also featuring 

better writing. 
Now it would be absurd to suggest that 

all is one, that for reading purposes you 
may as well subscribe to HARPER’S as to 
THE SATURDAY EVENING POST because 
they’re trying to do the same things and 
appeal to the same people. First of all, 
there is a difference in subject matter and at- 
titude. THE SATURDAY EVENING POST would 
be highly unlikely to publish an article on 
“How To Beat The Critics” such as HARP- 
ER’s ran recently. Simply because the edi- 
tors would feel that not enough of their 
readers would be interested in the subject. 
The title, however, is an example of how 
HARPER’S has changed. Ten years ago the 
jazziness of this title might have made the 
editors blush. 

It would be an even greater disservice 
to advise a writer that the piece he’s aim- 
ing at THE POST will fit snugly into HARP- 
ER’s if it doesn’t knock down the doors at 
Independence Square. 

are 

Down with the Old 

But it’s beyond doubt that the stereotyped 
ideas about American magazines that we 
have the 1920’s need 
some revision. 

carried over from 

To tear down the stereotypes is espe- 
cially important for the article writer, who 
in these days, of stiff competition needs to 
reach as wide a market as possible. If he 
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says to himself, “I could never write for 
a quality market, because my style is too 
popular,” he sets himself an unnecessary 
limitation. 

The difference in the past was really 
represented by the heavy line separating 
formal and informal English. 

This difference is still pronounced enough 
to notice, matching the run of articles in 
HARPER'S against those in the post. We 
find more statistics and more interpretation 
and discussion of hard facts and serious 
consequences in the qualities; more escape, 
more breeze, sentiment in the popular mag- 
azines. The quality piece is not as likely to 
give itself over to the flamboyant adjective 
and the leaping verb, and quality writing 
even today is still a bit cold toward such 
obvious devices as alliteration; anecdotes 
are sparser than in the popular article. 

Take this opening sentence from HARPER’S 
“A Better Deal for Commuters” (George 
Alpert, in April issue) . 

In the dozen years since World War II 
American cities have spent large sums of 
money to relieve traffic congestion, only to 
find their streets remaining as congested as 
before. 

And compare it with this opening from 
an SEP piece on a subject similar in type 
of reader interest “Flying Can Be Safer” 
(by Harold H. Martin). 

Sometime within the next eighteen 
months or so, a ruddy, white-haired, cigar- 
smoking man will trudge from his office in 
the old State Department building to the 
White House next door, there to lay upon 
the desk of the President a ponderous docu- 
ment. 

The HARPER’s piece starts out with a 
cold fact, THE sEP article with a strong 
visual picture. ‘Plenty of HARPER’s articles 
also start out with an atmospheric lead, 
an anecdote, but it is unlikely that George 
Alpert’s article would have been used with 
that lead in THE Post or any other popular 
mass magazine. 

The average reader still wants to be 
informed by being entertained. 

But to return to the similarities. The ar- 
ticle writer today makes a mistake if he 
thinks that writing for a quality magazine, 
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types him into one kind of writer—and that 
the mass markets are therefore out for him. 
He need no longer be afraid, of “cheapen- 
ing” his style on the one hand, or “dead- 
ening” it on the other. 

The charges are a result of a two-way 
movement—popular magazines have as- 
sumed the soundness and validity which 
formerly were considered the special at- 
tribute of the quality piece, and the quality 
article now often borrows some of the color, 
anecdote and vitality of writing for a mass 
audience. 

The Changing Magazines 

For a reappraisal, look at the lead story 
in the April 20, 1957, issue of THE Post, 
a sober, involved account of the Suez de- 
bacle. Then take a look at the April issue 
of HARPER’S, which features (with splashy 
cover blurb) “Stranded in Kansas City,” 
the first article of a two-parter by, of all 
people, Gypsy Rose Lee! 

Don’t stop there, compare almost any 
issues. You'll find Foreign Affairs Special- 
ist George Kennan in both magazines, an 
article by Robert Moses in THE Post titled 
“Why I Am a Conservative” and another 
Moses article, “The New Superhighways: 
Blessing or Blight” in HaRPER’s. Walt Dis- 
ney is a typical post-type subject, and you'll 
find a series on him in the November and 

Pe 

Burlesque Gets into Harper’s 
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December issues. But in HARPER’S there has 
been, among others that are also post-type, 
a light piece on the Little League. 

Moreover, the “new” post and the 
“new” HARPER’S aren’t alone. 

If you thought the old saTURDAY RE- 
VIEW OF LITERATURE was aiming at a point 
over your head, try today’s SATURDAY RE- 
VIEW, revitalized by Norman Cousins. 
And if you still think of HoLIDAy as “just 

another travel magazine”—as it surely was 
in its earliest days—look again. Look closely 
at the roster of writers: James Thurber, 
E. B. White, William Faulkner, John Stein- 
beck. Look also at HoLIDAy’s revival of the 
essay, and listen to editor Ted Patrick: 
“The personal essay, such as Clifton Fadi- 
man does so expertly in his ‘Party of One’ 
column, had about disappeared. Much of 
HOLIDAY is in the essay form—some even in 
the classicial tradition—and I’ve been vastly 
pleased at the way it has caught on.” 
Anyone who remembers the ESQuIRE of 

old, that elderly pLaysoy of the late 1930's, 
will find he’s disappeared. In his stead is a 
man made up of some of the old and 
eternal elements to do with the opposite 
sex plus such “name” writers as Aldous 
Huxley, and George Jean Nathan. 

What’s Behind It All? 

Why this change? The reasons are com- 
plex, and nobody knows all of the answers. 
But TV, education, and the seriousness of 
the times all influence reader habits. 
TV makes big demands on the reader’s 

time, pushing competition among maga- 
zines for the time that’s left to an all-time 
high, and with it often raising the quality. 
TV takes care of the escape needs of most 
of us with its lighter and more superficial 
fare, so that when we turn to the maga- 
zines, we want more meat. As post Editor 
Ben Hibbs phrases it, “. . . something we 
can get our teeth into.” On the other 
hand, TV, visual education, advertising, 
and the general atmosphere of our “pic-, 
ture-conscious” age has made serious in- 
roads into even the ivory tower sanctuaries, 
so that the more intellectual reader too 
likes the infusion of anecdotal material and 
dramatic techniques in his article reading. 

Articles on Traffic Jams 

As for the effects of education on maga- 
zine reading, it may suffice to say that while 
only 817 Ph.D. degrees were awarded in 
the United States in 1938, 8,840 were 
awarded in 1955. Today, there are more 
than 3,000,000 college students in the 
United States. 

These facts suggest why the mass maga- 
zines have been upgraded and, curiously 
enough, they indicate the reason for the 
new readability of the qualities. As one of 
the editors of a quality periodical summed 
it up: “We have tried for more reader ap- 
peal because we found that our potential 
audience—the people who could under- 
stand and appreciate our subjects—was im- 
mensely larger than our actual audience. 
We haven’t sacrificed anythiug in the proc- 
ess, and one of the things we’ve gained is a 
new sense of excitement about our own 
magazine right here in the office. The mass 
magazine boys began to wake up about the 
same time. They're headed up toward us 
because they’ve had to. I’m afraid, though, 
they weren’t learning from us. They learned 
from LIFE that an ultra-serious subject 
packaged, would appeal to 6,000,000 peo- 
ple, at least.” 

The Writer’s Task 

It is important for an article writer to 
know that the magazines have changed 
and are continuing to change, but the vital 
question is, What can he do about it? 

The first step is to look for the similiari- 
ties, and where they stem from. 

One of the most striking similarities is 
the necessity in any case for depth research. 
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THE REPORTER likes to describe its ap- 
proach to publishing as “journalism in 
depth.” No writer who has ever done a 
piece for a “quality” magazine like HARP- 
ER’S, ATLANTIC Or THE REPORTER fails to 
recognize that a prestige writer must dig 
deep for his facts. Sometimes so deep that 
the light goes out. But too many beginning 
writers seem to think that writing for the 
mass publications is a snap. It isn’t. 

Take Maurice Zolotow whose profiles of 
entertainment personalities appear regu- 
larly in leading slick magazines. His articles 
are fast, easy reading. Yet Zolotow is one of 
the most dedicated researchers you'll ever 
meet. To do his piece for THE POST on 
“Opera’s Funny Man,” Salvatore Baccaloni, 
he began by reading, just for background, 
eight books on opera (from OPERA, FRONT 
AND BACK, tO CARUSO’S METHOD OF VOICE 
PRODUCTION ), none of which had anything 
to do with Baccaloni. Then he went back- 
stage at the Met just to get the feel of the 
place. Next, he read everything in THE 
NEW YORK TIMES morgue on Baccaloni. 

Finally, he got around to Baccaloni him- 
self, interviewing him six times and travel- 
ing to Boston to watch him perform. The 
hard research ended with interviewing 10 
people who new the singer. But Zolotow 
didn’t feel he was ready to write. As usual, 
he spent several days brooding about the 
article and a week went by while he organ- 
ized it mentally. At last, he was ready. He 
wrote the 20-page first draft in three days. 

It doesn’t matter whether the subject is 
heavy or light—the research must ‘always 
be weighty, opinions must be condensed by 
facts—for all magazines. This applies to 
the trade field as well. 

Research in a Robe 

One of the major differences between 
quality and mass magazines crops up just 
beyond this point. If you’ll analyze the re- 
search material that appears in the majority 
of popular articles and compare the way it 
was handled with the handling of the re- 
search that goes into most quality pieces, 
one point is instantly apparent: the popu- 
lar writer glosses over his research so adept- 
ly that you’re hardly aware of it. 
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I’m tempted here to leap out on a 
long limb and say that a popular writer 
tries to hide his research and a quality 
writer doesn’t: that would be an overstate- 
ment. However, it is true that most popu- 
lar writing leans so heavily on flow and 
easy reading that the author can seldom 
afford to bludgeon the reader with great 
boulders of fact. Quality writers, on the 
other hand, usually intensely aware of the 
importance of their subjects, tend to let th: 
ideas and the data outweigh readability. 

For an example that I thirik covers the 
great range of differences, let’s consider 
an idea that I’ve been toying with for sev- 
eral months. I’ve titled it, for file purposes, 
“Citizen Arrests,’ and it deals with the 
right of the private citizen to arrest law- 
breakers. I’ve been doing very light, pre- 
liminary research, which means that I’ve 
been clipping items from newspapers and 
mentioning it occasionally to friends on the 
chance they may know of a case. 

This, probably depending on what | 
find, is a subject that could fall into either 
category, quality or popular, which indi- 
cates how much alike magazines are now. 
My guess is that it’s a better subject for a 
mass magazine, so I may aim my research 

that way, but what if I continue unde- 
cided? How would I approach both? 

I’m a saturation researcher—I look {for 
everything, no matter how unlikely, that 
might bear on the subject—so research for 
a popular piece is not necessarily very dif- 
ferent from the digging that goes into a 
quality article. 

But there is a difference in research 
emphasis. In aiming at a popular market, | 
need to know the law, the cases, authorita- 
tive viewpoints and effects, just as I need 
these elements for a quality piece, but |! 
must channel my digging toward the 
usual. I’ve run across a case, for example, 

in which a private citizen arrested a police- 
man on duty for a minor violation. That's 
the kind of thing I'll probably have 
come up with to sell a mass magazine. 

Now the incident might also make 
nice one-sentence fillip in a quality article. 
but the weight of the writing would be in 

(Continued on page 7/7 
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Standards 

For Subsidy Publishing 

Recent investigations by the Federal Trade 

Commission suggest a new look at subsidy 

publishing. Here are 10 recommendations to 

improve standards for the good of all. 

by Aron M. Mathieu 

WO SUBSIDY PUBLISHERS are currently 
under investigation by the Federal 

Trade Commission. One of the publishers, 
Exposition Press, is at trial now, and, until 
a decision is reached any comment would 
be prejudical. Another publisher, Pageant, 
has been investigated and, as we under- 
stand it, the investigation is concluded.* 
The Federal Trade Commission has a 

very real service to perform in acting as the 
guardian of the public good. In the case 
of subsidy publishing all that is necessary 
is to establish a standard of fair trade 
practice. 
One magazine can, of course, set up rules 

for advertisers in its own pages, but it can- 
not control a group of advertisers nation- 
ally. Direct mail campaigns, which do the 
real selling, can continue to make any 
claims they wish, unless, a government body 
like the FTC steps in, and sets up a stand- 
ard which all subsidy publishers will accept. 

In considering the recent action by the 
FTC, we must remember that this body 

*The Federal Trade Commission objected to the following 
advertising claims by Pageant: 

(a) The money for publication paid to the company is 
treated differently for income tax purposes from payments 
for publication made to competitors. (b) Other publishers do 
not have sales departments, and (c) The company differs 
from other publishers because it allows bookstores to return 
unsold books for credit or refund. 

Pageant Press agreed to drop these statements from their 
earns. The Commission’s release on the matter con- 

“The Agreement is for settlement purposes only and does 
fot constitute an admission by the company or its president 
that they have violated the law.” 

constantly issues cease and desist orders to 
every type of business. No such order, nor 
postal fraud order, as of this date has been 
issued in recent years against any subsidy 
publisher we know. We are not, therefore, 
talking about a group of delinquents but 
about an industry which follows certain 
trade practices that could be improved for 
the good of all. 

The Meaning of Words 

So far, unless new evidence comes to 
light, the main problem seems to be seman- 
tics: the meaning of what the seller says 
to the buyer. To the extent that an ac- 
ceptable set of standards protects both 
buyer and responsible seller, we advocate 
these: 

1. Among people generally, the word 
“publisher” means an individual who buys 
a manuscript from a writer and resells it in 
printed form to book dealers and book 
buyers with the intent of securing his profit 
from the sales. Sometimes the publisher 
pays the author outright cash, sometimes he 
pays royalty, but in every event the pub- 
lisher, as the public understands the term, 
pays for the privilege of using the author’s 
works. To the extent that this definition 
of a “publisher” is correct, a subsidy pub- 
lisher is not a publisher, but a printer. 
Among people generally, the word “printer” 
means an individual who duplicates copies 
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of a given work for a fee which he receives 
from the author. Our first suggestion is 
that subsidy publishers divorce themselves 
from the word “publisher” and use the 
word “printer.” We suggest any such 
phrases as acceptable: “printers,” “book 
printers,” “book printers and manufac- 
turers.” 

2. To offer to print a book for a fee is 
a perfectly decent and respectable business. 
How has this come into disfavor? The sub- 
sidy printer, in most cases, sells a sufficient 
number of copies to the author in order to 
secure his own profit. Again, this is a per- 
fectly responsible and decent business as 
long as both parties are fully aware of it. 
Sometimes, an author believes that the 
subsidy publisher, intends vigorously to sell 
and promote the book because this is the 
only way the printer will make his profit. 
This is not true. The printer secures his 
profit by selling sufficient copies to the 
author. Any other sales work he does is a 
separate enterprise. which, on its own basis 
may or may not make money. If the book 
fails to “take hold” right away, the subsidy 
printer, just like a royalty book publisher, 
stops promotion on it, or, at the very least, 
is not likely to spend much trying to sell 
a dead duck. History has shown that most 
books issued by subsidy publishers are dead 
ducks when it comes to book sales. If the 
subsidy publisher mentions the profit to be 
made from book store sales he should point 
out that out of X books published in the 
past year, his average book-store sale per 
book was —%. 

Separate Listing 

3. PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY, in a regularly 
published chart, lists the titles issued by sub- 
sidy book publishers along with the titles 

permits the subsidy book publisher, by the 
simple process of quoting PUBLISHER’S 
WEEKLY, to offer a comparative statement 
of his position in the field of book publish- 
ing. This is precise when it comes to the 
number of titles issued, but not so accurate 
on other phases of comparison. By uncon- 
scious innuendo, some authors are led to 
believe that a subsidy book publisher who 
issues as many titles per year as are issued 
by internationally known royalty publishers 
is also an equal figure in the world of book- 
store sales. This, is simply not so. PUB- 
LISHER’S WEEKLY, we believe, should con- 
sider eliminating subsidy book publishers 
from their general list of book publishers’ 
titles. This publication naturally desires to 
give their readers “complete news cover- 
age.” Therefore, subsidy publishers could 
be listed in a category of their own, under 
a heading such as “book printers.” This 
permits subsidy publishers to compare them- 
selves to other book printers, but not to 
trade-book publishers and the author, then, 
is not inadvertently confused. 

4. The NEW yYoRK TIMEs, and other 
leading newspapers, now list titles received 
by subsidy book publishers. We believe this 
should be continued and, under no condi- 
tions, should a book be prejudged adversely 
by the reviewer because the author paid 
for it. For the FTC to do anything to 
cause reviewers to pre-judge author-paid 
books is hurtful. Reviewers should always 
remember that many great authors paid 
to issue their own books. We respect the 
right of subsidy book publishers to refer to 
these many historical instances and to de- 
tail them; and wholly agree that in the 
next 20 years additional great books and 
hitherto unknown writers may first come 

to the public this way. 

State the Facts 

5. The Securities Exchange Commission 
didn’t run Wall Street out of business in 

1930, for which most of us have cause to 
be grateful. Nor should the FTC run the 

subsidy publisher out of business or give 
the public the impression they want to. Just 

as the S.E.C. caused brokers to report fully, 

issued by royalty book publishers. This 



in the same way the subsidy publisher needs 
to detail and make factual what he means 
when he says he has book salesmen, mail 
promotion, publicity releases and radio sta- 
tion cooperation. 

If the subsidy publisher has available 
a total of 6 commission book salesmen who 
work fcr different small publishers and 
these salesmen look over the subsidy pub- 
lisher’s line and decide which of their titles 
they will handle, and if these six salesmen 
handle a total of 25 subsidy titles (out of 
250) and sell a total of 25,000 copies per 
year (of 25 books)—then that can be fac- 
tually stated on the basis of the previous 
year’s results. 

If the subsidy book publisher has a mail- 
ing list of 1,000 book stores and mails to 
them semi-annually a catalogue of all his 
titles and a descriptive piece about each— 
this permits the average author to dream 
up a picture that would be quite factual 
if the subsidy publisher also stated exactly 
how many of his titles sold 500 copies or 
more to book stores. 

The FTC can effect accurate reporting 
by issuing a form for all subsidy publishers 
to use when soliciting business. 

6. The subsidy publisher should clearly 
state the number of copies he will print, 
bind, and deliver at a given date and, in 
addition, the number of copies he will print, 
and hold in sheets, unbound, and will not 
bind until the need arises, and the eventual 
disposition and ownership of these sheets. 
A prescribed form can establish a standard 
of what is “clear.” 

Some Economics 

7. A book that retails at $3.00 is bought 
by the book store for about $1.50 to $2.00 
depending on the quantity, who pays the 
postage, and if unsold copies may be re- 
turned. The average wholesale price of a 
$3.00 book is $1.70 and the printing and 
binding cost of the book itself is around one 
dollar on a 5,000 press run. This leaves 
the publisher seventy cents, from which he 
has to pay author’s royalties, cover all sales 
costs, and make his profit. If the author’s 
royalty is figured on the retail price of 
$3.00 and is 10% or 30 cents a book, the 

publisher has only 40c left per book to pay 
for his selling cost and make his profit. The 
selling costs on a single $3.00 book is be- 
tween twenty and forty cents. Obviously, 
therefore a publisher offering a 25%, 30% 
or higher author’s royalty, is operating on 
different economics. This should be de- 
tailed cost-wise, and clearly, in the subsidy 
publisher’s prospectus if he offers high 
royalties. 

8. Phrases such as “our books are na- 
tionally advertised” need be factualized. 
Thus, a factual statement would be: “of 
500 titles published in 1956, a sum of 
$50,000 was spent for national magazine 
and newspaper advertising or an average 
of $100 per title.” 

Why Would You Want To Do It? 

9. There are many excellent reasons why 
a writer will want to publish through a 
subsidy printer, and it is perfectly reason- 
able and proper for the subsidy printer to 
detail these. Certain books might never find 
a trade-publisher, even though they have 
merit. The royalty publisher, too, is in busi- 
ness for money, and cannot take too many 
risks, although he will take some. One 
obvious category of writing that seldom 
finds a publisher, even though it may be 
outstanding, is poetry. A poet, therefore, 
can have much pleasure and gratification 
from a_ self-published book, well-bound, 
often beautifully designed, and through 
which he will reach at least a limited 
audience. There is for him always the hope, 
too, that having reached print, posterity 
might wake to him. 

Another good case is the writer with a 
book of purely regional interest, or one that 
has a very specialized and limited market. 
Through local promotion or promotion in 
his interest group, such a writer can some- 
times get back his investment, and even 
make a small profit. 

If a writer has $3,000 to invest in some- 
thing that will give him pleasure, the way 
a woman buys a $50 hat, or her husband 
a $2500 sportscar, this, too, seems a valid 
reason for self-publication. But it is a mis- 
take for a writer to invest in self-publica- 
tion with borrowed money, or at the ex- 

(Continued on page 80) 
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New York Market Letter 

by Pauline Bloom 

Good health in paperbacks; editorial changes mean news 

for writers; one new magazine buying now 

F YOU HAVE BEEN hearing gloomy stories 
I about the decline in reading, don’t you 
believe them. Most publishers of books and 
magazines report steady rises in sales. Dur- 
ing 1956, pocket Books has had a net dis- 
tribution of 53 million books, at more than 
100,000 outlets. 

This firm has recently been purchased 
by Leon Shimkin and James Jacobson for 
a sum “in the neighborhood of five million 
dollars.” According to present plans, POCKET 
BOOKS, INC., may, in due time, evolve into an 
employee-owned and employee-run publish- 
ing house instead of a corporate-owned firm. 

POCKET BOOKS, INC., being mostly a re- 
print house, is not an immediate market 
possibility for many free-lance writers. How- 
ever, its state of health is a reflection of 
and a contribution to the continued expan- 
sion of book and magazine publishing. 

POCKET BOOKS, INC., is at 630 Fifth Ave., 
New York City 20. 

GOLD MEDAL Books (Fawcett), 67 West 
44th Street, New York City 36, Richard A. 
Carroll, Editof-in-Chief, has announced that 
Robin Little (Miss), formerly Managing 
Editor, is now Executive Editor. Don Pres- 
ton is the new Managing Editor. Criseyde 
Stone, previously an Assistant Editor, has 
been named Associate Editor. 

GOLD MEDAL publishes nine books every 
month, so this is a wide-open market, and 
one which is particularly cordial to new 
writers, many of whom have been devel- 
oped here. There is a large enough staff so 
that every manuscript is read carefully and 
hopefully. 
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Dick Carroll, Editor-in-Chief, Gold Medal Books 

Robin Little is clear and explicit about 
GOLD MEDAL needs. The primary criteria are 
a strong central character, fast-moving story 
action, excitement, pace, suspense. Some 
non-fiction is published here, but only when 
the truth is as exciting as fiction, for ex- 
ample, the Dead Sea Scrolls. 

Your best bet right now is a swiftly paced 
suspense story or a western. It should run 
to about 65,000 words. They want read- 
ability, sympathetic reader identification 
with the main character, a solid story struc- 
ture with a strong thread of excitement, and 

suspense from beginning to end. 
GOLD MEDAL pays the usual 1% royalty 

on books of this kind, but instead of com- 
puting the royalty on the basis of the num- 
ber of books actually sold, your check will 
be figured on the size of the printing. These 
usually run to 200,000 copies (sometimes 
more), so that your check will be for 
$2,000, even if not all are sold. Subsequent 
printings are computed at the rate of 1'/c 
per copy also paid on print order. 



Miss Little prefers to see a complete out- 
line of the whole story and three or four 
chapters. This sometimes enables the edi- 
tors to make suggestions which can be in- 
corporated into the book. 

W. W. NORTON & COMPANY, INC., 55 Fifth 
Avenue, New York City, is another firm 
which reports increased business. During 
the first quarter of 1957, Norron has sold 
55¥%2% more books than in the first quarter 
of 1956, and this without benefit of major 
book club or any bestseller—just straight 
publishing and a strong backlist. About 
40 to 50 books are published here per year. 
Some of these are written by specialists in 
their respective fields, such as science, medi- 
cine, psychiatry, music, etc. The usual 
run of mysteries or westerns are not particu- 
larly sought. However, when a topnotcher 
like “Hell Bent Kid” comes along, a west- 
ern by Charles O. Locke, it is published not 
because it’s a western, but because it’s a 
good book. A mystery of this calibre would 
be published, too. No juveniles. 

This is a quality publishing firm. The 

books don’t have to be all serious. Historical 

books have a good chance and even humor. 

Per- 
sonal adventure experiences have been par- 

ticularly successful here, dealing with ex- 

ploration, cruising or 

The only criterion is literary quality. 

adventures of any 
other kind, but they must have additional 

dimensions, the 

itself. 
other than story action 

The judging is done by an editorial board. 

Address your manuscripts or queries ( which 

are preferred), to the firm. 

PAGEANT (Hillman), 535 Fifth Avenue. 

New York City 17, Managing Editor, Sey 

Chassler: Articles Editor, Ray Robinson. 
Current major interests are in area of prob- 

lems which concern people in the 25 to 45- 
year-age group, including family, personal- 

ity, personal, financial problems. Aim is to 
be correctly helpful. Other interests are the 

same as ever. PAGEANT is entertaining. 
lively, looking for fresh writing styles, new 

approaches, writers with opinions rather 

than formulas. 

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING, 57th Street at 8th 
Avenue, New York 19, N. Y. 

This month the 16-page non-fiction sec- 
tion, “The Better Way,” will have been in 
operation for just about a year. The editors 
are still interested in seeing contributions 
for the section. For example, they recently 
bought, in research form, material for such 
pieces as: “A Share The Worry Plan for 
Mothers and Twins,” “How One-Stock 
Market Club Is Doing,” “Musical Talent? 
How to Find Out Fast” (a piece on the 
musical talent auditions held by the Julliard 
School of Music), “Fresh Lobsters By Mail 
Even If You Live Inland,” “It’s Fun to 
Know These Facts About Flags,” ‘““What to 
Do When You Meet A Blind Man,” and 
others. 

Sometimes, ol course, more than one 
writer will suggest the same idea or an idea 
that has been already evolved from staff 
material, so it is generally preferable to 
query first in not more than a paragraph. 
They will try to give prompt attention to all 
such queries, which should be addressed to 
Bart Sheridan, Senior Assistant to the Editor. 

At FAMILY CIRCLE, 25 West 45th Street, 
New York City 36, the greatest need right 
now is for the warm love stories, romantic 
fiction about young or almost young people. 
There is on hand enough fiction for some 
time to come about children and about 
older people, so hold off with stories of this 

kind for a more propitious time. Young 
marriage problems involving love are a 
cood bet, too. 

The Fiction Editor, Maxine Lewis, knows 
her readers, and has an instinct for the kind 
of stories that will bring letters of approval 
from them. One such story which she and 
the readers of FAMILY CIRCLE particularly 
liked was “A Ring Is A Precious Thing,” 
by Paul M. Fitzsimmons, in the April issue. 
This is about a happy girl who gets an en- 
gagement ring. The girls with whom she 
works are at first impressed with the size 
of the stone, then they become suspicious. 
They plant 
whether it is a genuine diamond. 

mind as to 
If he de- 

ceived her about the ring, how responsible 
can he be in other ways? The doubt eats 

doubts in her 
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away at her until she agrees to go to an 
appraiser. She finally goes, but the man, 
without looking at the ring, helps her to 
see more clearly that the young man’s love 
is more important than the dollar and cents 
value of the ring. And she decides she 
doesn’t have to know how much the ring 
is worth. It’s precious anyway. 

Each issue has two to three stories, which 
usually run to about 2,500 words. However, 
if you have a suitable story, send it in. If 
Maxine likes it she’ll buy it and cut it. 

Rates depend on the quality of the story, 
on how much re-writing is necessary, etc. 
Usually payment runs $300 and up. 

In articles, the following subjects are 
regular departments and largely staff writ- 
ten: food, fashion, beauty, building, home 
furnishings and equipment. 

Other subjects, of broad, general family 
interest are available to the free-lance 
writer. Mr. Robert M. Jones, the Editor, 
is most interested in articles dealing with 
aspects of nature, travel, personality stories, 
and most particularly family relationships. 
In the personality pieces, the story line 
should fit the general philosophy of FAMILY 
CIRCLE, which is the closely integrated fam- 
ily unit. For example, the April issue had 
an article by-lined by Mrs. Bob Hope, “How 
to Keep a Straight Face.” In the July issue 
see Helen Gould’s “Growing Up With 
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At Family Circle, Food Editor Grace White, discusses food pages with her staff 

Groucho.” You will note the emphasis is 
on Groucho’s relationship with his daughter. 
The same issue also carries a story by Jack 
Pollock about life in big families, where 
there are six to fifteen children. He dis- 
cusses the advantages and disadvantages of 
large families, and again the big thing is 
the interfamily ties and affections, as well 
as the strains and stresses. Rates, $500. 

The news at EVERYWOMAN’s is that both 
Walter Flynn and Roland Gask have left 
this organization. The new Editor-in-Chief 
is Dorothea Zack Hanle, the Managing Edi- 
tor, Martha P. Coker, and the Articles and 
Fiction Editor, Barbara Blakemore. 

Editorial changes in the magazine will 
emerge gradually. After the first of the 
year the “Everywoman’s Woman” feature 
will be dropped. Other types of profiles will 
be used, of broader general interest. 

There are plans for an occasional child’s 
story. These should run from 1,000 to 1,500 
words, and should be suitable for reading 
to children. 

Instead of one story in an issue there will 
be two and sometimes more. This means 
that shorter ones will have a better chance 
—up to 2,500 words, and they should pre- 
ferably appeal to the whole family. No 
juvenile delinquency or too much violence 
of any kind. ee” de eee 



Good picture stories are a current need, 
as well as short humor pieces. Homemaking, 
too, is open to free-lance writers. Short 
back-of-the-book pieces under 1,000 words 
have a good chance. More specific details 
about article policy will be available later 
on after the present inventory is somewhat 
reduced, and after the new format has been 
established. 
The new look will start to appear in 

October. In the August issue give special 
attention to “Lost Letter,” by Don Stanford, 
and “The Wonderful Raffle,” by Frederick 
Sinclair. “The 30 Days of Mike and Me,” 
by Richard Snodgrass, is a good example 
of a personal experience story—with pic- 
tures. In the September issue consider “The 
Boob,” by Era Zistel. 

Rates will continue to be moderate. 
EVERYWOMAN’S is at 16 East 40th Street, 

New York City 16. 

THE AMERICAN GIRL, 155 East 44th Street, 
New York City 17, is published by Girl 
Scouts of the United States of America. 
The Editor and Publisher is Miss Esther 
R. Bien; Article Editor, Laura Vitray; Fic- 
tion Editor, Marjorie Cinta Vetter. 
The readers of this magazine are girls 

in their early teens. They like stories about 
girls in the first or second year in high 
school, which have to do with school, fam- 
ily, boy and girl friend relationships, sports, 
dogs, horses, and related subjects. These 
stories should be anywhere up to 3,000 
words. 

Beauty, cooking, and “What’s On Your 
Mind,” are staff-written departments. All 
other subjects of interest to girls are open 
to free-lance writers. Articles should not 
be more than 2,000 words. 

Serials are used, too, but these are often 
condensations of forthcoming books, which 
are submitted far in advance. 

Payment on acceptance is moderate, com- 
parable to other children’s magazines. 

CAVALIER is a Fawcett publication, pub- 
lished at 67 West 44th Street, New York 
City 36, edited by Jim O’Connell, for world- 
ly men whose interests include adventure, 
cars, sports, war, women, and similar excit- 
ing subjects. 

Fiction up to 4,000 words, must have 
fast-paced, suspenseful story action, which 
may take place anywhere in the world. 
Occasionally novels are condensed into one 
issue. In the last year these were con- 
tributed by Caldwell and Spillane, which 
will give you some idea. 

Articles dealing with the subjects listed 
above should run from 300 to 1,000 words, 
and these, too, must be terse and exciting. 
For a good example of the style read “Am- 
bush,” by Peter Throckmorton, in the July 
issue. It’s the lead article. In articles news- 
worthy and controversial subjects are par- 
ticularly wanted. Aspects of crime, adven- 
ture, personalities, are a good bet. Payment 
up to $1000. 

At Royal Publications, 47 East 44th Street, 
New York City 17, Larry T. Shaw is the 
editor of two science fiction magazines, 
INFINITY SCIENCE FICTION, and SCIENCE 
FICTION ADVENTURES. These come out at 
alternating six-week intervals, and between 
them use about 100 stories a year. 

The new policy is more flexible as to 
lengths, so that the emphasis may be on the 
story itself. Your story can be anywhere up 
to 35,000 words. However, right now your 
best chances would be with short stories 
between 4,000 and 6,000 words long. There 

August Issue 

TV-SPECIAL 

Rod Serling, winner of the Emmy and 
Peabody Award for his TV-play “Requiem 
for a Heavyweight,” tells how he wrote 
his play and how he feels about it now. 

Paul Garrison, long-time TV pro, discusses 
the problems and potentials of the TV- 
market, and what type of show the begin- 
ner should aim for. 

Also complete coverage of new fall tv 
markets—New York and Hollywood. 

Sample script page, release form. 

And carried over from this month “What 
Rights Do Editors Buy?” 

Plus other ideas, features and markets 
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HERB PIERCE 

are plenty of novelettes and short-shorts 
on hand. 

Another hint: Larry Shaw is cool toward 
psionics. This is a device evolved by John W. 
Campbell, Editor of ASTOUNDING SCIENCE 
FICTION, enclosed in a box, which in some 
way utilizes the mental power of the per- 
son who operates it, and converts it into 
energy. Stories dealing with mental power, 
telepathy, etc., are all right, but the ma- 
chine is out. 

There is considerable difference between 
the two magazines. INFINITY SCIENCE FIC- 
TION is for the intellectually more discrimi- 
nating reader with some scientific back- 
ground. SCIENCE FICTION ADVENTURES is 
for the space opera fan, who wants slam 
bang action, adventure, and excitement 
against a science fiction background. 

Just a scientific gimmick will not do. 
Many manuscripts go back because the 
stories do not have a strong enough plot 
structure. A carefully thought out story 
line is a must for both magazines. 

Thecurrent issues of both INFINITY SCIENCE 
FICTION and SCIENCE FICTION ADVENTURES 
datelined September!), have some good 

examples of the kind of stories these two 
magazines want. INFINITY has a novelette 
by Damon Knight called “Dio,” which is 
about one mortal man in a world of im- 
mortals, who falls in love with a girl who 
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is, of course, immortal. 
In the same issue 
“Deadline,” by Walter 
Kleine (a new writer), 
is more orthodox. It 

deals with an expedi- 
tion to Mars which 
has crashed and _ the 
two lone survivors, 2 

and som : 

Hi TF Coane agate: 

») —“_ 

| | 

“Please dictate quickly, Sir Cedrick.” 

ing strip for the next 
expedition, and are be- 
set by many difficulties 
and obstacles. 

In SCIENCE FICTION 
ADVENTURES see C. M 
Kornbluth’s “The 
Slave,” in which an 
earth man is kidnaped 

to serve as a galley slave on an inter-stellar 
warship of an alien race. The story tells how 
he rallies other slaves and overcomes thi 
alien crew, bringing the vessel back to eart! 
so that scientists may study it. 

INFINITY pays Ic to 3c a word, ADVEN- 
TURE Ic to 2c. 

WEST PARK PUBLISHING CoRP. of 48 West 
48th Street, New York City 36, reports a 
program of expansion. James Holmes, E« 
tor-in-Chief, has some interesting news. 

First of all, pUDE and GENT, the two alter- 
nating bi-monthlies, are going to be large: 
and in four colors. The format, too, is u! 
dergoing gradual changes, and so is 
general editorial policy. Blatant sex is out 
The treatment should now be more subt! 
and sophisticated. 

Fiction should run from 2,500 to 3,50! 
words, articles up to 2,500 words. The sub 
ject matter for both should be of primary 
interest to men—sports, adventure, auto- 

mobiles, women, crime, etc. Because of the 

sophistication element that Jim Holmes has 

been looking for, he has been getting a gr 

deal of material with a New York local 
You would be smart to stay away from this 

gambit. You’ll have a much better chanct 

with almost any other background. Pa‘ 

ment up to $250. 

Bi 



WEST PARK is putting out a new maga- 
zine, a photographic quarterly to be called 
LENS, the first issue of which will be avail- 
able early in the fall. 

LENS will use mostly photographs, but 
there will be some copy dealing with pho- 
tographic techniques, amateur or profes- 
sional camera clubs or news items about 
photography. Ideas for picture spreads, etc., 
are welcome. Rates are those approved by 
the American Society of Magazine Pho- 
tographers, 

Still in the planning stage is a new 
movie magazine, but one which \vill be en- 
tirely different from existing magazines. As 
soon as more precise details are « vailable, 
they will be passed on to you. 

WEST PARK PUBLISHING Is also €-:peri- 
menting with one shots. This spring there 
was one called THe: uASTER. 
Other one shots are being planned, and 
some of these, it is hoped, may after a while 
come out regularly. 

compact, published by Parents’ Institute, 
Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York City 
17, comes out ten times a year, has a circu- 
lation of 275,000, and sells for 35c. Its sub- 
title is “The Young People’s Digest,” and a 
good deal of its material is condensed or re- 
printed from books. 

Poetic Pain 

I'd like to write a haunting little verse. 

I don’t have much that really is my own: 

The fame I yearned for might have been a 

curse ; 

Your love I longed for but have never 
known. 

The things I truly liked I failed to keep: 

Your photo; my pink pen; my Chinese 
purse. 

But, over all in life, this makes me weep: 

I cannot write a haunting little verse! 

By Jeanne-Alix Maisonville 

The readers of compact are boys and 
girls from 15 to 21. Both the original and 
the reprint material must be of direct in- 
terest to this age group. Mysteries, romance 
and adventure books condensed to about 
10,000 words bring $250. Excerpts of 5,000 
to 6,000 words, $150. And individual chap- 
ters of 1,500 to 2,000 words reprinted, 
about $50. 

In addition to these condensations and 
reprints, COMPACT also uses some original 
free-lance material. This runs mostly to per- 
sonality stories of about 2,000 words, which 
may deal with movie or TV profiles, singers, 
or any young people popular with teen- 
agers—disc jockeys, skin divers, etc. If you 
know a young person who is successful in 
some interesting or off-beat occupation, or 
who in some way can be an inspiration to 
the young readers of compact, query the 
editor, Claire Glass. These profiles bring 
5c to 7c a word. 

Release on New Magazine Just Received 

We are in the process of preparing a new 
magazine for teenage girls with the title 
CRUSH, the magazine of young romance. 

The magazine will be aimed at girls be- 
tween the ages of 12-20—with special em- 
phasis on the 15-16-year-old group. We 
will have non-fiction—fashion, grooming, 
dating, etc. And there will be psychological 
and social counseling by experts. 

However, the backbone of the magazine 
will be first-person pieces which transpose 
into the teenage field a number of the 
techniques of the confessions field. 

First, it should be understood that crusH 
will be a healthy magazine because the 
teenage years—though problem ridden—are 
healthy years of growth. Problems are nor- 
mal during these years and the search for 
solutions to them is a normal search. While 
the parent, the teacher, the minister, the 
doctor is the best source for such help, the 
fact is that very often these sources are 
overlooked or avoided. crusH will not at- 
tempt to substitute for them: it will to the 
contrary make use of them in its own solu- 
tions. It will simply act as a supplement 
to them to be used by solution-seeking teen- 
agers as both entertainment and, subtly, aid. 

(Continued on page 71) 
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New Markets 

Aeroquip Corp., 300 S. East Ave., Jackson, 
Michigan, is interested in contacting free-lance 
photographer-writers in the United States and 
Canada who have experience in securing job 
application stories and photographs in the in- 
dustrial field. The material will be used to de- 
velop the company’s advertising program, and 
also in their monthly magazine, THE FLYING A. 
Rates for accepted photographs with negatives 
are $10 each, and $35 per printed page for 
stories used in the magazine. Melvin D. Barger 
is editor. 

Reynard Publications Corp., 624 S. Michigan 
Ave., Chicago 5, Ill. Marjorie Burkhardt, As- 
sistant Editor of TIGER MAGAZINE, writes that this 
company is coming out with two new magazines 
within the next few months. One will be KEEN, 
a magazine for teenagers. This magazine will 
use good solid material along fiction and article 
lines, for both boys and girls. Any kind of ma- 
terial within good taste will be considered: ad- 
venture, teenage love stories, jokes, cartoons, 
articles on appearance, cars, etc. 

The other magazine, AIR & ARMAMENT, will be 
a rather technical magazine, and will use no fic- 
tion. Query before submitting any highly techni- 
cal article. There will be a need for reports of a 
feature nature on military groups, first-person 
experiences (i.e., a jet pilot bails out), historical 
material on warfare. Rates for these new maga- 
zines, as well as for TIGER, are 5c per word, after 
acceptance. 

TIGER is looking for science fiction and fantasy, 
as well as some Western fiction. 

General Markets 

The American Mercury, 250 W. 57th St., 
New York 19, N. Y. Issued monthly; 35c per 
copy; $4.00 per year. Wants articles on almost 
any timely and interesting subject in the general 
field. Political articles are assigned usually, al- 
though occasionally a good unsolicited manu- 
script is purchased. Uses some humor and some 
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Last minute 
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market news from coast to coast. 

\ i 

fillers. Does not want poetry, photographs or 
fiction. Article length is between 500 and 3,00 
words; fillers are up to 500 words, although 
shorter ones are preferable. Usually pays $35 | 
page for articles, and according to length for 
fillers. Payment is on acceptance, or about 
month afterwards. Reports are usually within two 
or three weeks. 

Boats, 117 Broad St., Milford, Conn. Issued 
monthly; 35c per copy; $3.50 per year. Alfred 
Stanford, Editor, wants practical, how-to arti- 
ces and cruise stories on small boats (under 40 
ft.), power, outboard and sail. Length should 
be between 2,000 and 3,000 words, with pic- 
tures. Pays $50, on publication, for these. Also 
likes clear, black and white photographs that are 
accompanied by practical how-to captions on 
small boats. Payment varies from $5 to $10 
Reports require approximately one month. 

Guns Magazine, 8150 Central. Pk., Skokie, 
Illinois. Issued monthly; 50c per copy; $5.00 
per year. Uses articles about 2,500 words in 
length. These should be on guns, people who 
make and use guns, target shooting techniques, 
gunsmithing for both “home hobbyist” and 
vanced shops, gun design and manufacture, 
newest inventions in firearms field, both commer- 
cial (civilian) and military, all over the world. 
shooting clubs. Accent should be on the unusual, 
the news-worthy story. Articles must be _ tech- 
nically accurate, and appeal to people who have 
some knowledge of firearms. Prefers photographs 
that illustrate an article—contact prints are ac- 
ceptable as a first submission. Finished photos 
should be 8x10 glossies. Payment is 5c per word, 
and $5 for each photo used. Cover photos are 
selected from lead story, and receive additional 
cover payment. The editor does not use color 
at present, but is interested in seeing some color 
as plans are being made to use color covers in 
near future. Payment is on acceptance, and 
reports are usually within two weeks. 

Hot Rod Magazine, 5959 Hollywood Bivd., 
Los Angeles, Calif. Issued monthly; 25c per 



copy; $3.00 per year. Bob Greene, Managing 
Editor, writes that this is primarily a how-to-do- 
it magazine dealing with automotive subjects— 
how to convert for increased performance. Uses 
some race car and stock car competition ma- 
terial. Word length depends on material avail- 
able. Does not use fiction, unless it is based on 
fact and parallels hot rod subject matter. Uses 
automotive how-to-do-its or mechanical tips as 
fillers. Photographs may be submitted as illustra- 
tions with a story or may be sent with captions 
only. These may be 8x10’s, or else negatives 
and contact prints. Uses very little poetry. Pay- 
ment is $25 per HRM page base rate, and up, 
for articles and stories. Payment for fillers is 
$10 to $25 each; and $5 to $10 per pic. Rates 
in all departments are compatible with quality 
of coverage, and are paid on aceptance. Re- 
ports are usually made within a week. 

Journal of Lifetime Living, 1625 Bay Road, 
Miami Beach, Florida, Issued monthly; 35c per 
copy; $3.00 per year. Ann White, Managing 
Editor, writes that this magazine is planned for 
mature men and women who are thinking about 
retirement, or are already retired. Uses first- 
person stories about seniors who have made a 
success of a particular business project started in 
later life, parent-and-adult-children relationships, 
etc. Does not want any “blurb” stories on the 

joys of growing older. Length is up to 1,200 
words. Does not use fiction or poetry. All fillers 
are staff written. Payment depends on the article, 
and is. made upon acceptance. Reports require 
two weeks. 

MacLean’s, 481 University Ave., Toronto 2, 
Canada. Leslie F. Hannon, Associate Editor, 
writes: “We would best be described now as a 
limited market for fiction, with our interests 
mainly being satisfied by the Canadian-set short 
story that reflects some interesting, controversial, 
or humorous sidelight on our national scene. 
While we are no longer in the market for what 
might be described as the ‘general run of short 
story, we’re still happy to look at distinguished 
work that through its inherent artistic quality 
knocks down all barriers. We have recently 
begun a new feature called ‘Preview,’ dealing 
with the immediate Canadian future, as well as 
an interpretive look at the background of im- 
mediately past events. There would perhaps be 
some limited free-lance possibilities here, and 
anyone interested should contact Peter Newman, 
editor in charge.” 

National Business Woman, Dupont Circle 
Bldg., Washington 6, D. C. Issued monthly; 15c 
per copy; $1.50 per year. Sue Timberlake, Edi- 
tor, writes that this magazine was formerly known 

/F YOU WANT YOUR ERRORS 

CORRECTED AS SOON AS YOU MAKE THEM... 

PC, of course, is SMLA’s outstanding special service, Personal Collaboration, 
which we originally tested by working with sixteen entirely new writers. Before 
the test period was over, fourteen had sold two scripts each or more. 

The success of the service stems entirely from sits one basic, simple principle: 
Instead of allowing the client to work in the dark when writing his stories or 
articles, and perhaps end up with flaw-filled scripts which won’t sell, the agency 
watches over and works with him every inch of the way, from idea stage through finished script and 
sale. Under PC service, the agency shows the client how to analyze stories or articles, and plot the 
way the top professionals on our client-list do it—helps him write first drafts on which the agency 
goes to work with the blue pencil—step by step until the scripts are entirely salable and out to 
market, under the same sales service we give our established clients—and sold. 

And, because SMLA is a manuscript-sales agency and not a school, there are no “test assignments” 
or “lessons” or other waste motion off the track. Every bit of work the writer does is on material 
which ends up offered for sale. Nor is the service dragged out—PC in full covers a comparatively 
short period of time. And there is no dull waiting: PC ‘material is worked on the same day the 
mail brings it in, and replies go out by special delivery air mail, if desired. 

Nearly all of the new writers accepted for PC service have now sold: to Cosmopolitan, The 
Saturday Evening Post, This Week, Redbook, Family Circle, Toronto Star Weekly, Modern 
Romances, True Confessions, Coronet, Manhunt, Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine, Argosy, Adven- 
ture, Rinehart, Dutton, Gold Medal and many, many others. We'll be happy to discuss working 
with you. 

icceet Collaboration is open to promising new writers who have, or have not, worked with us 
before, and the charge is moderate. Please write for full details. No charge or obligation, of course. 

SCOTT MEREDITH LITERARY AGENCY, INC. [ene 
S8O FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 36,N.Y. This Month 



$4,000,000 

IN PRIZES WON! 

SOME OF THE CONTEST PRIZES WON 

BY OUR STUDENTS IN THE LAST YEAR 

$32,000 from 

$25,000 from 

$25,000 from 

$20,000 from 

$10,000 from 

$10,000 from 

$10,000 from 

$ 5,000 from 

Joy 

Pillsbury 

Lipton Soup 

Mazola Oil 

Bendix 

Swanson 

Gold Bond 

Simoniz 

16 Cars from Mercury 

You too can learn the secrets of winning in 
statement, last line, slogan and naming contests. 
Write NOW for your FREE copy of the newest 
“SHEPHERD CONFIDENTIAL CONTEST BUL- 
LETIN"—bringing you winning help for the big 
contests now on. NO OBLIGATION. 

SHEPHERD SCHOOL 

Dept. D, 1015 Chestnut Street 
Philadelphia 7, Pa. 

GHOSTWRITER 
Over twenty years experience in mending writing 
for marketing. | do not tell what to do. | do it 
for you. Reference women's WHO'S WHO. Cor- 
respondence requires return postage. 

NATALIE NEWELL 
2964 Aviation Avenue, W. D. Miami 33, Florida 

SONG WRITERS 
An outstandin ‘cr wy — offer—in WRITER’S 
DIGEST for of my songs alone sold 
over a HALF MILLION RECOR’ RDS of various labels 
led by the world-famous VICTOR! Seeing is believing. 
Be convinced NOW! Learn how to apply the ACI 
TEST for qualifications to anyone proposing services. 

RAY HIBBELER 
| 6808 N. Oleander Ave. _C-13 Chicago 31, Ill. 

es 

What every writer needs. bs years satisfactory service; world- 
wide clientele. Modern methods. Editing, revising, rewriting. 
ghosting, instruction; books, stories, speeches, articles, poems, 
fiction, non-fiction, text-books. Each properly typed when ready. 
Free carbon on white Paper. $1.25 to $1.75 a thousand word 

Minimum $6. average 
MA A. ‘GWIN- BUCHANAN 

(Sen Francisco 1918 to 1943) 
Dept 7, 2140 Empire St., Stockton 5, California 
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HAVE A PROFITABLE VACATION 
With the Author of a Prize-Winning Novel 

Live at my Writers’ Colony in N. H. from 1 da 
6 weeks. Tuition includes story, article, novel, ~ by 
sp BO room, poms, (19th yr.). Reference 

CAN WO) . 6 textbooks, 
(See pg. 79) 00 een oneres Or, I'll help you sell 
by mail coaching. $1 M. words. $10 per month 

MILDRED |. REID 
Ne 

as INDEPENDENT WOMAN with offices in New 
York. Uses authoritative articles on legislative, 
economic, social, political, and international 
affairs; vocational and personal self-help infor- 
mation; some profile and personality sketches. 
Length should be between 800 and 1,500 words 
Does not want fiction or fillers. Uses short (4 
lines) filler verse. Pays up to $35 for each ac- 
cepted piece, and occasionally more if done on 
special arrangement. Payment for verse is $5 
Reports require two weeks, 

Railroad Model Craftsman, Route 17, Ramsey, 
New Jersey. Issued monthy; 50c per copy 
$5.00 per year. Harold H. Carstens, Editor 
Uses how-to-do-it articles on construction of scale 
model railroad projects within the scope of the 
average hobbyist. Prefers articles complete with 
inked drawings to scale, and photos that ar 
4x5 or larger. Also uses some articles on “How 
I Built My Layout.” The editor writes that he 
is not interested in stories of old ladies who 
have taken up the hobby at the age of 90, or 
similar hobbyists. Pictures should be sharp, clear 
and interesting. Very little prototype railroad 
material is used. No fiction or poetry in wanted 
Occasionally uses fillers on same subjects as 
mentioned above. Likes photographs with arti 
cle, or sent with captions only. These may bé 
4x5 or larger—with 5x7 the preferred size 
Query editor first on what you have availabl 
Payment is made on publication. Reports are 
sometimes within a week, sometimes longer. 

Secrets, 23 W. 47th St., New York 36, N. Y 
Issued monthly; 15c per copy; $1.80 per year 
Hilda Wright edits this and REVEALING RO 
MANCES. Both magazines use articles of interest 
to women on marriage, courtship, personality 
homemaking, child care, etc. Miss Wright likes 
articles to have a direct me-to-you tone and to 
offer practical, down-to-earth advice that readers 
can readily follow and apply to their own lives 
Average length is 1,000 words. Exceptional!) 
strong articles may run 1,200 words. In_ the 
Fiction Department, strong realistic confessio: 
stories that will hit home with the reader art 
wanted. Feminine viewpoint is preferred, al 
though some man’s viewpoint stories are used 
Fiction lengths: short shorts, to 3,000 words 
short stories, to 6,500 words; novelettes, t 
10,000 words. Uses fillers from 300 to 700 words 
on marriage, courtship, etc. Wants rhymed, r 
mantic verse up to 20 lines. Pays 3c a word 
and up; 50c a line for poetry, on acceptancs 
Reports in one week. At the same address, Shir 
ley Brownrigg edits CONFIDENTIAL CONFESSION 
and DARING ROMANCES. Both are published bi 
monthly at 15c per copy, and use similar r¢ 
quirements as above. Pays 3c a word. 

Sports Afield, 959 Eighth Ave., New York 19, 
N. Y. Issued monthly; 35c per copy; $3.50 per 
year in U. S. possessions and Canada; $6.5! 
in other countries. Ted Kesting, Editor, writes 
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Exposition Press Inc. / 

CO Please send __- Cop! 

o$ Payment enclosed (postage free) DO 

Exposition Press Leads the Field of Subsidy 

Publishing Because of Its Accomplishments! 

In Number of Books With Two or More Editions 
The Pageant of the Mediterranean (travel), 4th ed. » How to 
Stop Snoring (how-to), 4th ed. + | Like te Be a Grandma 
(poetry), 4th ed. * Crusade (econ. & biog.), 3d-edition sellout « 
How to Have a Green Thumb Without an Aching Back (how-to), 
3d ed. * Teach Your Child to Read (educ.), 2d ed. » Decorating 
Cakes for Fun & Profit (how-to), 2d ed. * Winners Get Lost 
(novel), 2d ed. * Wanderings (essays), 2d ed. * Combat Boots 
(war exp.), 2d ed. * The Romance of African Methodism 
(relig.), 2d ed. * The Rogue of Publishers’ Row (belle lettres), 
2d ed. 

In Quality Imprints 
Exposition Press is the only subsidy publisher with four spe- 
cial imprints to signify important titles in specific fields: 
Exposition—Banner Books (titles of permanent trade interest); 
Exposition—University Books (scholarly and technical studies); 
Lochinvar Books (western Americana); Testament Books (im- 
portant new imprint for religious works). 

In Publicity 
A 16-line paragraph on 50 Years of American Comedy in 
Walter Winchell’s nationally syndicated column * A 2-page 
picture story on Leonard Hankins (co-author of Nineteen Years 
Not Guilty) in the Louisville Courier-Journal Sunday magazine 
section * A 2-page illustrated United Features Syndicate con- 
densation of After Reducing What? in N. Y. World Telegram 
& Sun magazine section. 

In Special Poetry Promotion 
435 radio and television stations throughout the nation have 
agreed to broadcast from Exposition poetry books, giving 
poets an exclusive opportunity to reach an audience of mil- 
lions. (Credit is always given to author and to publisher). 

In Autograph Parties 
More than 200 copies of The Jordan Beachhead autographed 
by the author and by Chariton Heston sold in one afternoon « 
Over 550 copies of The Unfailing God sold at church party. 

In Author Recognition 
Exposition’s widespread publicity for Irvin Peithmann, author 
of Echoes of the Red Man, resulted in an attractive job in 
Florida and an assignment to do a regular trade book on the 
Seminole Indians. 

In Subsidiary Rights—Textbook Adoptions—Sales 
A few of the highlights of Exposition’s sales-promotion achieve- 
ments in 1956 which gratified authors: the Dutch rights on 
High Journey were contracted for * the hard-cover reprint 
rights on two titles were sold: Young John and Drop the 
Hook * The Grain Trade (An Exposition-University Book) was 
adopted as a text at Kansas State College and Southern lil. 
University * Ruth Stout, author of Green Thumb, earned 
$1,482.94 in 2d-edition royalties in one 6-month period » 
James Schonberg, author of The Grain Trade, earned $1,252.80 
in the first month after publication. 

NO MATTER WHAT TYPE OF MANUSCRIPT YOU HAVE WRITTEN, FICTION OR 

NON-FICTION, SUBMIT IT TO US FOR A PROMPT (AND FREE) EDITORIAL REPORT. 

Meet the Man Who Can Publish Your Book 
Edward Uhlan, President of Exposi- 
tion Press, has been a leader in the 
field of subsidy publishing for more 
than 20 years. You can get to know 
him via his recently published book, 
The Rogue of Publishers’ Rew, hailed 
by Omnibook as ‘an unorthodox and 
challenging exposé which proves that 
subsidy publishing can be both hon- 
est and valuable, written by a man 
who heads one of the largest firms 
in the field.” 

In The Rogue you will find do's and don’ts on how to find a 
publisher, how to evaluate publishers’ contracts and an 
exposé on literary sharks and racketeers. 

386 4th Ave., N.Y. 16, N.Y. ' - 77 

es of The Rogue of Publishers’ Rew 4 

price of $2.50 per copy. i 
at the special reduced Send C.0.D. 

CD Please send free copy of the brochure 

You Can Publish Your Book. 
ite 

SSS. 

Zone____State___—_——_ 

What Other Critics Say About ‘The Rogue’: 
Los Angeles Herald-Express: “Uhlan has brought honesty and 
fair dealing to the neglected field of self-subsidized pub- 
lishing. . . .” * Chicago Sun-Times: “Uhlan is the spearhead 
of the clean-up movement in ‘subsidy’ publishing... .” * Los 
Angeles Times: “The most readable, important, revealing book 
about the business of publishing... ." © Artesian: “He cru- 
sades for the right of any man to see himself in print... a 
subsidy publisher with integrity and a heart... .” 

Copies of The Rogue of Publishers’ Row (list price: $3.50) are 
available to the readers of the Year Book at the special 
reduced price ef $2.50. Fill out the coupon below and mail 
to Dept. WYB-7. 

New Brochure — Free 
Read the complete story of 20 years of successful subsidy 
publishing in our new illustrated brochure, You Can Publish 
Your Book. Contains information for writers and details of 
our subsidy publishing pian. Write for free copy today. 

Exposition Press Inc. 

Dept. WO77. 386 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N.Y 

In Calif.: 9172 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 46 



AN EDITOR OF YOUR OWN 

Our thirty-six years of editorial experience are at 
your command! What does this mean to you? 

We believe it means you benefit by our 

® Down-to-earth knowledge of publishers’ needs 
—what they buy, why they buy it, and how 
YOU can sell to them 

® Ability-to recognize and encourage new talent 

@ Firsthand familiarity with a wide variety of 
publishing, including fiction and non-fiction in 
fields such as juvenile, pulp, radio, newspaper, 
and religious writing 

@ Interest in the writer as a person with ideas to 
put across and sell 

Let us give your material a thoughtful reading. You 
will promptly receive an honest, constructive editing 

For $1 per thousand words or $15 
for a book-length manuscript you can have all the 
benefits of an EDITOR OF YOUR OWN! 

and evaluation. 

Room 17, 519 West Belden 
Chicago 14, Illinois 

CORRECT TYPING 

A manuscript which is correct in every detail 
will give you the advantage. 65¢ per thousand. 
Free carbon. Mailed flat. 

134-35 Cherry = = 55, N. Y. | 

SONGWRITERS 

LARGE RECORDING COMPANY WANTS NEW SONGS! Your song 
may be chosen for recording on ROYALTY BASIS. NATIONAL 
SALES, PROMOTION, DISTRIBUTION if selected. Send songs, 
song poems for FREE examination. NO CHARGE FOR MELODIES. 
MUSIC MAKERS, DEPT. SR-35 © Box 2507, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 
| PAY RETURN POSTAGE 

Neat, accurate work on 20 Ib. bond. One free carbon. 
All work proofread. I watch —— and spelling. 

60c per thousand wo 
CAROLYN M. THORPE 

4428 E. 50 Terrace, Kansas City, Mo., WAbash 4-3708 

WRITING FOR THE JUVENILES 
Begin at the beginning and end up selling. The most 
comprehensive course of its kind on the market, covering 
every phase ot story and article writing for tots to teens. 
Learn the step-by-step procedure from one whose work 
is sopesring oe ml in dW" course puiMeations. 

u 
Not a 

“tell t a SHO Personal criticism 
included. Write for oy particu! 

MARJORIE M. “DAVIDSON 
Laceyville, Pennsy! P. ©. Box 104 \vania 
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“At present we are looking for a wider variety 
of stories than we have previously. We'll be 
glad to see anything that pertains to the out- 
door field. We specifically want adventure-type 
material such as a story of an exciting hunt. 
Stories with a natural history slant on the lives 
and ways of animals are also acceptable, as are 
stories with a historical flavor. We are also open 
in the magazine to a few how-to stories on any 
type of hunting and fishing. At present we par- 
ticularly want how-to’s on trout fishing. We 
have no hard rule against using fiction, and prob- 
ably would use more of it if we saw better stories. 
It must pertain to the outdoor field, however. 
We always need filler material. These should be 
short (500 words or less) descriptions or kinks 
or gimmicks or odd techniques or experiences, 
and should be accompanied by photos. We also 
use photographs as illustrations with an article. 
No poetry. Rates for fillers vary between $50 
and $75. Feature material rate is $200, and both 
are made upon acceptance. Reports require ten 
days to two weeks.” 

Western Livestock, 414 Boston Bldg., 828 17th 
St., Denver 2, Colo. Issued monthly; 25c per 
copy; $2.00 per year. Jim Norland, Managing 
Editor, writes: We use articles dealing with 
specific aspects of livestock and ranch manage- 
ment techniques used by individual livestock men 
and ranchers in the 10 western states extending 
from the Missouri River to the Colorado-Utah 
border, and from Montana and the Dakotas to 
Texas and New Mexico. These are chiefly beef 
cattle ranchers. These articles are usually ob- 
tained by visiting the ranch or other livestock- 
producing operation, interviewing the owner or 
manager, and personally inspecting the equip- 
ment and/or methods. 

Articles should be done in a “how-he-does-it” 
vein, so that other ranchers can study the meth- 
ods and adapt them to their own operations. 
We do not want general success stories. Length 
may be between 500 and 1,500 words. We do 
not use fiction and we are well stocked on fillers 
We like photographs that are sent as illustrations 
with a story, and we also accept those that are 
submitted with caption material only. 

We prefer 8x10 glossies, although 5x7 prints 
will often be accepted. Pictures submitted with 
captions should conform in theme with the type 
of articles we use. 

We do use verse occasionally, but we are well 
stocked and do not need any for many months 
to come. Payment is approximately 2c a word, 
on publication. We pay $3 per photo accepted. 
We try to report within two weeks, although 
time varies. We always inform authors of accept- 
ance rapidly, but often we must hold their ma- 
terial for several months awaiting proper space 
or theme. Consequently payment on these “held” 
features lags until publication. We are especially 
interested in hearing from writers in Wyoming, 
Montana, the Dakotas and Nebraska. The type 



many facets... 

Personal representation with editors: 

Expert manuscript appraisal and detailed, one-week reports. 

Revision and editing services by selling writer-editors. 

Newsletter and other market information given authors. 

These are but a few of the many facets of Manhattan Literary Agency. 

Send your material today and join our many selling authors. Write Gene Hilton 

and by return mail receive our 16-page booklet and the latest Market Newsletter 

free! Short scripts: $5 each to 5,000 words, $1.00 per thousand words thereafter. 

Includes reading, marketing and/or constructive criticism. BOOK MANU- 

SCRIPTS (over 25,000 words): only $5 for reading and full appraisal due to 

editorial demand. NO CHARGE for reading and estimates for pre-marketing 

REVISION, EDITING or GHOSTWRITING services. No obligation. Commission 

handling if currently selling major markets. 

anhattan Literary Agency ths 

520 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N. Y. 



UZZELL 

BOOKS 

The former Fiction Editor of Col- 
lier’s and a successful writer (just 
sold movie rights of a novel to Holly- 
wood) tells you in these books what 
you must know to sell. These books 
are used everywhere. One has sold 
40,000 copies. 

“Narrative Technique” (for story 
writers) costs $4. “The Technique of 
the Novel” (for novelists) is sold, 
while the present inexpensive, stiff 
paper-backed edition lasts, for $2.00. 
Mailed to you promptly at these 
prices. 

These books are authoritative, 
practical, inspiring. Ask any editor, 
publisher, author. 

Mail your order to 

THOMAS H. UZZELL 
STILLWATER OKLAHOMA 

TYPE-IT-RIGHT SERVICE 

(Minor corrections in English) 

| carbon—60c per 1000 words. 

IRENE CUNNINGHAM 
Box 373 Athens, Ohio 

PRINTERS OF BOOKS 
A new economical ‘‘gang run’ method now enables us 
to print your books and publications at lowest possible 
cost. on ap quality. From 500 copies up. Write for 
free catalog and quotations. 

ADAMS PRINTERS 
30 W. Washington St., Dept. WD-7, Chicago 2, Illinois 

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING 

IBM Electric Typewriter! 
Expert corrections by college graduate 

Free carbon extra first page 
60 cents per 1000 words plus postage 

RUTH M. LINAKER 
7 Davenport Ave., Apt. 5A, New Rochelle, New York 

ARTICLES AND STORIES WANTED 
Manuscripts edited and marketed. No course of study 

but lots of personal help and guidance. 
Write for FREE copy of 

“Article Writing for Beginners” 

L. TURNER LITERARY SERVICE 
10 Redwood Ave. Toronto, Ont., Canada 
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of material we use is quite similar to trade- 
journal features. No re-hashes of college bulle- 
tins is wanted. We are not in the market for 
“pretty” or “thought” pieces, nor do we want 
material of special interest to ranch women. 
Most of our writers work either on speculation 
or query first.” 

Trade Journals 

The American Arms Collector, 307 Colonial 
Court, Towson 4, Maryland. Issued quarterly: 
$3.00 per year. (No single copies sold). Hugh 
Benet, Jr., Editor. Uses new and original ma- 
terial on all types of arms, including swords, 
knives, powder flasks, as well as cartridges and 
anything associated with arms collecting. This 
is not a shooter’s magazine, nor a hunter’s maga- 
zine. This is planned and edited for arms col- 
lectors only. The entire field is covered—both 
antique and modern. Thoroughly researched 
work is welcomed. Rates are worked out with 
the publisher. However, payment for photographs 
or drawings is up to $5 each, and is made on 
acceptance. Reports require three weeks, 

American Artisan, 6 N. Michigan Avenue, 
Chicago, Ill. Issued monthly; 40c per copy; 
$3.00 per year. Clyde M. Barnes, Editor, uses 
articles on the following subjects: warm-air heat- 
ing, residential air conditioning, sheet metal 
fabricating and contracting, as they pertain to 
merchandising, management, or technical aspects. 
Length should be between 2,000 and 3,000 
words, and include adequate photography. Pay- 
ment is $18 per published page, and is made 
upon publication. Manuscripts are acknowledged 
at once, although an actual report may take 
three to four months. 

American Business, 4660 Ravenswood Ave., 
Chicago 40, Ill. Issued monthly; 35c per copy 
$3.00 per year. J. C. Aspley, Editor and Pub- 
lisher. Wants case histories of companies that 
have used new methods and ideas in paperwork 
simplification, employee relations, office work 
shortcuts; articles about top executives’ success- 
ful business methods. Mr. Aspley asks for “hard- 
hitting 2,000-word articles, with two or three 
8x10 glossy photos” (action shots are preferred 
over portraits of businessmen). Payment is be- 
tween $50 and $75, depending upon importance 
of subject, and is made upon publication. Prompt 
reply is made on queries and manuscripts. Free- 
lancers may write for a sample copy of the 
magazine and a brief outline of material needed 
Payment for photographs is $10. Reports usually 
require one week. 

American Motel Magazine, 5 S. Wabash Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. Issued monthly; 35c per copy: 
$3.00 per year. Ken Eymann, Editor. Wants 
short items between 500 and 1,000 words that 
illustrate what motel operators are doing to in- 
crease their business, to save money, or to save 
time. Anything one motel operator is doing 



NOTE OUR SPECIAL SERVICES 

THEN COME TO ONE PATRONIZED BY PROFESSIONALS 

a 

| 

SERVICES: Constructive Criticism with all appraisals 

COACHING .. . by detailed line-by-line instructions 

REVISIONS . . . professional; making dull stories come alive 

GHOST WRITING . . . THAT tells your story in the dramatic way you 

wish it told 

MARKETING ... Ata straight 10% commission 

ALL MSS. must be appraised in order to advise service needed, if any, 

or judge salability. 

Appraisal fee on stories up to 10,000 words, $5.00 

On novelettes, etc., up to 25,000 words, $10.00 

| On books up to 150,000 words, $15.00 

| On plays, $10.00 

WE HANDLE ALL TYPES OF CREATIVE WRITING 

| WE RETURN MSS. FREE, IN STURDY PACKAGING 

PERSONAL CONSULTATIONS $5.00 (By appointment only RE 1-6780) 

My world famous book, MODERN WRITERS, $1.50, or FREE, if you 

submit a book or play. 

TALENT QUIZ, 50c, or free if you submit a short ms. 

Nothing would make us happier than to help you win suc- 

cess, prestige, and fortune... YOU are the one who can 

help us to help you. Mail or express your ms. NOW, to: 

Mary Kay Tennison 

Authors Agent & Counsellor 

1658 South Normandie Los Angeles 6, California 
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Sell the Scripts 

You Write! 

We Will Show You How 

This most modern teaching method makes it possible for 
you to write more easily, joyously, in the full confidence 
that you are becoming a better writer. THE CREATIVE 
ABILITY DEVELOPER i is the new, totally different way 
of stimulating and developing creative ability. You are 
helped to know exactly the kind of professional writing you 
can do best and to write articles, stories, verses, plays, etc., 
according to your aptitude. This is the sure way to write for 
pay, to express yourself with freshness and vitality—the 
qualities editors want. 
As never before you will discover new usable ideas. You 
will write instead of dream about it. And amazingly, you 
will find more energy for writing. Progress will be easier. 

FREE Get everything you ever wanted from a course. 
Use the coupon below for complete information. 

THE SIMPLIFIED TRAINING COURSE 

1819-A Gilpin St., Denver 6, Colo. 

Please send free booklet, 
Authorship."’ 

"Your Way to Success in 
No cost or obligation. 

Name 

Address 

I'LL DO IT FOR YOU 
Sick of rejects! I have ghost-written millions of words 
of stories, articles, books for hundreds of satisfied clients. 

may be able to help you see your name in print and 
make money on your raw material. Reasonable rates. 
Particulars FREE. Also Free Story Plot Formula. 

WILL HEIDEMAN 
P. ©. Box 146-D w Ulm, Minn. 

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 
Promptly, Neatly, Accurately 

60c per 1,000 words with minor corrections. 
Book lengths 55c per 1,000 words. Free car- 
bon. Extra first and last pages. Mailed flat. 

DORRIS V. FRACE 
1110 E. Warwick Road Warwick, Virginia 

POEMS WANTED 

To Be Set To Music 
Send one or more of your best poems 
today for FREE EXAMINATION. Any 
Subject. Immediate Consideration. 

honograph Records Made 
CROWN MUSIC CO., 49 W. 32 St., Stadio 109, New York 1 

EASIEST WAY TO MAKE $i TO $i0 DAILY 
WRITING FILLERS 

Will Heideman's New 1957 Revised Course & Markets 
No pons training or professional style and plotting technique . Shows how to write humor, juvenile stories, Be hold , rewrites, etc. Complete with sample. 150 markets also month of help to 1500 words of fillers if you order now og Bay courses and help available. Return this ad an a 

J. C. SLOAN, Publisher's Agent 
P. ©. Box 1008 jendale, California 
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that would interest other motel operators in 
other parts of the country is wanted. One or 
two photos that illustrate the point being made 
in the article are welcomed, but they must have 
a purpose. Just a photograph of a motel is not 
wanted. It must depict the area of the motel 
that the story is discussing. Payment is Ic per 
word, and $3 per photograph, on acceptance 
Reports require one week. 

Cleaning Laundry World, 1114 First Ave., 
New York 21, N. Y. Issued monthly; $5.00 per 
year. Leorard I. Fiddle, Editor, writes: “We 
are looking for articles approximately 2,000 
words in length. These articles should describe 
some facet in which a dry cleaning or laundry 
plant owner has achieved an outstanding success. 
The article should concentrate largely on that 
one phase of his operation, rather than digress to 
cover his overall operation. Photographs illustrat- 
ing various points in the story should accompany 
the article. We pay approximately 2c per word, 
or $25 per published page, including photos. We 
buy photos as part of the story, but in the case of 
a short item, we pay $5 per photo. All payment 
is upon publication, and we report within two 
weeks.” 

Southern Hardware, 806 Peachtree St., N.E 
Atlanta 8, Ga. Issued monthly; $1.00 per year 
Ralph E. Kirby, Editor. Uses articles dealing 
with the merchandising and promotion of specific 
hardware products and lines by specific southern 
deaers. ‘We are interested also in articles on 
advertising methods, display, modernization pro- 
grams, and material dealing with the satisfactory 
solution of usual trade problems,” writes Mr 
Kirby. The articles should be illustrated. New 
contributors will find it helpful to query the 
editor before submitting. Detailed bulletin and 
similar aids are available to the correspondent 
A farm equipment section of this magazine uses 
articles dealing with dealer sales and servicing of 
mechandized farm equipment. Pays a minimum 
of 2c per word, upon acceptance. Articles must 
be illustrated, with a minimum of $3 per photo 
being paid. Reports are made immediately. 

Southwest Builder and Contractor, 1660 Bev- 
erly Blvd., Los Angeles 26, Calif. Issued week- 

25c per copy; $10 per year. John M. Server, 
Jr., Editor, wants technical articles, generally, on 
design and/or construction of buildings, high- 
ways, dams, or any other structures in California, 
Nevada, Arizona or New Mexico. If the story 
is of sufficient interest it can run up to 3,500 
words in length, plus pictures. It is a good idea 
to query Mr. Server before submitting a story, 
or even before writing it. Payment is 1'/2c per 
word for text, and usually $3.50 each for pho- 
tographs (8x10 glossies preferred). Reports re- 
quire one month. 



KNOWLEDGE 

THAT HAS 

ENDURED WITH THE 

A SECRET METHOD FOR 

THE MASTERY OF LIFE 

mids and the mighty Temples of the Pharaohs? Civi- 
lization began in the Nile Valley centuries ago. 

Where did its first builders acquire their astounding wisdom 
that started man on his upward climb? Beginning with 
naught they overcame nature’s forces and gave the world its 
first sciences and arts. Did their knowledge come from a race 
now submerged beneath the sea, or were they touched with 
Infinite inspiration? From what concealed source came the 
wisdom that produced such characters as Amenhotep IV, 
Leonardo da Vinci, Isaac Newton, and a host of others? 

Today it is known that they discovered and learned to inter- 
pret certain Secret) Methods for the development of their 
inner power of mind. They learned to command the inner 
forces within their own beings, and to master life. This secret 
art of living has been preserved and handed down throughout 
the ages. Today it is extended to those who dare to use its 
profound principles to meet and solve the problems of life in 
these complex times. 

This Sealed Book—FREE 
Has life brought you that personal satisfaction, the sense of achieve- 
ment and happiness that you desire? If not, it is your duty to your- 
self to learn about this rational method of applying natural laws for 
the mastery of life. To the thoughtful-person it is obvious that every- 
one cannot be entrusted with an intimate knowledge of the mysteries 
of life, for everyone is not capable of properly using it. But if you 
are one of those possessed of a true desire to forge ahead and wish 
to make use of the subtle influences of life, the Rosicrucians (not a 
religious organization) will send you A Sealed Book of explanation 
without obligation. This Sealed Book tells how you, in the privacy of 
your own home, without interference with your personal affairs or 
manner of living, may receive these secret teachings. Not weird or 
strange practices, but a rational application of the basic laws of life. 
Use the coupon, and obtain your complimentary copy. 

The ROSICRUCIANS 

SAN JOSE (AMORC) CALIFORNIA 

W wise en came the knowledge that built the Pyra- 

AMENHOTEP IV 
Founder of Egypt's 
Mystery Schools 

Use this 

coupon for 

FREE 

copy of book 

SCRIBECUP 
The Rosicrucians (AMORC) 
San Jose, California 

Please send free copy of Sealed Book 
which I shall read as directed. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 



Contests, Awards, Fellowships 

Kenyon Review Fellowships, sponsored by 
The Kenyon Review of Kenyon College, Gam- 
bier, Ohio. George Lanning, Director. Each 
year the magazine appoints one fellow in fiction, 
one in criticism, and one in poetry. The fellow- 
ships carry a stipend of $2,700 (for an unmarried 
fellow), and $4,000 (married). This award gives 
a fellow a period of relief during which he may 
devote himself to a specific writing project. Ap- 
plications are received only upon invitation. A 
writer who wishes to be considered should ar- 
range for some reputable writer or judge of 
writers to send a personal letter of nomination 
on his behalf. Fellows for 1958 will be selected 
in November of 1957. Only published works 
will be accepted. In addition, the College awards 
a prize scholarship in English writing to an in- 
coming freshman. The maximum stipend for one 
year is $1,000. Another scholarship of $600 per 
year is awarded to a graduate of a junior college 
on the basis of a submitted manuscript. 

CONFESSIONS! 
Get into this well paying 1 market where beginners are welcome. We handle confessions only. No other stories accepted for cri tielam or sales. Our service is personalized. We work with you in a market where the absence of by-lines gives you an even chance with e pros. Story criticism: $1 per 1000 words; $5 ~wateem. Rates for outiines and other services on requ 

DORIS KRAKOWER ASSOCIATES 
GPO Box 1052 New York 1, N. Y¥. 

(Publishers of CONFESSION YEARBOOK) 

Veteran Writers 

Will Help You 

GHOST-WRITE fiction or non-fiction from 
idea, outline or synopsis of your plot. 

REVISE manuscripts 
for marketing and publication. 

DIRECT REWRITES from your idea, plot 

. Make stories ready 

or outline 
vision 

You work under our super- 

CRITICISE and analyze manuscripts. 
Detailed comments to guide your revi- 
sion 

OUR SERVICE INCLUDES: Novels, Motion 
Picture Treatments and Synopses; Screen- 
plays, Television, Radio, Novelets, Short 
Stories, Articles, Fiction and Non-Fiction. 
Any subjects, any type material 

Write for full details in 6-page illustrated Brochure; 
also Bulletin with list of my writers. 

Established in Hollywood Since 1939 

H. D. BALLENGER 

1509 CROSSROADS OF THE WORLD 

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA 

The Mississippi Valley Historical Association 
announces the inauguration of an annual award 
of $1,000 for an outstanding study of American 
history. The first award will be made in April, 
1959, and the manuscript selected will be pub- 
lished by the University of Kentucky Press. The 
committee selected by the Association to conduct 
the competition for the annual award is com- 
posed of Dr. Chase C. Mooney, Indiana Uni- 
versity, chairman; Dr. Richard W. Leopold, 
Northwestern University; Dr. Edward C. Kirk- 
land, Bowdoin College; Dr. J. Merton England, 
University of Kentucky; and Dr. Fletcher M. 
Green, University of North Carolina. Dates for 

* submission of manuscripts for the first judging 
are June 1 through August 31, 1958. To be 
eligible manuscripts must be not more than 
100,000 words. For further information write to 
Dr. Chase C. Mooney, History Department, In- 
diana University, Bloomington. 

The Eugene F. Saxton Memorial Trust re- 
ports that there is no time limit on the filing 
of applications for its fellowships. These are 
given to certain talented writers to enable them 
to have free time in which to finish book pro- 
jects in the fields of fiction, nonfiction and book- 
length narrative poems (not volumes of collected 
short poems). Information and application 
blanks may be obtained at any time from the 
Eugene F. Saxton Memorial Trust, 49 East 
33rd Street, New York 16, N. Y. Please send 
postage when requesting information. 

The Spotlight Awards. The President's Com- 
mittee on Employment of the Physically Handi- 
capped announces this new contest for all maga- 
zines. Articles printed during any month of the 
calendar year 1957 may be entered. There are 
three categories: (1) Best articles or series of 
articles; (2) Best editorial; (3) Best photo fea- 
ture. These articles are those which tell a story 
about a handicapped person doing some worth- 
while job. It is the hope that thousands of 
magazines will place entries in this competition. 
Entry forms may be obtained by writing to The 
President’s Committee on Employment of the 
Physically Handicapped, Washington 25, D.C 

Discontinued Magazines 

American Rod and Gun, 1658 Summer St, 
Stamford, Connecticut. 

Etude, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania. 

Complaint Department 

We have received several complaints on Weide! 
Publications, 801 Palisade Avenue, Union City, 
New Jersey, publishers of FURY, SAFARI, JEM, 
and other men’s magazines. The complaints all 
involve extremely slow payments, considerabl) 
after publication, and only after repeated letters 
In some cases payment is still outstanding. 



Fiction Markets 
(Continued from page 27) 

original angle can always salvage a familiar plot. 
Much of the fiction received in this office is badly 
written and uninspired. 

Our greatest need is for short shorts ranging 
from 1,200 to 2,000 words; other than that we 
use short stories up to 4,000 words. However, 
the shorter they are the more we like it and the 
better chance a submission has. 

Two Religious Fiction Markets 
KENNETH L. Wirtson, Managing Editor 
Christian Herald Magazine 
27 E. 39th St., New York 16, N. Y. 
We prefer fiction of interest to both men and 
women, although conceivably any given story 
might seem to appeal to one, more than the other. 

I do not think there has been any marked 
change in reader taste during the last few years. 
Probably fiction is not quite so important in a 
publishing schedule as it used to be. 
One problem which, I think, fiction is up 

against, is that while it gives lip service to real- 
ism, actually fiction must be less realistic than 
non-fiction, simply in order to be believable. 

Probably there are fewer taboos in our fiction 
than formerly, but our particular wants operate 
within a fairly restricted field: fiction should 
concern people in small or moderately sized 
towns (rather than big cities), and the every- 
day problems of those people. Occasionally we 
we use a foreign setting, but in any case, the 
characters and their problems must be such that 
the reader can identify himself with them. 
One typical plot we don’t want to see soon 

again is that of the old doctor-young doctor con- 
flict. Too, we prefer stories about ordinary, 
church-going people who solve a limitless variety 
of problems by the application of religious prin- 
ciples (though these need not necessarily be 
pointed), rather than about clergymen. 
The fiction that comes in over the transom is 

ordinarily amateurish in technique. Apparently 
writers feel that fiction is the easiest kind of 
writing, that it takes no particular skill, that any- 
one can beat out a story. The work of the crafts- 
man is always appreciated here, and the true 
craftsman is always amenable to advice which 
may help to make a sale. 

Examples of good stories used recently in 
CHRISTIAN HERALD include, “Good-by Gentle- 
men,’ by Martha Gwinn Kiser; “The Tempta- 
tion of Rosanne,’ by Ann Pinchot (scheduled 
for August) ; “The Runaway,” by Rhoda Walton 
Leonard. 
We prefer stories of about 

from $50 up. 
Fr. Cuarves Ke ty, S.V.D. 
The Christian Family 
Techny, Illinois 

2,500 and pay 

Yes, we buy fiction of interest to women. 

There is demand for higher quality in fiction 
in Catholic magazines; less sweetness and light, 
more depth and realism. 

We are once more on a frantic search for be- 
ginning writers who are satisfied with modest 
rates and who are producing material of quality. 
We don’t mind them moving on to more lucra- 
tive fields, but we do like to find those starting 
out whose work has merit. Our policy is generous 
enough: writing of honesty, spirit, realism, depth: 
a taking of some facet of life and handling it in 
such a way that the basic and fundamental un- 
dertones are not ignored: the religious under- 
tones. This is not easy to do, of course. It takes a 
certain competence and writers of competence 
can demand remuneration equal to it. So we are 
looking for those with growing competence, who 
have not yet arrived, but whose work is worthy. 

Faults with rejects are sentimental, sweet, 
emotional, mawkish, sugary, artifical handling of 
religion in the lives of normal people involved in 
normal situations. 

We want something real, something genuine. 
something that comes home. To the intelligent 
Catholic, faith is something profound, basic, deep. 
I might venture to say that perhaps only the 
person of deep faith can write that sort of thing. 

Length runs from 1500-2000 words: 
two or three cents a word on acceptance. 

pay is 

One Rare Pulp 
HELEN Tono, Editor 
Exciting Love, Pines Publications, Inc. 
10 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y. 
I am interested in fiction primarily slanted for 
women. The important change in love-story fic- 
tion (at least in relation to my magazine) is that 
it’s become more adult and sophisticated. I try 
to make the stories in EXCITING LOVE sort of 
“simplified slicks’ and not the gushy, heart- 
throbby kind that they used to be used. 

There are few as long as the stories 
remain romances, and don’t wander too far away 
from that field. Practically all plots in this field 
are well worn. It’s the way they’re handled that 
counts, although a really bright new idea some- 
times helps an otherwise weak story. 

The principal fault in love stories I see is that 
they tend to be too gushy, too coy, and not very 
believeable. We want readers to accept the char- 
acters in a story as pretty much ordinary people. 
not fluttery-brained simpletons. 

“The Four-Sided Affair” by 
Cavanaugh, “Never Count Your Victims” by 
Harriet Thead, in the Summer 1957 issue of 
EXCITING LOVE are stories that illustrate the kind 
of light, sympathetic and human qualities I like 
to see in the handling of a story. 

I buy short stories in any length from about 
1,500 to 7,000. I also buy longer lengths (from 
8,000 to 12,000) and use them as novelettes. 

Payment is lc per word, on acceptance. 
Manuscripts should be addressed to me. 

taboos 

Love Miriam 



By Nancy Vogel 

(Hollywood Correspondent) 

HE FUTURE FOR TELEVISION here in 
Hollywood, and for television writers, 

looks bright. The improving and increasing 
of physical facilities is one of many signs of 
growth. For instance, ABC-TV’s Prospect 
and Talmadge lot, which is the historic old 
Vitagraph Studios, is about to undergo a 
$12,000,000 reconstruction job. Eventually, 
every building now standing on the lot will 
be wrecked and 13 new ones will be erected, 
including eight stages. Republic Studios, 
where Revue Productions does its filming, 
is building three additional stages. The ex- 
panding Desilu Productions, after being 
turned down on a bid to buy the RKO- 
Pathe studio, is still looking for greater 
shooting facilities. Revue Productions alone 
plans series for the coming season totalling 
about $21,000,000—possibly an all-time 
record for any one organization. 

Bob Sarnoff, of NBC, says, “This year, 
according to Nielsen, television viewers 
throughout the country have increased al- 
most fifteen percent. I hope, and believe, 
the industry will merit another increase 
next year.” 

As for the types of programs which, ac- 
cording to the most recent trends and in- 
dications, will be most popular—murder 
and mystery programs will be on the in- 
crease, and the popularity of Westerns is 
still growing. For the first time in about six 
years the trend will be somewhat away 
from situation comedies. 
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Some of the new programs almost sure 
to appear on television soon (and when and 
if these become free-lance markets, they 
will be reported on further in this column 
are “Have Gun, Will Travel,” a “different” 
Western, in which the actors are to be 
“human beings, rather than cliche figures 
symbolic of their surroundings;’’ “The Rest- 
less Gun,” an adult Western series about an 
itinerant cowhand (John Payne) who drifts 
from town to town for the cattle drives, and 
finds adventure at every stop; “Date With 
the Angels,” a romantic comedy revolving 
around the adventures of a young couple 
Betty White and Bill Williams) in thew 

first year of married life; “The Real Mc- 
Coys,” a situation comedy about a family 
on a newly-inherited ranch in the San Fer- 
nando Valley; and “Those Whiting Girls,” 
a situation comedy series starring Margaret 
and Barbara Whiting. 

An important program will be “Crisis,” 
NBC-TV’s new series of hour-long dramas 
of suspense and psychological impact. Top 
writers in the mystery and suspense field 
will get the series going, and it should de- 
velop into an excellent free-lance market 
About half of these shows will be filmed in 
Hollywood; the others will be live from 
New York. Both adaptations and originals 
will be used, and top screen personalities 
will star. Alfred Hitchcock will produce and 
direct some of the stories, which will be 
filmed by Revue Productions. 



A few of the many upcoming or possible 
series for which pilots have been filmed, 
and most of which have self-explanatory 
titles, are: “Don Quixote,” “Doc Holliday,” 
“Jacques and Jill,” “African Patrol,” “Ad- 
ventures of a Jungle Boy,” “It Gives Me 
Great Pleasure,” “Adventures of a Model,” 
“Cheers for Miss Amy,” “The Thin Man,” 
“Emergency Operation,” “Judy Canova 
Caravan,” “Beverly Hillbillies,’ ‘Forever 
Eva,” “Sky Dogs,” “The Sea Dogs,” “Dogs 
Courageous,” “El Coyote Rides,” “Favorite 
Son,” “Min and Bill,” “The Walter Win- 
chell File,’ and “Wagon Train.” There are 
many, many more as well; the opportunity 
for fresh writing talent is great and the 
markets will be reported on soon as we can 
get details. 

Agents Viewpoint 

George Ullman, one of Hollywood’s most 
reputable literary agents, has this advice for 
writers who would like to break into tele- 
vision: “Write for magazine or book publi- 
cation first. It’s good experience, good train- 
ing. It will prove that you have something 
on the ball, and you’ll be able to command 
a lot more respect when you try to break 
into TV.” ; 

Mr. Ullman states that he, like most other 
agents, cannot read scripts from unpub- 
lished unknowns, and he goes on to explain 
why. “I carefully read and approve every- 
thing that I take to a producer,” he says. 
“My reputation depends upon giving them 
only stuff that is good. And, while there 
may be a few good scripts coming in from 
unknowns, I can’t waste time hunting for 
them among the more than ninety-five per 
cent of such scripts that are obviously the 
work of people who are not ready for tele- 
vision, who have not yet trained them- 
selves to think professionally. There’s no 
such thing as a short cut to writing—it takes 
hard work, and lots of it, and no one should 
attempt to sell to television until he has 
been through that period of hard work.” 

When he does find a newcomer with real 
talent, it is a great pleasure to him. One 
such newcomer brought him a book manu- 
script, titled “Empire of Loneliness,” bear- 
ing the pen name Russ Kay, and an ad- 

TELEVISION! 
WIDE OPEN FIELD FOR YOU! 

THE GREATEST MARKET FOR THE 
WRITER! AUDIENCES OF MIL- 
LIONS! OUR HOME STUDY TRAIN- 
ING ENDORSED BY TOP AUTHORI- 
TIES. NO MONTHLY TUITION 
PAYMENTS! UNLIMITED TIME FOR 
STUDY! 

HEATH STUDIOS 
2040 Rodney Drive 

Hollywood 27, California 

PUBLISHED OR UNPUBLISHED 

SELL YOUR STORY TO HOLLYWOOD 
Top established motion picture, radio, and TV agency 
pose Ma fresh writing talent and stories to sell in this 
ever-expanding market. 

Send for free information 
THE SAGER AGENCY 

Box 224 Beverly Hills, California 

NEWER AND BETTER METHODS! 
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TRAINING IN FICTION WRITING! 

“STORY WRITING SIMPLIFIED" 

By 
ERIC HEATH 

Associate Editor, HELEN GWYTHER 

Our unique “Question and Answer 
Method” brings the class-room right 
into your own home! Personal, indi- 
vidual guidance! We actually show you 

how to create plots and develop out- 
standing story material! 

OUR HOME STUDY COURSE OFFERS ALL 
THE FUNDAMENTALS REQUIRED FOR WRIT- 
ING SHORT STORIES, NOVELS, AND OTHER 
FORMS OF FICTION MATERIAL. 
Examples of comments from students: 
“I have accomplished more in a few 
weeks than in one whole semester at the 
university!” . . . “Just sold a story to 
Saturday Evening Post. I attribute my 
success to your lessons on story creation.” 

Amazing new plan for enrollment! No monthly 
tuition payments! Unlimited time for study! 

GWYTHER STUDIOS, Fallbrook, California: 
Please mail free brochure 
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SELL IN THREE MONTHS... 
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YOU CAN WRITE JUVENILES 
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I've sold over 3,500 Stories, 

Serials, Articles and Fillers to 

Juvenile Editors. 
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A. DART & DUNCAN 

Run by Writers . .. For Writers 
New York and Hollywood Television markets demanding 
new material. Acceptable scripts bring $750-$1330 Mini- 
mum. FREE DETAILS of our BONDED SERVICES. 
5617-A Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, Calif. 

WRITE SONGS? 
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Song Contacts—Vital Technical Tips 
THE SONGWRITER'S REVIEW 

Sample 25c-——-$2.50 per year 
1650 WD Broadway New York 19 

A PERSONAL SERVICE 
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Many years’ experience helping writers in publication, 
screen and TV fields. Free DETAILS. 

ADELINE M. ALVORD 
1811 North Cherokee Ave. Hollywood 28, Calif. 

WIN PRIZES! 
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ublication, let’s you in how to win! Each issue 
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ad experts, 50c a copy, $4.50 a year. 

Contest Magazine, Dept. WD, Upland, Ind. 
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dress which turned out to be incorrect, and 
disappeared. A publisher liked the book, 
and is now waiting for the author to reap- 
pear in Mr. Ullman’s office some day. 

Another newcomer sent him a television 
script which he considered very good, al- 
though it wasn’t suitable for any program 
currently in the market for scripts. He told 
the writer to send him another script 
slanted for a particular show; the writer 
did so, and Mr. Ullman was able to sell it 
for him. 

News of Writers 

After winning an “Emmy” in Hollywood 
for his television script “Requiem for a 
Heavyweight,” Rod Serling has also won, 
for the same script, the George Foster Pea- 
body award. It was the first writing award 
by the Peabody committee in its 17 years 
of landing the year’s best. The citation 
read, “In ‘Requiem’ he created an imagina- 
tive drama which was an outstanding con- 
tribution to the new art of television writ- 
ing.” Rod Serling, in a recent address at 
Mary Teri Taylor’s TV writing class at the 
Hollywood High School, said, “It’s hard for 
television writing to be a real art form, 
when it’s riding piggy back on commercial 
products—but we’re aiming toward making 
it an art form.” He feels that years spent 
in courses in writing, English and closely 
related subjects may not be as valuable to 
a writer as training in other fields. “A gen- 
eral type of job is better; a general type 
of education is better,” he says. “A course 
in psychology might be better than sticking 
to writing courses—because you don’t write 
just words. You write events, ideas, things.” 

More Control to Writer 

In a decision which will affect writers in 
most forms of show business, as well as tele- 
vision writers, the National Council of 
Writers’ Guild of America has designated 

toll-TV in all forms as new fields, as far 
as the use of literary material is concerned. 
This has opened the way for separate 
negotiations in the field of subscription 
television. Also, formation of a “Rights Or- 
ganization,” as a subsidiary to the Guild, is 
being considered. The objective is to give 
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the writer greater control of his material. 
This drive includes (1) abolition of studio 
and network assumption of copyrights from 
the authors, and (2) granting of continuous 
script control to the author through all 
stages of production “to avoid vitiation and 
mutilation of his property.” 

Market Notes 

THE FOLLOWING ARE ALL HALF HOUR FILM: 
“Wyatt Earp,” ABC-TV. The story editor 
says, “Stories always star Wyatt Earp. This 
is an adult Western drama, the only taboos 
being those imposed by ABC. As far as 
subject is concerned, we’ve gone all out to 
use things of importance—the problems In- 
dians had in getting fair trials with white 
jurists; problems the town had with cow- 
hands who would come in and try to tear 
it up—of course, that’s pretty standard. 
In one story, the present mayor of the town 
used to run a saloon and gambling place, 
and was changed to a respectable hard- 
ware-store owner through the influence of 
his sweetheart. Frederick Hazlitt Brennan 
does most of these, writing teleplays from 
his own original stories, but it is always 
possible for a new writer to sell us a story. 
And he would be allowed to do the tele- 
play, also, if he were capable of it.” Stories 
or outlines from new writers should be sub- 
mitted through agents only. Contact: Story 
Editor, “Wyatt Earp,” 616 Co., Motion 
Picture Center, 846 N. Cahuenga Blvd., 
Hollywood 38, Calif. 

“Maverick,” ABC-TV. This is a new West- 
ern and each episode will star a Robin- 

NEED WE SAY MORE? 
A client writes: “You are the first agent whe ever 
did anything constructive for me. All others went 
off on a tangent with beautiful theories none of 
which were practical." (Name upon request) 
NOVELS — SHORT STORIES — ARTICLES — PLAYS. 
Write for TELEVISION and RADIO. PLAYS read 
by Broadway pr s. 

ANALYSIS, CRITICISM, GUIDANCE, ery 

stamped envelope, stamps. Send for FREE 
BOOKLET “TO THE NEW WRITER. 

NEW YORK LITERARY AGENCY 
910 Riverside Driv New York 32, N. Y. 
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hood type gambler, one who has the habit 
of taking from the rich to give to the poor. 
Warner Brothers Studio is eager to find new 
and able writers for this show; neverthe- 
less, they must insist that submissions be 
made through agents only. Contact: Jack 
Emanuel, Warner Brothers, 4000 W. Olive, 
Burbank, Calif. 

“Wire Service,” ABC-TV. This is a series 
built around a big newspaper service like 
AP.or INS. The stories will star either Dane 
Clark, Mercedes McCambridge, or George 
Brent. The producer is interested in keep- 
ing costs down, so writers should bear in 
mind that a story with few, and simple sets, 
and few characters, is less expensive to pro- 
duce than one with many sets and many 
characters. In each episode, one of the stars 
is involved in an adventure in the course 
of working for the newspaper service. Dra- 
matic and suspenseful situations are wanted. 
Submit stories only through agents. Con- 
tact: Dick Bluell, Sharpe-Lewis Produc- 
tions, 832 N. Lillian Way, Hollywood 33, 
Calif. 

“Zane Grey Theatre,” CBS-TV. This is a 
dramatic Western series, aimed at adult 
viewers. Some of the teleplays are based on 
actual Zane Grey material, but some are 
originals. They hire many writers to de- 
velop their own original stories into tele- 
plays and there is an opportunity here for 
new writers. Contact should be made 
through agents only. Contact: Coles Trap- 
nell, Zane Grey Theatre, RKO-Pathe Stu- 
dios, 9336 Washingtoa Blvd., Culver City, 
Calif. 

“The CBS-TV. They 

stories based on what happens when one of 

the characters receives a million dollars 

from a mysterious donor. Story editor, Mil- 

ton Merlin, stresses that credible stories are 

wanted. “The basic premise,” he says, “is 

fantastic enough; the rest of each story 

should be as easy to believe as possible. We 

will consider story outlines or completed 

teleplays, through agents.” Contact: Milton 

Merlin, Don Fedderson Productions, 402+ 

Radford Ave., North Hollywood, Calif. 

Millionaire,” want 



Want To Be Published Before 

Christmas - and Win a Prize? 
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a a have a oy ¥~y- noel = a 
i t | . Ni 

PAGEANT PRESS ADVANTAGES Save Ghaaie aaned MU Gull ont 9 iellows: 
$9,200 to John Lavin for A HALO FOR GOMEZ. 

National Advertising For Every Book. $1,750 to Margaret Lynch Capone for SO YOU'VE 
JOINED A CLUB. 

Review Coverage Across The Country. $2,600 to Sidney Silodor for SILODOR SAYS. 
$850 to Lans Leneve for sale of reprint rights for 

Nation-wide Publicity. HELLO, SPORTSMEN. 
ty ee te oe | McKnight for STRAIGHT, PLACE and 

Individual Design For Book Distinction. $6,380 to Jey Little for MAYBE-TOMORROW end 
SOMEWHERE BETWEEN THE TWO. 
se to ™, Rot epee od oe SNS REAL- 

m . . . also, British rights sol 
Longer Sales Life Guaranteed. $2,500 to Jack Piner for FEAR NOT MY SON. 

: $3,800 to Jank d Malloy for VENEZUELA— 
75 Author's Copies Included. LAND OF OPPORTUNITY. 

Early Publication . . . Early Promotion. 

sine tee FREE BIG BOOK fully explains Pageant Press’ successful 
YOUR '=1@le) 24 formula that has helped over 600 authors to win recognition. 

Tells why books are rejected . . . which books are published 
. how to type manuscript . . . how to proofread .. how 

to protect your royalties and subsidiary rights . . . and 1,001 
other suggestions for beginners and professionals. Send for 
your FREE COPY together with rules of Best Book Contest. 

PAGEANT PRESS, Inc. 

101 Fifth Avenue Dept. 7 New York 3, N. Y. 
> 
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Cartoonist Cues 

By John Norment 

As a cartoonist you have to learn to live with 

perspective. Better start now. 

It doesn’t matter too much to us whether 
Masaccio (1401-1428 A.D.) or Uccello 
(1397-1475 A.D.) invented perspective. 
The chances are that perspective has been 

in the public domain for quite a spell now. 
Different schools of artists feel differently 
about perspective. Cubists hate it. Surrealists 
love it. And Primitives wouldn’t know what 
it was if it walked up and bit ’em on the 
thigh. Artists who dislike perspective usually 
give Uccello the blame for inventing perspec- 
tive because the name Uccello means “For 
the Birds.” 

If you feel that you’re not too fond of per- 
spective, then your best solution to the prob- 
lem is to wade in, learn it and forget it. You'll 
have to practice quite a while before perspec- 
tive becomes second nature to you, and is 
your normal easy way to think and to draw, 
but it is absolutely essential for you to be 
able to put objects in a reasonably plausible 
perspective if you’re doing gag cartoons. 

A commercial artist who is drawing a sink 
or a sofa or a stove has to have his perspective 
perfect if the drawing is being used in an ad 
to sell the product but the cartoonist doesn’t 
have to be perfect at all. Just fairly convinc- 
ing. If the cartoonist creates an illusion of 
space and his perspective isn’t so cockeyed 
that it detracts from the gag he’s trying to put 
across, then everything is o.k. 
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This picture represents a board fence (all 
boards exactly the same height) drawn in 
one-point perspective. The dotted line is the 
horizon line (eye level) . The dot is your van- 
ishing point. All lines that are parallel to each 
other in nature vanish to the same vanishing 
point. This is the basic theory in back of per- 
spective. 

n HORIZOA) al 

\ 
N 

1. [EEE 

/ ye VANISHING Po (NT 



This is 2-point perspective. When you look 
at an object head on, your work is in 1-point 
perspective (vertical lines and horizontal 
lines but only the side edges going to a com- 
mon vanishing point). With 2-point perspec- 
tive things are seen at an angle. The figure 
represents the fact that all vanishing points 
in a picture must be on the same horizon 
line at the same eye level. The rectangle en- 
closing a portion of the drawing demon- 
strates the advisability of always having your 
vanishing points outside your picture area. 
When your vanishing points are inside your 
picture area you are very likely to get some 
pretty unbelievable distortion at the sides of 
your picture. All objects that are parallel in 
nature go to the same vanishing point. All 
objects in the same picture do not neces- 
sarily go to the same vanishing point but 
all vanishing points in the picture must be 
on the same eye level. 

This drawing shows a moderately precise 
use of perspective in gag cartooning. All of 
the lines that are parallel in nature go to a 
common vanishing point. The dotted lines 
demonstrate what is happening perspective- 
wise in the picture. 

Circles, ovals, and ellipses do not follow 
the laws of perspective. They are drawn 
free hand. Of course, you must take your 
eye level into account when you draw them, 
but just ignore vanishing points. If you 
were drawing an Armstrong linoleum ad 
for a newspaper then you’d have to have 
all the ovals, ellipses and circles in the pat- 
tern constructed accurately with correct 
vanishing points, but even the most realistic 
of magazine illustrators ignores perspective 
when doing ovals, etc. 

CARTOON TUTOR 

This unique home study course offers per- 
sonal tutorship by a nationally famous 
cartoonist—Lawrence Lariar. 45 Lessons in 
comic art plus honest personal criticism by 
an instructor with more than 25 years of 
know-how. Offer limited to serious students 
only. 

Write: 

LAWRENCE LARIAR, Box WD-JL 

Professional School of Cartooning 
57 Lena Avenue Freeport, N. Y. 

GHOST WRITING 
My work has been published in the United States, 
Canada, England, Scotland, India and in Braille. I’d 
like to help you, too. Tell me your needs and write for 
details. 

WILL LOZIER 
134-35 Cherry Avenue Flushing 55, N. Y. 

Joker—Comedy—Jest—Snappy—Breezy—Gee Whiz! 

Girls-CARTOONS-General 
FILLERS © JOKES « EPIGRAMS 

Satirical and humorous shorts up to 1500 words. 
HUMORAMA MAGAZINES 

655 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK 21, N. Y. 

CASH FOR FILLERS 
“Pen Money” lists over 400 paying markets for fillers. 
brief items, and ‘‘shorticles’’ of all types, besides 
presenting instructive articles on how to write sal- 
able filler material. Send S0c for the Spring-Summer 
issue. 
PEN MONEY, Dept. WD, Upland, Ind. 

GAMBLE A BUCK? 
That’s all it takes to learn about writing comic book 
stories. My 15,000-word booklet, FUNDAMENTALS 
OF COMIC SCRIPT WRITING, tells you how. No 
drawing experience needed. Send your dollar to: 

EARLE C. BERGMAN 
1255 N. Gordon Street Hollywood 38, Calif. 

YOUR SCRIPT REVISED 
S 50 Line by line—including editing, re- 
1 writing and marginal comments di- 

rectly on seript. Detailed criticism and 
Per 1,000 Words 2nalysis of your plot, characters, dia- 
—Pius Return logue, writing style, etc., included. 

“8° WILLIAM H. BUSHMAN 
P.O. Box 436-D . Lewis 3, Mo. 

NOW! A Fe lete Course in Lorteaning. 12 Lessons, one 
each month ow! cs) 
every issue. TO: K 
MARKET oo EATURES CALORE! 
ONLY $6.00 A YEAR; $4.00 SIX MONTHS. 
Direct from the heart of the magazine publishing :n- 

dustry. Three get-acquainted copies $1.00 

NEW YORK CARTOON NEWS 
123-34 82nd Rd., Dept. WD, Kew Garders 15, N. Y. 
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In the left-hand column, picture 1 shows 
what a dime looks like held at eye level 
horizontally. 6. is a dime seen from direct- 
ly overhead. 2., 3., 4., and 5., the in-be 
tween steps show what the dime looks like 
according to how far it is held below your 
eye level. Turn the magazine upside down, 
and 6. represents a dime seen directly over- 
head. The in-between steps show what it 
looks like according to height above eye 
level. The right side shows squares drawn 
under identical conditions. 

TOTAL DISTANCE = 7 FT. re 
a= 

o——— GFT 
~ 
~~, 

Mirror reflections are not on the surface 
of a mirror but are inside (shades of Alice 
in Wonderland). This is a difficult idea to 
accept. You can look at a mirror from the 
side and see that nothing could possibly be 
inside, but if the- reflection was really on the 
surface your image would have no dimen- 
sion, form or feeling of third dimension. 
The image in a mirror is exactly /2 as deep 
inside the mirror as your distance from the 
surface of the mirror. In this picture the 
head is six feet from the surface of the 
mirror. The reflection is 3 feet inside. All 
this is just to warn you that your mirror 
reflections must be smaller than the images 
they reflect. The further the object reflected 
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is from the surface of the mirror the smaller 
the reflection will be. 

Look Through Magazines 

Study the cartoons you see printed in the 
magazines. Clip cartoons out and scotch- 
tape them to a sheet of paper. Use your 
ruler and draw lines from all the objects in 
the picture to a vanishing point. In just a 
few short hours you can find out how all! 
the cartoonists handle their perspective 
problems. 

It’s going to take you considerably longer 
to learn to solve your own. When you get 
good enough at perspective to draw trans- 
parent squares seen from all eye levels, with 
both close and distant vanishing points in 
plausible-looking perspective, you’ve got it 
made. You can’t conquer the stuff by read- 
ing about it though, or by studying how 
other people do it. Constant drawing is the 
only solution. Just stay with it. Avoid dis- 
couragement. And some day it will be as 
normal and automatic as sharpening pencils 
and dipping your pen into the ink bottle. 

Notes 

Chad Kelly has just put out the second 
issue of his magazine: FREELANCER. He 
calls it issue No. 1, volume 1. The maga- 
zine is 26 pages (cover to cover) and is a 
bi-monthly selling for 50c an issue. $3 per 

year. The magazine is printed on a better 

quality coated stock than most of the top 

slick magazines. Glenn Bernhardt is the 

West Coast Editor. Chas. Dennis is an As- 

sociate Editor, and has a fine piece in this 

issue called “Tricks of the Trades.” There’s 

a write-up on Gurney Williams and one on 

Peter Estin. A piece by Carl Kohler writ- 

ten in rare good humor. Miscellaneous pho- 

tos of cartoonists. A beautiful piece of writ- 

ing by a Cherokee cartoonist named Geo 

McKee Cochran. And other various goodies 

that would take 26 pages to tell about. By 

the time this is printed his second issue 

should be out (third by my count). If you 

need a copy of the FREELANCER, write to 

them at 15 Hawkins Street, Waterbury, 

Connecticut. 



Late Cartoon News 

ESQUIRE, 488 Madison Ave., New York 
22, N. Y. Now would be a good time to 
investigate a copy of EsQuIRE and find out 
if Jerry Beatty has had any appreciable 
effect on the cartoon policy at this publica- 
tion. Humor has it (I should have said 
rumor) that Jerry is trying to slip a few 
new names (I mean new to Esq.) into the 
book. Most of the very good cartoonists 
who appear in EsSQuIRE have been with 
them almost from the magazine’s inception 
and they still do most of the work appear- 
ing therein. This is a good spot for an 
artist to burrow into and find a permanent 
home if he’s lucky enough to have the pow- 
ers that be love his work. 

DUDE, 19 West 44th Street, New York 36, 
N. Y. A bi-monthly using 75 cartoons a 
year at $10 apiece and edited by James H. 
Holmes. All cartoons purchased must ad- 
vocate, approve of or take favorable notice 
of the fact that there are two sexes. : 

MEDICAL DIGEST, 3722 Greenmount Ave., 
Baltimore 18, Maryland. Pays $10 each for 
cartoons. Slant to the title. Skip the ones 
where the M.D.’s, Specialists and Surgeons 
leer at their paying patients. These are the 
ones they are sure they don’t want to buy. 

HOSPITAL Topics, 30 West Washington 
St., Chicago 2, Illinois. Marie Jett pays $5 
to $10 apiece. The M.D. is a bit player. 
More of the characters in the cartoons here 
are, by trade, either patients or nurses. 

MODERN PHARMACY, Parke-Davis & Co., 
Detroit 32, Michigan. Pay $15 per cartoon. 
Characters: druggists, clerks, fountain work- 
ers and customers. Sets: any place inside 
the drugstore. Props: anything sold in a 
drugstore—candy, stationery, banana splits, 
paperback books, even medicine. Buy ap- 
prox. 100 cartoons a year. 

ENTERPRISE MAGAZINE MANAGEMENT, 9 
East 48th St., New York 17, N. Y. W. B. 
Bennett, formerly a gag writer in old 
Mexico, is now cartoon editor here and 
buying for: TV Girls & Gags, Chicks & 
Chuckles, and the new Backstage Follies. 
Pay is $7.50 each with a top of $25 for 
multipanel jobs. Mostly girlies used with 
a high content of show biz backgrounds. 

THE ROTARIAN, 1600 Ridge Ave., Evan- 

ston, Illinois. Karl Krueger pays $15 apiece 
here for cartoons to entertain Rotarians. He 
buys about 3 doz. cartoons a year. Generals 
and office. 

RAILWAY PROGRESS, 1430 K Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. Address cartoons to 
Gordon Huffines. Pays $25 each for car- 
toons covering all phases of railroading 
from cow-catcher to caboose inclusive. 

ILLINOIS BELL TELEPHONE Co., Public 
Relations Dept., 208 West Washington 
Street, Chicago 6, Illinois. John Kofen, 
editor. These folks recently dropped back 
into the cartoon market again. Cartoons 
about telephones, and favorably disposed 
toward the business of converting sound 
into electrical impulses. Don’t derogate the 
merchandise (phones) physically or verbally 
$35 payoff here. 

THE HELLER AGENCY, Shelton Hotel, 527 
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Jack 
Heller, prop. Here’s who Jack sells to: 
Real and See—$20 a cartoon (male slant). 
Satan—$15. $50 for full page (risque). 
Edited Magazines—$7.50 (girlie). York- 
Hall—untitled mag.—$10 (topical satire). 
Also open market sales by special arrange- 
ment between the cartoonist and the agency. 
If you’re located in the New York metro- 
politan area you can drop cartoons off on 
Wednesdays at Jack’s office or the receiving 
room (Room 325). 

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 
By experienced typist. Bond paper, one carbon, minor 
corrections. All work proofread. Scripts over 10,000 
words, 15c per page; shorts, 20c per page; Ti. le per 
line, plus return charges. Minimum $ y Pe 
invited. 

EVA GOCKEL 
3909 DeTonty Street St. Louis 10, Missouri 

WRITING FOR THE JUVENILES 
is easy, instructive, ploncant and profitable. The largest 
market open to the inexperi writers—and the on 
where you can EARN W HILE YOU LEARN! If you have 
ordinary writing ability, it is possible to earn the low 
cost of six =e instruction before it is finished. M 
speci ialized_course of instruction in WRITING FOR TH 
JUV ENILE. MAGAZINES Dy amy teaches how to write for 
this wide-open market. Send for terms and descriptive folder. 

WILL C. DERRY 
40 ROCK AVENUE EAST LYNN, MASS. 

SONG POEMS 
AND 

LYRICS WANTED 
Mail to: 

TIN PAN ALLEY 
lew York 19, N. Y. 1650 Broadway 
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By Frank A. Dickson 

Frank Dickson, who earns his living writ- 
ing features, has supplied WRITER’S DIGEST 
readers with feature ideas since 1939. In all 
that time he has never duplicated an idea. 
When I came here, Frank’s column was 
already an institution, but I became curious 
and asked him how he worked up his col- 
umn. I thought you might want to see the 
answer. (M. B.) 
Dear Marianne: 

In one of your letters you inquired about 
my method of preparing the column. It is 
a method, because whenever I confront my 
typewriter for the idea session I follow a 
feature “beat,” just as a reporter covers a 
news “beat,” and concentrate on the feature 
angles. 

The city and county jails, the city hall 
with the offices of city officials, the county 
courthouse, the post office, the chamber of 
commerce, the schools, the churches, the 
bus and the train stations, the library, the 
health center, the highway department, the 
hospitals, and other places—I take them, 
one by one, sift the feature possibilities, and 
emerge with the strongest. 

I also draw upon home and neighborhood 
experiences, as in the May article possibili- 
ties: “The President Of A Magician’s Club 
In Your State.” This grew from the hobby 
of my older son, Milton, a high school stu- 
dent, who has become a professional mag- 
ician. My visit to a dentist inspired the May 
idea “How Not To Scare Children.” I re- 

cently took an uncle to the bus station for 
his trip home, which accounts for “Misad- 
ventures In Luggage At The Local Bus 
Station.” 

Another idea, “Setting Newspaper Type 
By Perforated Tape,” was based upon the 
newspaper office in which I work; and 
“Dean Of Magistrates In Your County” 
stemmed from the recent retirement of an 
uncle of mine as a magistrate. The idea 

“Eating Dirt!” struck me when I heard 
the whistle of a train half a mile distant, 
bringing to me recollections of how Negroes 
relished the dirt along the railroad tracks 
years ago. And the May 31 idea, “The 
Libraries Of Local Churches,” came natu- 
rally; my own church recently established 
a library. 

I am sure that all American cities are 
alike, interested in the same things and 
wrestling with the same problems, and in 

“An Idea a Day’ I try to use article subjects 
that can be applied to every average city— 
subject of local, sectional, and state interest 
that are sure-fire matrial for feeature writ- 
ers, whether they are staff writers or free- 
lancers. 

With kindest regards, 
Frank 

We'd like to hear from writers who were 
able to use one of Frank’s ideas and turn 
it into a salable article, or who used an 
idea as a take-off point for one of his own 

and made a sale. 

For September Article Suggestions, see page 68. 



Marley Cole tells why he chose VANTAGE PRESS 

to publish his first book which 

became a coast-to-coast best seller 

Marley Cole 

10 weeks on 

best-seller lists! 

Marley Cole’s book, Je- 
hovah’s Witnesses: The 
New World Society, was 
on best-seller lists for ten 
weeks, in periodicals such 
as The New York Times, 
New York Herald Trib- 
une, Publishers’ Weekly, 
Retail Bookseller, Los An- 
geles Times, Philadelphia 
Inquirer, Cleveland Plain 
Dealer, Milwaukee Jour- 
nal, Atlanta Journal, and 
many others. 

“Vantage delivered the goods!"’ says Mr. Cole 

“One of the largest and oldest publishing houses worked 
with me on my book, Jehovah’s Witnesses, until the job was 
finished. After a long delay, they decided it was not for 
them. Then followed a painful period of trying one house 
after another, with no success. 

“Finally, I approached Vantage Press. They saw in the book 
what nobody else could see—a challenging subject that could 
take the public by surprise and capture a large, unsuspected 
audience. I studied Vantage’s distribution and promotion 
facilities. They invited some of my own ideas. 

“One big question in my mind was: if this book should go 
over big, could Vantage deliver the goods? They certainly 
did! The book sold 85,000 copies in the first ten weeks, and 
Jehovah’s Witnesses landed on best-seller lists all over the 
country. Foreign editions, also arranged by Vantage, are 
coming out in England, Germany, France, and other coun- 
tries. Vantage came through splendidly.” 

Total sale to date —almost 100,000 copies! 

Are YOU Looking for A Publisher? 

Send for Our Free, 24-page Booklet. 

Take a friendly suggestion from Marley Cole Send for our free 24-page brochure which 
and learn about the successful publishing tells how we can publish, promote and dis- 
program of Vantage Press, one of America’s tribute your book, as we have done for 
leading Subsidy Publishers, and sixth largest hundreds of others. Ask for Booklet AA. 
publisher in the nation, in titles issued. 

ON THE WEST COAST 
6253 Hollywood Blvd. 

Hollywood 28, Calif. 

VANTAGE PRESS, INC. 

America’s Largest Subsidy Publisher 

120 West 31 Street ° New York 1, N. Y. 

IN WASHINGTON 
1010 Vermont Ave., N.W. 

Washington 5, D.C. 
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September Article Possibilities 

1. Tape Recordings Of Weddings. The 
most interesting experiences of a local resi- 
dent who specializes in this service. Does 
a photographer include recording in his 
coverage? Ask ministers about the extent 
of this practice. 

2. Labor Day. Unusual industrial jobs 
held by women in your county. The apti- 
tude of the fair sex for such duties. How 
women have themselves highly 
adaptable for industrial work, especially 
since they proved their skill in World War 
Two. 

shown 

3. The Largest Shoes Worn Locally! 
Special orders by stores; frequency of the 
orders; prices. The biggest size required 
by a local woman; how some ladies are un- 
abashed_ by large numbers. Do 
many teen-agers have surprisingly large 
feet? What about the saying that police- 
men have big feet? 

wearing 

4. Blood Transfusions For Dogs, Admin- 
istered By Local Veterinarians. Number 
of dog types; the most transfusions given 
one dog; the champion blood donor among 
the canine population. Surgery by the 
veterinarians, 

5. The Business Side Of The Local Air- 
port. The various members of the office 
force, including the bookkeepers. Are the 
majority of the office workers aviators? 
Those who own airplanes. The busiest days 
for the ticket issuer. Dignitaries at the air- 
port from time to time; securing autographs. 

6. The Indian City Of Lafayette, Which 
Received Its Name In Honor of Marquis 
De Lafayette. Today marks the 200th an- 
niversary of the birth of the French states- 
man and soldier who gave his aid to the 
colonies in the American Revolution. Forms 
of tribute to him. Slant: How Lafayette lost 
his fortune, social position and his freedom, 
because of his beliefs but earned American 
and French admiration. 

7. Woes Of Program Chairmen Of Local 
Clubs. The task of booking speakers; pre- 
vailing upon notables to appear; celebrities 
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who have traveled the longest distances to 
address the organizations. Program changes 
at the last minute, out of necessity. Slant: 
How the duties of a program chairman re- 
quire him to be nothing less than a lecture 
bureau! 

8. Lost And Found Items In Churches 
Of Your City. The most common losses; 
articles that remain unclaimed. Do adults 
lose more things than children? Are wrong 
hats frequently taken in the church as well 
as at Sunday school? 

9. Popularity Of Model Railroading 
Among Girls Of Your City. Girls who 
possess the most extensive collections 
Daughters of railroad employes who follow 
this hobby; girls who share the thrills with 
their fathers. 

10. Indifference To The Sewing Ma- 
chine And Other Inventions. Elias Howe. 
who patented his sewing machine on Sep- 
tember 10, 1846, failed to arouse any in- 
terest in his products in the United States 
and let his brother Amasa sell it to a corset 
manufacturer in England. The inventor's 
struggle to eke out an existence, until he 
hit the royalty jackpot with as much 
$4,000 a week. 

11. First Jobs Of Famous Authors. An- 
niversary angle: William Sydney Porter. 
who used the nom de plume of O. Henry. 
was born in Greensboro, North Carolina, 
on September 11, 1862. After leaving pub- 
lic school at the age of fifteen he found em- 
ployment in his uncle’s drug store in his 
native city. 

12. Dean Of High School Football 
Coaches In Your State. His observations 
about bringing out the best in_ players 
Championship teams he has coached; his 
selection of the state squad of all time; th: 
greatest plays he has witnessed, and, on the 
other hand, prize boners. How the coac! 
keeps in trim himself, 

13. Street Sweeper Stories. Newest im- 
provements in machines; the number o! 
gallons in the water sprayer. The best hours 



to clean the city’s streets, especially uptown. 
Days of the most litter; finding objects of 
value. 

14. The Favorite Mottoes And Quota- 
tions Of The Mayor Of Your City. Mot- 
toes that repose in the chief executive’s of- 
fice. Slant: The mayor’s alteration of the 
saying “A word to the wise is sufficient” to 
“A word from the wise is sufficient.” Situ- 
ations in which his honor has applied mot- 
toes to good advantage. 

15. Weddings Of Blind Persons. Contact 
the superintendent of the school for the 
sightless in your state. Slant: How the 
blind put the lie to the quip that love is 
blind. Typical romances. Means of liveli- 
hood. Are there many divorces among the 
blind? 

16. Bus Drivers In Your City And 
Dodging. Slant: How they must be on the 
constant alert to avoid hitting animals, not 
to mention pedestrians. Do dogs make the 
life of a busman miserable at times? Exert- 
ing particular caution when children cross 
streets. 

17. Constitution Day. Highlights of the 
formation of the Constitution of the United 
States, compléted on September 17, 1787, 
and also the birth of the constitution of 
your state. Changes in the state constitu- 
tion down the years. 

18. How A Quartet Of Your Section 
Travels In Filling Singing Engagements Far 
And Near. The longest trips to present 
programs; delays that almost prevented the 
group’s appearance; bad weather as an ob- 
stacle. Do members of the families of the 
singers accompany them sometimes? 

19. Adventures In A Motordrome! The 
ups and downs of a motorcycle daredevil 
at the county or the state fair. The most 
difficult stunts; closest brushes with the 
Grim Reaper. Engine trouble at crucial 
moments. 

20. An Insight Behind The Prescription 
Counter. Deal with a veteran druggist of 
your city, showing the number of drugs at 
his disposal and his constant alertness in 
filling prescriptions. Latest advances in 
drugs. Precautions in the sale of poisons 
and narcotics. 

LOZIER LITERARY AGENCY 

recognizes that your manuscript repre- 
sents your time, labor and skill. Your 
book, your story or your teleplay will re- 
ceive every consideration; if we think it is 
salable, we will submit it to the most 
appropriate markets on a straight 10% 
commission basis in event of a sale. 

Evaluation fees: 
Short shorts under 2,000 words 
Short stories over 2,000 words 
TV scripts—One act . 

Two acts 
Three acts 
Books . 

“We'll go all-out to help you sell your 
literary product.” 

LOZIER LITERARY AGENCY 
134-35 Cherry Avenue’ Flushing 55, N. Y. 

MANUSCRIPT TYPING 

Prompt service—free carbon—minor 
corrections—50 cents per 1000 words 

plus return postage. 

E. M. TAYLOR 
1915 W. Mohawk Tampa 3, Florida 

STUCK WITH A BOOK OR SHORT STORY? 
I'll rewrite it for you or collaborate with you. No read- 
ing fee. Need a plot? Send me characters and situation 
and I'll send you salable plot. $2.00 each, 3 for $5.00. 

ZEIGER HAY WRITER'S WORKSHOP 
1223 W. Kirk, San Antonio, Texas 

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 
Per instructions. Bond paper, one carbon. Minor cor- 
rections if desired. Mailed flat. 50c per 1000 words, 
plus postage. Extra first and last pages. 

CLEO ISON 
R.R. 1, Box 179B West Chester, Ohio 

MUSIC SHEETS SERVICE 
One hundred one-paged lead sheets made for 
six dollars. Additional copies furnished very 
reasonable. 

Protessional music sheets made very reasonable 
Send check or Money Order to 

Howard Olenik, Mt. Morris, Mich. 

AUTHORS 
YOUR MANUSCRIPT IS WORTHY 
OF THE BEST PRESENTATION 
Call or write SARA K. STILLMAN for 

Quality Typing at Reasonable Rates 
TRafalgor 9-9177 

1394 Third Avenue (at 79th Street) New York 21 
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21. The Superstition Concerning $2 
Bills. Do a large number of locai citizens 
believe them to be bearers of bad luck? 
Query clerks in leading stores of the city. 
Are corners of most $2 bills torn off in an 
effort to ward off any ill fortune? 

22. “No Visitors” Signs At A Local Hos- 
pital. Enforcing such signs—and the com- 
plications thereof. Hours of visiting. How 
relatives of patients not infrequently “raise 
cain” when reminded of the rules. 

MANUSCRIPT ENVELOPES 
Geod quality Kraft with gummed flaps. Writer's have bought these from me for years. 

bove groups. Excess refunded. mplete coopties list on request. 100 512 x 814 noteheads and 100 eye envelopes printed 3 lines same copy, postpaid in 
oie LEE E. GOOCH Hernando, Miss. 

Writer’s Supplies Since ’35 

YOU CAN MAKE 

EXTRA MONEY WRITING! 
We guarantee me can poshuce fillers, trade journal articles. photo-stories, feature article action magazines, and get fast for free 3,000 word illustrated folder and learn how to ‘* 
ae THE NON-FICTION PRESS 
Dept. S, Box 1008 Glendale, Calif. 

Box 202-wo 

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 
Neatly, on 20 Ib. bond, one carbon, extra first 
page, mailed flat, 50c per 1000 words, 60c with 
minor corrections, plus postage. Prompt service. 

BARBARA BYINGTON 
8 Lark Lane Springfield, Vermont 

HELP FOR WRITERS WHO DESIRE SUCCESS 
If you need thorough training in basic writing 
technique, or competent criticism of your 
stories; send stamped-addressed envelope for 
detailed information about my servics. 

HELEN D. SCHULTZ 
23 Vintage Ave. Winston-Salem 6, N. C. 

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 

Per instructions. Bond paper, one carbon. Minor 
corrections if desired. 50c per 1000 words, plus 
postage. Minimum order $1.00. 

FAYE ANDERSON TYPING SERVICE 
R. 2, Kewanee, Illinois 

DETROIT WRITERS’ CONFERENCE 
AUGUST 22-24 

Workshops in fiction, article, juvenile and other fields con- 
ducted by editors and writers. Cash prizes! All sessions 
held at Crowley, Milner & Co. Department Store. For 
details, write to: 

IRV LEIBERMAN 
565 Hipp Annex Cleveland 15, Ohio 
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23. Tips On Winning Prize Contests. 
Interview a person of your section who has 
copped large prizes. Entries that took first 
places. The easiest types of contests; also 
the most difficult. 

24. The Popularity Of Trade Journals. 
How owners and managers of local estab- 
lishments are ardent subscribers of maga- 
zines devoted to their trades in order to 
obtain news and also suggestions to improve 
their business. Slant: The comradeship of 
the business and professional leaders in 
wishing to exchange profitable ideas. 

25. Local Physicians Who Are Religious 
Leaders. Teaching Sunday school classes. 
Did any of them originally aspire to a min- 
isterial career? Offering prayers before 
operations. The physicians’ favorite Bib- 
lical characters and verses, 

26. Typewriter Comparisons Made By 
Officers, As FBI Agents, In Investigations. 
How each typewriter provides an individual 
writing. Outstanding instances of identifi- 
cation of typewriting. Forgery by means of 
adding to a typewritten document. 

27. What’s New In Artificial Eyes? The 
use of plastic. Which sex leads in custom- 
ers? Are numerous children outfitted with 
artificial eyes? 

28. An Interview With A Mineralogist 
At A College In Your State. The most 
valuable mineral deposits in the state; the 
earliest mining in the state, and the present 
activities. 
equipment. 
mincralogist. 

Latest developments in mining 
Mining experiences of the 

29. The County Registar Of Deeds. Old- 
est deeds on file. An average day with the 
subject. Microfilming records in order to 
preserve space. Visitors to the office in 

search of information, 

30. Letter Writing At The City And 
The County Jails. Do the inmates write 
much? Do women outrank men as letter 

writers? The amount of letters received by 
the prisoners. Taking precautions about in- 

coming mail. 



New York Market Letter 

(Continued from page 43) 

WHAT KIND OF STORIES? 

There will be first-person experiences. But 
the transgressions will not be sinful trans- 
gressions. They will not be sensational or 
unhealthy breaks with society. Transgres- 
sions will be, in the main, over parental 
authority, school authority, teenage society. 
For instance: 

We would not do: I was a grade school 
mother. 

We might very well do: I went steady in 
grade school. 

We would not do: I shot my father. 
We might very well do: I thought I 

hated dad. 
We would not do: 

moll. 
We might very well do: I joined a teen- 

age gang. 

These are, of course, simplifications, but 
the basic idea is apparent. The problems 
will be resolved happily in each case. The 
girl who went steady will discover that she 
was losing out with other boys and heading 
toward trouble. The girl who hated Dad 
will discover that she was going through a 
normal stage and will be headed toward 
a normal father-daughter relationship, etc. 
In other words, the transgressions will be 
temporary, will produce only momentary 
unhappiness which can be ended by con- 
formity to the acceptable rules of behavior. 

Length of these stories should run be- 
tween 2,000-3,000 words, although longer 
pieces will not be ruled out. Payment will 
be a minimum of $100 per story. 

I was a gangster’s 

As the magazine is already in the works, 
I would appreciate hearing from contri- 
butors as soon as possible. Queries are pre- 
ferred under normal conditions—but fin- 
ished articles will be considered immedi- 
ately. In the future, short outlines will be 
preferred in order to allow us to make cer- 
tain the direction is right. 

Art UNGER, 
Great American Publications, 
41 East 42nd Street, 
New York 17, N. Y. 

Cruise News 

The first Floating Workshop to Bermuda 
was an enormous success. It sailed June 28 
from New York on the “Queen of Ber- 
muda.” There were two classes daily on 
various aspects of writing techniques, (con- 
ducted by this reporter), and the rest of 
the time was devoted to shipboard soci- 
ability and enjoyment. 

In Bermuda the classes continue twice 
daily, amid much note-taking. Then there 
were planned sight-seeing trips, swimming, 
shopping, visiting, sunning on the beach, 
and a lot of stimulating, profitable talk 
about writing. There was a tea party in 
honor of Van Wyck Mason, which many 
other writers from the region attended. 

The next Floating Workshop is a 5-day 
cruise to Bermuda on August 24, which 
offers precisely the same exciting program. 
A word of warning: The first sailing was so 
quickly over-subscribed, that the late en- 
rollees signed immediately for this second 
sailing. If you want to join us in August, 
there is no time to be lost. 

On September 6, there will be a cruise to 
the West Indies and South American ports, 
which is already filling up. Another Ber- 
muda trip is being planned for some time 
between Christmas and New Year. 

Write to American Foreign Travel Asso- 
ciates, 34 So. Clinton Street, Doylestown, 
Pa. 

Staff Changes 

Editorial news at MacmiLian: Richard 
R. RePass is the new Managing Editor, and 
Emile Capouya is now one of the editors. 

At JULIAN pREssS, Robert B. Brown has 
become Associate Editor. The trade-book 
department is being expanded here. 

The newly elected secretary at DOUBLE- 
DAY & COMPANY is John T. Sargent, and 
the Treasurer Henry W. Taft. 

Alexander McKenzie is now an Editor of 
the industrial and business book department 
of the MCGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, hav- 
ing been promoted from his post as Associ- 
ate Editor. 

Nancy Holley has been appointed as As- 
sistant Editor of crest and PREMIER BOOKS 
at FAWCETT. 
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PERSONALS 

The circulation of Warrer’s Dicest is much greater than 
that of any other writer’s magazine. Each issue is read by 
beginning writers, professiona’ writers, editors, publishers, 
writers’ clubs, publicity men, theatrical producers, adver- 
tising ncies and newspaper men throughout the United 
States, Canada, and a score of foreign countries. 

The rate for ‘‘Personals’’ is fifteen cents a word, includ- 
ing, each word in name and address; box number, $1.80. 

opy with money order or check for August issue must 
reach us by July 1. 

Through the “personals” department, read- 
ers can swap, buy, or sell nominally priced 
items or services. 
We do not accept advertising on palmistry, 

numerology, astrology, advertising of national 
matrimonial or friendship services, advisors 
without graduate degrees, or ads requesting 
pen-pals. We reserve the right to reject ads 
that do not meet our approval. (Critics, typ- 
ists, correspondence courses, and literary 
agents may use display advertising only.) 

BOX M-4, WRITER’S DIGEST. Will the person 
using this box number in the April issue please 
et in touch with the Advertising Manager of 
riter’s Digest? Ad starts, “CASH IN TEN 

DAYS FOR GAGS.” 

START A HOME BUSINESS in spare time. Make 
extra money. Experience not essential. Literature 
free. Walter Stevenson, Dept. W, 208 S. Lamar, 
Amarillo, Texas. 

LEARN GAGWRITING. Interesting particulars, 
30c. Frankel, 4903-W Adams, Chicago 44 

SUMMER SPECIAL. SCB Characterization Kit, 
regular $2 now $1. Contains charts, lists, traits, 
etc., to help you create thousands of characters. 
Literature free. R. Blois, 2208 Overdene Ave., 
Rockford, Ill. 

ADDRESSES OF 150 CARTOON MARKETS who 
buy from typed idea. Instructions on selling via 
typewritten idea included. — .“ Infor- 
mation Guide, 2776 California Ct., 
Nebraska. 

PUBLICITY FOR BOOKS. Free circular. Benn 
Hall Associates, 47 East 6lst St., New York. 

STOP WASTING TIME Beginning Writers. Learn 
to write selling stories. Particulars. Todd, 6092 
Pedley, Riverside, Calif. 

incoln 10, 

PRIVATE EDITION PRINTING: Novels, Histories, 
Poetry, 250 copies up, quality work, cut-rate 
prices. No obligation for our estimate. Rickard, 
30 Prince, Brooklyn 1, N. Y. 

WANT LADY TO COLLABORATE metaphysical 
ets. State experience, etc. Box A-1, Writer’s 

igest. 

300 FILLER MARKETS Described—i5c. Blen Gee, 
Box 2171, Charleston, S. C. 

AUTHOR NEEDS COPIES GENT MAG. No. 4 
issue. Write: Rick Sargent, 1611 N. La Brea, 
Hollywood, Calif. 

“PICTURE-RESEARCH SERVICE” available from 
AMERICA’S PLAYGROUND. We cover every- 
thing from Alligator Wrestling to Bathing Beau- 
ties. For further information write Box 326, Ft. 
Lauderdale, Fla. 

WRITERS! THE SOLUTION to literary success is 
in your hands! USE IT! Write today for your 
gs EE TRIAL” A a copy of “THE NEW 
AUTHOR'S DILEMMA.”’ If satisfied after examin- 
ing, remit $1.00. If not, return copy. Dobran, 2816 
Jean St., Youngstown 2, Ohio. 
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MOUNTAIN CABIN (one room), $60.00 per year to 
responsible person. Box A-2. 

SECRETS FOR HAPPY LIVING from ancient Taoist 
4 . Samwel, 723 Avenue X, Brook- 
yn 35, N. ¥. 

PRESS CARD AND AUTO STICKER, $1.00. Dis- 
tinctive bi-colored. Most effective rsonal cre- 
dential obtainable for free-lance writers or pho- 
tographers. Obtains many courtesies. Commercial 
Masters, Gardiner, N. Y¥ 

SUCCESSFUL WRITER offers fact-packed booklet, 
zige For me | Writers. Only 10c. Career 
Aids, Dept. WD-7, Southampton, N. Y. 

TRAVELING WRITERS with mobile homes, plan 
our winter vacation now. Send 50c for Arizona 
railer Guide, 4108 E. Van Buren, Phoenix. 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS on Hollywood, Los 
Angeles, California; also Square and Folk Danc- 
ing. $1.00 each. AHS, 1145 E. Columbia, Pomona, 
California. 

MAKE MONEY SUBMITTING GAGS to cartoonists 
through GAGS-O-PLENTY, 1370 Westwood, 
Northbrook, Il. 

$70 WEEKLY, home, spare time. Simplified mail 
bookkeeping. Immediate income; easy! Auditax, 
34741W, Los Angeles 34. 

CARTOONIST GAGS FOR SALE. SELLING GAG- 
ae Ed, Madden, G. P. O. Box 693, Syra- 
cuse, ° 

FOOL-PROOF BOOKLET on punctuation. 
problem discussed and illustrated, $1.00 
capitalization, 50c. Marjorie Davidson, 
ville, Penna. 

Every 
. Also 
Lacey- 

WHAT IS YOUR “IQ’’? At last you may take az 
excellent, recognized general intelligence test in 
home privacy and convenience! Very low cost. 
Information free. University Test Bureau, Box 
401, Palo Alto 1, California. 

JOHN FRIEND—BOOKFINDER. Scarce, out-of- 
print books and source material quickly found 
at reasonable prices. Box 197W, Cardiff, Calif. 

SONGWRITER collaborators welcomed. Ed Mar- 
tin, Berlin, Connecticut. 

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR WRITERS. Reasonable. 
Paul’s Photos, 3702 Lakewood Ave., Chicago 13. 

THEY HAND HIM $100! Free ‘‘425 Secret Small 
Businesses.”’ Shoestring plans! Work home— 
sparetime. Publico-ST2, Oceanside, Calif. 

HOW TO BE A PUBLIC STENO (what to charge). 
Complete, comprehensive guide. 25,000 words. $2. 
Public Steno, Box 253, Tyler, Texas. 

ABC SHORTHAND IN ONE WEEK. $2. Returna- 
ble. Zinman, 215-D West 91, New York, N. ¥. 

READY-TO-SELL MANUSCRIPTS, Stories, Arti- 
cles and Poems, by professional authors, avail- 
able to writers whe want to sell. Send stamp for 
details to Wm. Derry, 40 Rock, Lynn, Mass. 

BEGINNERS—Earn money at home while writing. 
Write a newsy column for small foreign papers 
(under fifty thousand population). The same 
mimeographed column goes to all of your list- 
ings. Excellent interesting work and you are 
your own boss. It is your own business with 
splendid remuneration. For complete details 
(with subjects) send one dollar to Anthony 
Oliver, 7259 Fulton Street, North Hollywood, 
California. 

THEY Hand him $100! Free plan ‘Secret Journal 
Be ~ ) eel Work home! Publica, Ocean- 

side, Calif. 

SMART WRITERS NOW USE SELF-HYPNOSIS 
to improve their creative ability! Free Informs- 
tion! Drawer WD5-697, Ruidoso, New Mexico. 



TIRED OF REJECTS? Easy-to-sell Ps fr? +e fea- 
tures get checks immediately. word 
folio tells how to find stories that editors will 
buy. Gives three rules that will make any story 
salable. A dollar bill will start you on the road 
to profitable writing. J. R. Crane, Pine Tree Book 
Agency, Birch Harbor, Me. 

MONEY-MAKING FOLIOS—Tell you how to make 
an extra weekly income. Details free. Elvet Bloom- 
field, Box 24, Station A, St. Joseph, Mo. 

SCRIBE—THE COMPLETE BULLETIN for writ- 
ers. Bi-monthly, only $1.00 per year. Free copy on 
request. Rosser, 421 Tyler, Gary, Ind 

CARTOONISTS, GAGWRITERS! Information guide, 
cartoon markets, news, tips, etc. Send for free 
trial copy. Information Guide, 2776 California Ct., 
Lincoln 10, Neb. 

WRITERS, TEACHERS, STUDENTS. IBM Electric 
Typewriters, selected, reconditioned, guaranteed. 
Prices everyone can afford. Increase typing out- 
ut, lessen fatigue, improve work appearance. 
REE INFORMATION. Write Dept. 2, Woodstock 

Enterprises, Woodstock, N. Y. 

WRITERS: 1,000 BUSINESS LETTERHEADS, 
$6.95.We pay postage. Send copy with check or 
money order. Carroll, 271 19th St., Sioux City, 
Iowa. 

MIAMI, FLA. LETTERS REMAILED, 25c. Com- 
plete Sunday paper, $1.00. Typewritten message 
on viewcard, 35c. Color, 50c. Wilfred, Box 816, 
North Miami, Fla. 

BEGINNING MOST IMPORTANT PART of story 
commercially. Editors judge by it. Learn To 
Begin, 75c. Has practice exercises, many illustra- 
tions. Help you plenty. Delano Publishers, 232 
Delano Ave., Yonkers, N. ¥ 

WANT TO WRITE PROFESSIONALLY and there- 
by sell as quickly as possible? Find answer in my 
ad, this magazine, page 46. Natalie Newell, Ghost- 
writer. 

POETS: Description of Handbooks containing 999 
PLACES TO SEND POEMS, also Kaleidograph 
Prize Program, sent on receipt of self-addressed 
Gomees envelope. KALEIDOGRAPH, A Na- 
tion Magazine of Poetry, 624 N. Vernon Ave., 
Dallas 8, Texas. 

AUTODYNAMICS — Unlocks your Subconscious 
swiftly, creatively, effortlessly. Free Amazing 
Brochure. Box 847 (B3- 38-5), ¢ Ocean Park, Calif. 

KNOW THY NEIGHBOR, | lover, friends, children 
and yourself, or anyone you need to be sure 
about. Nature, talents, temperament, honesty, or 
dishonesty, astonishingly revealed. GRAPHO 
ANALYSIS is a proven, scientific ee ~ char- 
acter analysis. For analysis by mber of IN- 
TERNATIONAL GRAPHO ANALYSIS SOCIETY, 
send 2 pages (if pee ink-written handwrit- 
ing and $3.00 to VIVIAN FELMAN, 1014 Kenneth 
Place, Seaside, Calif. 

BREED RARE TROPICAL FISH at home. Earn 
big money. Learn secrets. Help fill the huge de- 
mand. Amazing opportunity. Free plan. Tropical 
Fish Breeders, Los Angeles 61. 

TYPEWRITER RIBBONS—New. 
postpaid. Specify typewriter. 
8109 Kilpatrick, Skokie, Il. 

EARN MONEY AT HOME! The Home Worker Mag- 
azine tells how. Sample 25c. Sizemore, 20-D East 
Delaware, Chicago 11. 

GHOSTWRITING: Your stories and books adapted 
for television. See Will Lozier’s ad, page 63. 
Will Lozier. 

YOUR LIBRARY RESEARCH in all New York 
libraries (English and foreign longue mee accu- 
ratel comprehensively done). HER’S 
SERVICE: expert, reliable indexing, proof-read- 
ing, copy editin ng. — rates; reliable 
ge service. Div. G, Research Insti- 

ite, 69 Perry Street, ~, Wer 14, N. Y. 

Two for $1.25 
Marvin Schmidt, 

WRITE LIKE A PROFESSIONAL. Sell. Tricks of 
Professional, 75c. Wonderful help. Delano Pub- 
lishers, 232 Delano Ave., Yonkers, N. Y. 

WHY PAY? Criticize your own stories, very way 
experts do. Correct faults. Sell. Self critic, $1.00. 
Amazing help. Delano Publishers, 232 Delano 
Ave., Yonkers, N. Y 

FOOL-PROOF HANDBOOK of English. 
writing problem explained and illustrated. 
Marjorie Davidson, Laceyville, Penna. 

LEARN EASY ABC TYPEWRITTEN SHORT- 
HAND. Write Dictographist, 6196 Walnut, Omaha 
6, Nebraska. 

Every 
$1.00. 

JOIN WRITER’S CORRESPONDENCE CLUB, 
$1.00 a year, including subscription to Writer’s 
Bulletin. Lola Couden, Box 12A, Capistrano 
Beach, California. 

BOOK AND MAGAZINE BINDING—Prompt serv- 
ice, reasonable rates. Parnassus Bookbinding, 
Nokomis, Florida. 

SELF-HYPNOSIS—A Guide To Its Wonders— 
Amazing book bd i pnotist Nard King reveals 
his unique method. It allegedly provides for 
COMPLETE and CONTINUOUS CONTROL of 
SELF (flow of creative ideas, power of concen- 
tration, memory, fatigue, sleep, analgesia, emo- 
tions, moods, desires, cravings, habits, etc.); 
whereby proficient user, WIDE AWAKE, merely 
tells himself what he will experience, adds cue 
word, and—it happens! We make no claims for 
therapeutic or other benefits bat enthusiastically 
recommend this remarkable book to writers in- 

in subject 4 self-hypnosis. $2.00—de- 
erity 

terested 
lighted or refund! 
foundland 15-W, N. J 

Publications, New- 

WRITE FEATURES and fillers. Send for particu- 
lars. Underhill, Beebe, Ark. 

NEARLY 3,000 CHARACTER TRAITS, 10 charts, 
wheel, list of emotions, etc., in SCB Characteri- 
zation Kit. You can create thousands of realistic, 
lifelike characters that sell today’s stories. 
FREE calendar reckoner. Complete kit, $2. 
FREE information. Blois, 576 Riverdale Dr., 
Richmond-Vancouver, Canada. 

BLESSED BE THE IMMACULATE HEART OF 
MARY. Hubert Madere, Hahnville, Louisiana. 

WRITERS: Professionals; Beginners. Correspond- 
ence Exchange. Reply stamp requested. Chanel 
Monaghan, 236 Columbia Place, Los Angeles 26, 
California. 

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP! Details free. Sleep- 
Learning Research Association, P. O. Box 610- 
WD, Omaha 1, Nebraska. 

FREE BOOK, 505 Odd Successful Businesses. Work 
home. Pacific, 44B, Oceanside, Calif. 

FOOL PROOF GUIDANCE in wating fillers and 
short articles. Enclosed stamp brings details. 
Marjorie Davidson, Laceyville, Penna. 

BIRTHPLACE OF THE AMERICAN RAILROAD 
was at Honesdale, Pa. First locomotive’s initial 
trip interestingly told in booklet, 25 cents; 
stamps accepted. E. B. Callaway, Honesdale, Pa. 

IF YOU CAN COPY or trace simple cartoons, you 
may earn up to $45.00 weekly, spare time, copy- 
ing and duplicating comic cartoons for adver- 
tisers. Particulars free. Cartoon-Ad_ Service, 
Argyle 18, Wisconsin. 

TODAY’S JAPAN — Famous authors present cul- 
tural, — Re perspectives. Every- 
thing about Ja Twelve issues $5.00. Money 
combats TB. ~ A Anti-Tuberculosis Associa- 
tion, Number 2, l-chome, Misakicho Kanda, Chi- 
yoda-ku Tokyo, "Japan. 

ENGLISH TUTOR wanted—N. Y.C. evenings—to 
correct speaking and grammar—by young sales- 
man. Box A-3. 
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Do you 

write 

Emshort fiction? 

THE WRITER’S 1957 YEARBOOK shows that more small maga- 

zines than ever before are buying short fiction from free lance 

writers—and paying $25 to $300 for it. If you like to write short 

fiction, you may be able to cash in on these smaller markets. 

Nothing is a sure thing in this world, but you will have a 

better chance of selling what you write if you have the benefit of 

professional advice. Writer’s Digest’s Course in Short Fiction 

Writing teaches you the techniques of writing and selling short 

fiction of 750-1,500 words. 

Our editors give you 6 writing assignments and then person- 

ally criticise all the work you do. You get specific lessons on how 

to improve your short fiction plotting, dialogue and characteriza- 

tion. Then you write two short fiction stories (which are criti- 

cised) and you make a thorough study of markets. 

Five years of preparation and 30 years of experience went 

into the writing of this course. Tuition is $20. Your first $25 sale 

to a minor market will repay this investment. The Course is offered 

on a money-back agreement: If you’re not pleased, tell us within 

30 days and we'll refund your payment in full. 

Free with your enrollment: Writer’s 1957 Yearbook 

ie: om (] Enroll me in the Writer’s Digest Course in Short Fiction. I enclose 
\\ RUTER S scart $10. Send the balance of my course 60 days after I enroll for $10 

C.O.D. plus $35¢ delivery charge. Also send, free, Writer’s 1957 

Yearbook. 

[] Send me more details about the Course, without obligation. 

Name 

The Yearbook is Address 
~~ only — en- 
rolling with this sie 

coupon. City = State 

Writer’s Digest, 22 East 12th Street, Cincinnati 10, Ohio 



Jesse Stuart 

(Continued from page 30) 

he was saying. “Well, what I’m here to tell 
you, he had one. He had a face like a snake 
or something. Face like a snake and he’d 
spit all over you all the time.” Jesse looked 

off into space. “Poor old Tom,” he said 

gently. “Never had any money in his pock- 

ets; didn’t even have the money to buy his 

own whisky.” 

All this time, Jesse ate with great relish. 

He does everything with zest. That is be- 

cause life is terribly dear to him after com- 

ing so close to losing it. The people, too, 
sensed his “rebirth.” Earlier, Mrs. John 

Brown, who operates the Columbia Hotel 

in Greenup, had stood beside my table in 

the hotel dining room and talked to me of 

Jesse. 

*“‘He’s different since his attack,” she had 

observed. “He seems even smarter now than 

he ever was. And he’s always been smart. 

He sees more than most folks. He’s won- 

derful, just like his books. 

There has been talk from time to time 

that Jesse’s books have made the Kentucky 

hill people appear to be uncivilized and un- 

desirable. 

“But, you know,” Jesse comments, “most 
of the people who have said that kind of 

thing haven’t even read my books. I would 

not throw off on any people, especially my 

own people.” 

Before we 

coming back 

parted, Jesse talked of my 

when the dogwood blooms 

and the brown hills are green again. We 

shook hands, and Jesse walked away a few 

steps, then came back and shook my hand 

again. 

As I drove down the narrow dirt road, 
I watched him in my rear-view mirror. He 
was standing tall in the middle of W-Hol- 

low, so called because of the ““W” shape of 

the mountains that form it. He disap- 

peared from my sight much sooner than I 
thought he should have. I knew he hadn’t 

moved away. It was as if the land had 

embraced him. 

CARTOONISTS—Break into the big money field. 
I will supply you with original gags. Ten gags, 
$5.00. Send check or money order. Anthony 
Areddy, Box 113, Sta. G, Toledo, Ohio. 

MAKE MONEY CLIPPING NEWSPAPER ITEMS 
FOR PUBLISHERS! Newscraft, WD-983 E. Main, 
Columbus 5, Ohio. 

NOW ‘TO SELF-SYNDICATE your own. material— 
your columns, cartoons, fillers, verse, stories, 
articles, comics. Up to $10.00 a day from each 
newspaper. More than 12,000 dailies and weeklies 
in U.S. and Canada alone. Folio includes Syndi- 
cate Operation, Selling Prices Schedule, Model 
Sales Letters to Editors, Sample Order and 
Agreement Forms, etc. Complete Folio $2.00 post- 
paid (refundable). While they last, gift copy of 
‘175 Idea-Sources For Newspaper Features’’ in- 
cluded with, Folio. American Features Syndicate, 
Dept. 233, 1990 Como Ave., St. Paul 8, Minn. 

HERE’S AN OPPORTUNITY — Chance to express 
yourself and at same time make your living. 
That’s why I bought this weekly newspaper in a 
picturesque, historic Colorado town. By using 
feature and local color writing and starting mag- 
azine (Mountain Town Life) built business up to 
paying off cost of business and printing plant in 
our years. Illness forces immediate sale at bar- 

gain: $12,250. Good income for man-wife team. 
Ideal community, contacts for writers. Near 
Denver. Broker provides buyer help with trans- 
portation, financing. Courier, Georgetown, Colo. 

TO AUTHORS OF BOOKS 
published on a COOPERATIVE BASIS, we 
have a plan for the additional promotion 
and distribution of your book WITHOUT 
COST TO YOU. 

If interested, write for details to 
WRITER'S SERVICE 

10 E. 43rd St., New York 17, N. Y. 

WRITERS IN HAWAII 
Manuscripts typeduon electric Underwood. Good 
bond, | carbon. Free delivery in Honolulu. Out- 
side Honolulu, send return postage. $1! per 1,000 
words. 

MU. 7-5159 

MARIAN ROSS 
3049-A Kalihi Street, Honolulu, T.H., Phone: 886145 

NEW YORK WRITER'S GROUP 
Established 1938. Mutual criticism: Short 
Stories, Novels, TV, Articles. Meets in Man- 
hattan. Send resume to: 

F. S. STAHL 
132 W. 15th Street New York 11, N. Y. 

MANUSCRIPT TYPIST 
Beautiful bond paper; 60c per 1000 words, 
70c per 1000 with corrections; poetry Ic per 
line. Free carbon. Send postage please. 

Fast Service, No Delays 

ELLEN BROWN 
Fort Worth 5, Texas 

ATTENTION, BOOK WRITERS! 
Expert help with your novel or non-fiction book will pave 
the way to success for you. My clients are selling. I edit, 
correct, polish, revise where necessary, and present your 
writings at their very best, for publication. Returned to 
you typewritten, ready for the publisher. $1.50 per thou- 
sand words. Easy payments if desired. 

EDITH M. NAILL 

Box 3082 

Box 7 Gower, Missouri 
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12 

Issues 

of and 

a 1957 

wena . Writer's 

Digest Market 

Special Offer to Our Readers 

MOST OF Us need some help to write well and sell what we write 
We look for tips on plotting our story or researching our article. 
market information or encouragement in the face of rejection slips 
The coupon below shows you how you can get this help—12 issues 
of Writer’s Digest and the 1957 Writer’s Market—for just $5. 

It can be worth much more to you. One $25 sale of a story or 
article in the next year repays your investment 5 times. Has this 
issue of Writer’s Digest helped you? Each one gives you new ideas, 

instruction and the latest market news. 12 issues of Writer’s Digesi 
cost $4.20 on the newsstand; the Writer’s Market costs $4.50 in a 
bookstore. You get both for $5 with the coupon below. 

The 1957 Writer’s Market lists 3,000 markets for your stores, 
articles, books, poetry, cartoons and photographs. It also has fea- 
tures on Article and Fiction Writing, TV Format, Query Letters, 
Copyright and Photojournalism. Clip the coupon below and mail 
it to us with your check. If you’re not pleased, tell us within 30 
days and we will refund your $5 in full. 

Yes, I'll take you up on your o fer! 

[] Send me 12 issues of Writer's Digest, beginning with next 
month’s. Also send me, prepaid, the 1957 Writer’s Market. 1 am 
enclosing my check for $5 (no billing, please, at this low price) 

Name 

Addres § 

City State — 

Writer’s Digest, 22 East 12th Street, Cincinnati 10, Ohio 



The Closing Gap 
(Continued from page 34) 

another direction, leaning on the more 
serious aspects of the citizen’s rights and 

SHORTHAND in 
per matt SPEEDWRITING shorthand, 120 words Tay — a —— le: Kec “Cost, 8 008 sraduaten.” te. 5 hyping. sy avail: able. Write 

8; ne 5 machines. Yeos 

duties. 
This same incident suggests another im- 

portant difference. In the popular piece, 
I'd need to personalize this anecdote, tell- 
ing how the balding, paunchy citizen ac- 
costed the red-faced patrolman, etc. Not so 
for the qualities; the editors would prob- 
ably object to my making so much of so 
slight an incident. 

Significantly, the quality writer would 
assume that the reader is already interested 
in the subject, that he doesn’t have to be 
lured, and that he prefers his facts fairly 
straight. The popular writer would feel that 
his first duty is, somehow, to get the reader 
interested, then educate him painlessly. 

The professional writer who knows the 

Speeduriling WEEKS 
55 W. 42nd Street, N.Y. 36 

OUR GHOST 
will: (1) write your story entirely for you from your g or, (2) rework your story, correcting all errors that may ing it from selling; rite it yourself, catching your errors as you make them. Reading Fee for Evaluation Only, $1 per script. J Complete Plot for you from your Piot idea, $3. lot We also turn stories into TV P' 

LANO "PUBLISHERS 
232 W. Delano Avenue Yonkers 5, N. Y. 

See Our Ads In Personals 

POEMS 

Wanted to be set to music. 
Z Any subject. Send Poems today. 
* Immediate consideration. 
* Phonograph Records Made 
Five Star Music Masters, 457 Beacon Bidg., Boston, Mass. 

WRITERS— CONSULT ADELE BAILEY 
Story analyst, agent, author, teacher. pe oy report on your story, $2.00; thorough marketing-technique analysis, $4.00; 
Selling-instruction lessons, $5.00 each, or $39 for complete course of ten. Book ms. $15.00. Inquire about local writers 
group meetings. Modest fees due to sincere interest in writers. 
30 OCEAN STREET 

This Ad Is In Large Type Because, 

Frankly, We Wanted To Attract Your 

Notice. We Believe That What We 

Can Offer You In Subsidy Book 

Publication Deserves Your Careful 

Attention. Submit Your Manuscript 

And Find Out Why. 

MR. BARRINGTON, Editor-in-Chief 

GREENWICH BOOK PUBLISHERS, INC. 

New York 17, N. Y. 

or, (3) work with you and help you a 

Novel 

SQUANTUM, MASS. 

489 Fifth Avenue 



N THE [5th of each month, WRIT- 
ER'S DIGEST enrolls a selected 

group of students in its Beginner's Indi- 
vidual Course in Short Story Writing. 
Experienced students or writers with a 
good record of MS sales are not eligible. 
A monthly group of sincere students will 
be pooner & and trained. 

The purpose of this Beginner's Course 
in Writing is to show plainly the elements 
in writing and painstakingly explain how 
to write short stories. The course lasts 
four months. 

page sng of the Beginner's Course 
in writing will not suddenly become 

professional writers, nor will they be able 
to do stories offhand for the smoothpaper 
magazines. They will, however, under- 
stand a few secrets of professional writing 
and be able to compose good, readable 
English in the approved editorial form. 
Only sincere students desired. 

The price of this course is quite reason- 
able.* You will have opportunity to study 
under experienced, professional editors, 
who will take an individual interest in your 
progress. Complete details and an outline 
of the Beginner's Course in Writing that 
will intrigue and inspire you, await sincere 
inquiries. 
We invite you to reply at once. 

Jul-7 
22 East 12th Street 
Cincinnati 10, Ohio 

Kindly send details of the Beginner’s Course in Writ- 
ing. This puts me under no obligation. 

RE ee ccgeaeeis ee. 

distinctions can work both sides of the street. 
Take a look at one writer who has tossed 

out the old idea that you are either a 
“quality” or a “slick” writer. From April, 
1951, to March, 1953, Richard Neuberger 
wrote 40 articles for 17 magazines, includ- 
ing THE NATION SCIENCE DIGEST, THE NEW 
YORK MAGAZINE, HOLIDAY, READER’S DIGEST, 
HARPER'S, CORONET and THE SATURDAY EVE- 
NING POST. 
. John Bartlow Martin may be an even 
more pointed example. He was known as a 
detective writer during the early 1930's; 
then it was usually said that “he’s been 
promoted to the slicks.” During the 1951- 
53 period, he did write for one of the big- 
gest slicks, THE Post. But he also wrote two 
for HARPER’s and one for the TIMES MAGA- 
ZINE. 
My own production for the past two 

years has included articles in such disparate 
periodicals as HARPER’S, MECHANIX ILLUS- 
TRATED, THE NEW YORK TIMES, CATHOLIC 
DIGEST, BUICK MAGAZINE, and THIS WEEK. 

There was little grinding of the style 
gears in moving from the popular pieces to 
the quality articles. And what grinding 
there was I consider healthy. The slight 
variation keeps a writer flexible and ver- 
satile—the qualties that are very desirable 
if you want to make a living from article 
writing. 

on unp ipt, 
FREE let us help gain the recognition 
Booklet you deserve. We will publish 

your BOOK—we will edit, design, 
on print, promote, advertise ond 
Oe sell it! Good royalties. 

Publishing Write for FREE copy of 
Your How To Publish Your Book 

COMET PRESS BOOKS, Dept. WD! 
Book 200 Varick St., M. Y. (4 

Authors Ready For Cooperative Publishing 
but who can’t decide which Press to select (Exposition, Comet, Vantage, Pageant et al.) or what Royalty Scale they are entitled to (20%, 40% or even mere. use the — > 

if you are the talented author 

paying the full cost and p specialists in this field and, by meral background and in- tensive e: rience, eminently qualified to offer authoritative 
advice. e can generally save you hundreds of dollars in publishing costs, and get you the best terms for royalty, publicity promotion and sales campaign. | 

Write for free information to 
WRITERS SERVICE LITERARY CONSULTANTS . 

10 E. 43rd St.. New York 17, N. Y. MU 7-515 

*We believe this to be the lowest priced short 
story course sold by a reliable institution. Money 
back agreement on ALL enrollments. 

SONGWRITERS 
PROTECT YOUR IDEAS! 

HOLD ALL SONGS, POEMS! 
Write for safe, correct procedure! 

SONG SERVICE 
New York 19, N. Y. Dept. W. 333 W. 56th St. 
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BOOKS for writers 

CAREERS IN WRITING 

olsele 
Characters Make Your Story 

ful for writers wishing to learn 
More about their profession. 
You’re entitled to return books 
for full cash refund within ten 
days if not thoroughly satisfied. 

JUVENILE WRITING 
Careers in Religious Journalism. . $2.50 | —— Book Field 

4.00 | Writing for Young Children... 

REFERENCE 
3.50 American Thesaurus of Slang. . 
3.00 Berry and Van den Bark 

. 7,00 

Name 

Address 

City State 

yo oie se __ Lewis sn : Dictionary of American Proverbs 6.00 
Free Lance Writing for a Living. 2.75 Wels pene Fiction 3.50 | Dictionary of Thoughts 4.95 earney tiney | Encyclopedia of Superstitions 3.50 Pree Lenco, Photographer's 3.75 MARKETS | English Grammar Simplified.... 1.75 
PO ene ‘Write for Money 1.50 | | Sect and Publisher Syndicate | Maal Pew! Copyright Practice 6.50 

Woodford ection 4. ‘Vienotson 
How to ~ a Story and Sell It 2.95 | | The Law of Literary Property ).00 | Phrase Finder 6.95 

t. Johns Wittenberg Practical Handbook of Better Narrative Technique ‘ 4.00 | Where and How to Sell Your English 1.50 
- Vere eon oe Pictures . 2. 4 Colby 

on’ts for Writers . Writer’s Market 4.50 
Elwood Mathieu @ Alvarez | Bepid Vecstudery Bulider i Practical Guide to Writing 2.00 Roget’s Thesaurus 1.90 

Successful Interviewing 3.75 NOVEL WRITING | Lowi nc con — ia arral Craft of Novel Writing 3.50| thumb indexed - 6.00 Writers: Here’s How 1.00 | urac | Western Word 3.75 
_ Met a a | How to Write a Novel 4.00 —— ie ‘ Writing for Christian Publications 3.00 | Komroff 

Write Toe the Screen 3.00 | Novel ,in the Making. . 3.00 EGRs Coat Wee Beranger ara . Professional Short Story Writing 4.50 Writing of Biography 1.50 | Technique of the Novel 2.00 | Mowery 
owen zze le eas 

Writing sof Fiction, The 4:50 | seavumerene | Sans Soe Sag 2.0 offman . Writing to Sell 2.75 | Horerieh at Work 3.50 fmt "= ag for a Profit.. 2.75 eredit ‘an Druten Your eve Power - 3.50 | Pointers on Playwriting 2.00 waite Oe | oom Short 4.00 sborn Niggli woo 
ARTICLE WRITING | Summer Theatres 1.65 | Writers: Learn to Earn 3.00 | eid 

ag iy Pong h sg A Year 4.95 PLOTTING AND REVISION | Writers: Help Yourselves 2.00 Maine 8, _ | Basic Formulas of Fiction 3.00 | Reid 
oster ga oe and Sell 3.50 | How to Revise Vour Owe Stoves 2: 00 Weitere: p, By Short Shorts 3.00 

Hal Borland emg Spare Time Article Writing cae on Ee 3.00 | | Writing Magarin Fiction 3.50 
— 3.95 | 36 Dramatic Situations 2.75| w , Le Polti Writing the Confession Story 2.75 
a ue in Article Writing 3.50 | Writing: Advice and Devices 3.75 vollett 
Write for Trade Journals 2.75 | Campbell TV AND RADIO 
Writing Non-Fiction 3.50 POETRY AND VERSE | Eric Heath’s Writing for Campbell | An Editor Looks at Poetry 2.00} Television 5.50 

Coblentz How to Write for Television 2.50 CARTOONING Complete Rhyming Dictionary.. 3.00 aufman . . . Wood 
Basic Drawing 4.00 | First Principles of Verse 3.00 | Television Plays 3.75 | D a, Sstiien C 2.00 illyer | Chayefsky 
Rey ORE SERINE S-artogns a Rhyming Dictionary 6.00 Television Writing 3.50 

DETECTIVE WRITING Greene | Writing and Selling Greeting Card Encyclopedia of Criminology... . 5.00 Verse 1.00 | Television Writing and Selling 5.75 
pave Criminal Investigation... 4.75 | Bar oberts M Soiree © g Acar eae § 05 | Writing Light Verse 2.75 | Writing for Television 3.00 ystery Writer’s Handboo rmour es rean 

Writing Detective and Mystery 
Fiction 3.50 WRITER’S DIGEST, 22 East 12th St., Cincinnati 10, Ohio. Burack Gentlemen: Please a me the following prepaid: 

THESE BOOKS are selected by the 
editors of Writer’s Dicest as 
the most authoritative and help- Payment of $ enclosed 



Subsidy Publishing 
(Continued from page 37) 

pense of his standard of living in the hope 
that he will make money from his invest- 
ment. The writer must be aware that he 
is unlikely to make money from self-publica- 
tion. Subsidy publishers should stress the 
pleasure and gratification motive and spe- 
cifically discourage authors from investing 
in their books with the idea of making 
money; unless at the same time they also 
show the percentage record, with their 
books, for the most recent year. 

10. We believe it is improper for a sub- 
sidy publisher, or book printer, to advertise 
in newspapers of wide circulation, for 
“manuscripts on all subjects’ without the 

WHO OWNS THE BOOKS 

YOU PAID TO HAVE PRODUCED? 

4 
i 
{ 

Publishers’ Weekly says you should and ; for our free folder outlining a low cost subsidy publishi ( service featuring author- or. a copies printed bound; copies and rights belong to ( 
4 
‘ 

WILLIAM-FREDERICK PRESS 
313 West 35th Street York 1, N.Y 

BO LOPLI OOD ILE 

TYPING 

50c per thousand words 

ELIZABETH SCHACHINGER 
4325 Gunther Avenue 

Bronx 66, N. Y. 

advertisement making it clear that the book 
printer expects the author to pay for the 
cost of publication. 

These ten points, if implemented by the 
subsidy-book publishers, will make self-pub- 
lication more attractive because the under- 
current of bad talk would disappear, and 
nothing can succeed over public disap- 
proval. 
We published the advertisement of Dor- 

. rance and Company for over thirty years 
and cannot remember a single complaint in 
all that time. The same applies to Comet 
Press who has been advertising in WRITER’s 
DIGEST for 8 or 10 years. 

This illustrates that subsidy publishing 
exists without cause for complaint. Other 
subsidy publishers have been in our pages 
for ten years, or more, with an average of 
less than two complaints per year which is 
not a bad batting average if they each re- 
ceive as few as one hundred inquiries a year 
from our readers. 

The hard-sell competitor can cause many 
operators in any field to change the course 
of their advertising. Then the FTC comes 
in and calms it down. In subsidy publishing 
the soft-sell needs replace the hard-sell; 
i. e., full-face facts need be offered so that 
the reader can come to no other conclu- 
sion except the facts. 

Sell Your Short-Shorts to Best Markets 
Our agency sells short-shorts for $75 to $850 apiece. If 
by all means send them in for marketing. Reading and han 

ROBERT OBERFIRST, Literary Agent, Ocean City, 

ou have written short-shorts which you think should sell 
ing fee: $3 each. 10% commission on sales. 

New Jersey 

FREE! FREE! FREE! Writi 

a salable short-short, will be mailed free of charge to all 
OBERT OBERFIRST, Literary Agent, P 

the Short Short Story by Robert Oberfirst 
My famous booklet, be Sp THE SHORT ogg STORY » which contains 3 cardinal elements in writing 

—— seriously interested in .— this type fiction. 
. Bex 539, Ocean City, New Jersey 

Ld 

WRITER'S YEARBOOK 

Writer’s 1957 Yearbook 

1,208 MARKETS for fiction, articles, TV, books, cartoons, gags, etc. 

INSTRUCTION on Short Fiction, TV, Fact-Detective, paperbacks, etc. 

GAG & CARTOON Markets, and detailed instruction on how to sell them. 

A SHORT COURSE in Personality Writing, Tape Interview with Margaret 
Mead, Ed;torial Seminar and many other features. 

60c at your downtown newsstand or postpaid from: 

CINCINNATI 10, OHIO 
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New Writer Sells to Coronet, Reader's Digest 

“What can Palmer training give me? I asked myself six months ago. 
Answer: already I’ve sold to Coronet, Reader’s Digest, Farm Journal, 
Grit, and The Lutheran. My Palmer instructor has been of invaluable 
help—constructive in criticism, yet prompt to comment on good work.” 
—Mrs. Katharine Benion, Milton, Pa. (Note: Mrs. Benion later reported 
additional sales of $100.) . 

ToWritersWhoWant to Make 

More Than $6,000 a Year 

Read What Students 

Say About How We 

delped Them Succeed 

Graduate 
Now Famous 

Author 
A. E. Van Vogt, 
one of the all-time 
greats in science- 
fiction, is the author 
of five published 
books, scores of 

short stories and novelettes. He 
writes: ““Thanks for your help with 
the article, ‘The West Coast’s Hyp- 
notism Man’ which sold to Western 
Family. The Palmer course is ex- 
cellent—it was a milestone in my 
career.” 

Thanks Palmer 
For Help 

“The wealth of 
information in your 
lessons, covering all 
phases of writing, 
plus the utmost in 
help from excellent 
instructors, leaves 

no question about writing tech- 
1iques. I haven’t completed the 
ourse yet, but I wouldn’t have my 
heck for an article if it weren't for 
he guidance of Palmer Institute.” 

Billie Cook, Vallejo, California. 

Student 
Wins $500 

In Compeition 
*“ ‘Freedom’s Holy 
Light’ won $500 for 
me in the competi- 
tion held annually 
by the Pennsylvania 

| -eedom League. I am now at work 
€ panding this to full book length, 
2d am happy to say eight pub- 
I hers are interested in it.”—Har- 

A t 

Are you satisfied with your present income? Or are you 
anxious to attain more worthwhile, steady sales? It may not be 
because you lack the talent necessary to be an accomplished 
writer that success seems slow in coming your way. Perhaps 
you, like many other beginning Palmer students, merely need to 
acquire the professional techniques which editors are looking 
for. This is the kind of home-study training which Palmer has 
been giving for 40 years in helping writers find the most direct 
road to recognition and financial success. 

Editors are quick to agree the demand is greater today than 
ever before for interesting, well-written manuscripts. In fact, 
many writers are already taking advantage of this present need 
and are selling more material at higher rates. 

If you really want to make a success of your writing, you 
owe it to yourself to find out how Palmer’s thorough training 
and individual guidance by professional writers will help you. 
Palmer’s unique training prepares you for NOT just one field 
of writing, but for all: short stories, novels, mysteries, TV-radio 
scripts, and feature articles. 

Free Lesson Shows How 

To learn more about how your income may be increased, 
we urge you to investigate Palmer training. Just send for this 
generous free offer: Typical lesson of our proven home-study 
course plus 40-page book, “The Art of Writing Salable Stories,” 
describing your opportunities. It is quite possible this will be 
the important turning point in your career. Send for your Free 
Lesson Material and Book. No obligation. No salesman will 
call. Send now before you forget. 

Palmer Institute of Authorship 

Since 1917 Accredited: National Home Study Council 

1680 N. Sycamore, Desk J-77 Approved 
Hollywood 28, California for V eterans 

Mail this reminder coupon or send postcard 

FREE 

Please send me free typical lesson package and book, ‘‘The Art of Writing 
Salable Stories,’ which explains how I may increase my income from 
writing. This is confidential. No salesman will call. Please print clearly. 

yay Stories 
% % Palmer Institute of Authorship 

1680 N. Sycamore 
Hollywood 28, Calif., Desk J-77 

Miss 

Address 
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1 City ‘ Zone State... 
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IS YOUR BOOK 

One of the 999? 

PROMINENT publisher has stated in a 

national magazine that. “Vine hundred 

it 5 4 

and ninety-nine out of every 1.000 

manuscripts are unpublishable. Nine hundred 

of them are unreadable.” This would be dis- 

couraging news to the writer of a first book if his 

chances of success were measured by percentages 

alone. Fortunately. this is not the case. 

Nia The winning manuscript emerges from the pen of a writer who has studied 

his craft and in many cases has the aid of a professional consultant. The 999 

that lose are the creations of self-assured hopefuls. whose zeal exceeds their 

capabilities. who are quite certain they need no professional help and seldom 

go looking for it. They are never seriously regarded as competition. because 

they have only a vague notion of what they are trying to do in this complex 

and exacting profession. 

If you are wondering where you fit into the picture. let me say that your 

future is about as promising as you make it. You are free to be a perennial 

5 

; 
§ 

; 
ns 

¢ 

5 
5 scrivener who writes but never becomes a writer; or you may secure competent 

help. know exactly where you are going and be professionally guided in 

vetting there. 

My more than 200 successful clients have had such assistance. | directed 

their writing efforts into that select class of manuscripts. from which all 

published books are chosen, This aid consists of professional revision, cor- 
rective criticism or line-by-line editing. as the special need may suggest. 

My free pamphlet, BOOK WRITING | consider book material only, but 
Z e short stories, articles and teleplays HELP, explains these services in de- are handled by my New York repre- 

tail. Write for it today. sentative. Details on request. 

ITERARY CONSULTANT wenn arrin' Stace, cate 

ee ARUDY WOW UU BUT TUK UU SUI Lon TUBUIK JGUT VETTE : 


